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Send $1.00 for a
complete full-color
1984 pocket«lition
catalog to:

The "RANGER" Cartridge Belt Fits Nearly All Am
munition: Special cartridge loops are made from a
double strip of elastic; the same belt will hold cali
bers from .22 short to the mighty .458 magnum and
most rifle cartridges. 3-layer construction reduces
the undesirable flexing of conventional nylon web

.. belts. "RANGER" belts feature a rugged buckle of
heavy-duty nylon.

I imate ch ice has arrived and IS
waiting for you at Bianchi dealers everywhere!
Bianchi is proud to present the most significant advance in
nylon holster technology to date. The ALL NEW RANGER
SERIES is a rugged and economical alternative to utlity
grade leather holsters. We use tough, abrasion-resistant 1050
denier ballistic nylon cloth on the outside, a special 1f4 "-thick
closed-cell foam inside to cushion and protect your valuable
handgun, and an 8 oz. 420 denier nylon liner for smooth and
easy action. Edges are bound with nylon ribbon to prevent

edge wear and fraying. Just 8 Sizes Fit Most Hand
guns: Our unique closed-cell
foam is self-molding to pro
vide a custom fit for your
favorite handgun.
Available In 4 Colors: Gun
metal Gray with gray liner,
Midnight Black with black
liner, Woodland Camouflage
with black liner, and Pacific
Blue with gray liner.

.1
zStitched.()n Snap Can't

Touch Gun: Unlike others on
the market, our SNAP BACK IS
COVERED. We've attached the
snap to a small disc and stitched it
to the front of the holster so the snap
can't touch the gun and damage
its finish.
Bianchi's "SIGHTTAPE" Provides
Reinforced Sight Protection: Hot
cut tubular nylon webbing is rein
forced with a shaped strip of plas
tic. It is curved to cup around ,the
pistol's front sight, forming a sight
channel.
Built-in Belt Loop Prevents Top-Heaviness and
places the gun on the belt at the correct angle
and height. No more slipping and wobbling back
and forth on the belt!
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MAIL TO:
Maryland Gun Works
Aimpoint Hunter's Redhawk Offer
2600 Frederick RoadDept. AHG-9
Hyattstown, MD 20871

My instinct tells me the AIMPOINT HUNTER'S RED·
HAWK is the package I'd like to take into the field.
Enclosed is my Dealer's FFL and check for

I ------ package (s). Please enter my order and
advise when to expect delivery.
Holster 0 lefthand 0 righthand. Belt si?e _ (inches).

_______ Zip _

This offer void wherever prohibited or restricted b'y
law. Product names and trademarks of all manufactur·
ers mentioned are used with their permission. Any
taxes imposed are the responsibility of the purchaser
and must be paid upon receipt of product.
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Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speed loaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

•

See Your Local Gun Dealer

HKS Products, Inc.
7841 Foundation Drive
Florence, Ky. 41042

HANDI.OADING
DAN ConERMAN

MAN STOPPER LOADS - LIGHT BULLETS OR
HEAVY? NEW LYMAN MOULDS

I 've stated the case for heavy bullets as .5O-Caliber revolver like the .44 Bulldog, it
manstoppers on a number of occasions, would be a perfect self-defense weapon. A

and my contentions favoring such bullets 165-grain bullet from a case similar to the .44
have substantial backing from numerous Special would be ideal. However, a 105-grain
sources. However, since this is an open .44 bullet traveling at 1735 fps isn't bad,
forum, it's fair sport to present an argument either!"
for light bullets. It comes from Martin Boxer, Boxer's conclusions run contrary to those
1 Chelmsford Ct., Monsey, NY 10952. of military committees assigned to determin
Boxer prefers to use light bullets in large ing the effectiveness of light versus heavy
calibers, although he says he has long used a handgun bullets. He does, however, bring up
68-grain half-jacketed, type-metal-core bul- an interesting point in that regard: 'The 75
let in his .38 Special Model 60. This one, he year-old tests with cattle (Thompson-La
says, will shoot through an automobile Garde) were absolutely conclusive. How
bumper, but he refers a 9O-grainer for both ever, cattle and mankind are not similar.
the Model 60 and his 9mm parabellum. Mankind is soft and easily penetrated; ani-

He goes on to say, "Many years ago I mals are not. Also animals are much thicker
conducted some experiments with high- front to back, or side to side than are men.
velocity pistol bullets impacting large lumps There is simply much more mass to absorb
ofputty. As expected, the heavy, slow bullets bullet impact, so heavier bullets in any cal
didn't nearly compare to the same caliber iber would be required:'
lightweights at much higher velocities when . • • •
it carne to making large holes in the putty I received a shipment of Manstopper bul-
mass. Higher velocity caused the putty lets (Manstopper Products Corp., RD 3, Box
around the point of impact to develop an 401, Warwick, NY 10990) a couple of years
outward velocity radiating away from the back, and have continued to use them in
center of impact. This effect also occurs expansion experiments. Most recently, a 190
when a soft piece of flesh is hit. Try a fresh grain Manstopper bullet was loaded ahead of
veal roast and then dissect ii. Youll be con- 5.9 grains ofW-W 231, ignited by a CCI 300
vinced as to the effectiveness of large caliber, primer, and shot through the 3-inch tube of a
lighter-weight bullets for personal defense at Charter Arms .44 Bulldog. Velocity was a
close range. They are absolutely devastating mere 757 fps as the Manstopper traversed the
at 1500 fps, plus. pages of a water-soaked phone book, the cost

''A large-caliber handgun can accelerate a ofa veal roast being what it is. The result was
bullet more easily than any smaller caliber. If a picture-perfect example of bullet expan
the bullet's weight is the same and the barrel sion: the Manstopper expanded fully and
length is the same, the larger caliber will roundly to a diameter of .83-inch! In doing
easily out-accelerate the smaller, while oper- so, it retained almost all of its weight, losing
ating at identical pressure. only two grains.

"High-velocity handgun bullets in the The phenomenon ofhydrostatic shock was
larger calibers require no expansion to be invoked by virtue of having soaked the
effective. They accelerate the mass of the experimental medium. This being the case,
flesh impacted in an outward direction with- the rapidly expanding bullet, even at low
out the need to expand. The hydraulic shock velocity, created secondary energy sufficient
wave traveling through the bloodstream to causing a "wound channel" that was over
should cause any adversary to collapse, two inches in diameter.
unconscious. • • •

"For personal defense, there is nothing George V. Lane, who resides at 21655 23-
better than a large caliber, the larger the bet- Mile Rd., Mt. Clemens, MI 48044, writes,
ter, coupled with high velocity, the higher the "Having picked up a lightweight two-inch
better. The bullet weight is almost immaterial Colt Agent, I found myself wondering what I
as long as it gets to the target without losing could do with it. Using it for close defense; I
too much velocity. I have tired 45-grain,.44- did not want to shoot through walls, shake
caliber bullets through a 1I4th-inch steel my gun apart, or even shoot metallic sil
plate: Now, that's power! The velocity must houettes. Power-plus loading didn't seem like
have been well over 2000 fps-probably a good idea for the Agent.
closer to 2500. I didn't have a chronograph "Using 3.0 grains of Unique, Federal #100
then. Figure it out on the Powley Computer, small pistol primers, and 2OG-grain Reming
with 23 grains of Unique through a lO-inch ton round-nosed bullets gives me a load that
barrel. is accurate for my proposed (3 inches at 12

"If the Charter Arms people would build a yards, with my eyesight and a 2-inch barrel),

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1984
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SCOPED GUNS Finally a
way to carry large scoped
guns with up to 14-inch
barrels. Camo or black, right
or left..Convenient and
lightweight.

INSIDE-THE-PANT Made
of a black, super-thin laminate.
Black metal clip secures
holster. Non-chafing to skin.

Send $1.00 for 24-page catalog to Michaels
of Oregon, Dept. AHG-4, P.O. Box 13010,
Portland, OR 97213.

-------------------I
I
I
I
I
I Name

I Address

I C~y/State/Zip

VERTICAL SHOULDER
A great hunting and all
purpose holster for large
revolvers & autos.
Comfortable harness with
unique support system.
Camo or black, right or left.

ANKLE Now a truly
comfortable ankle holster you
can wear for hours. Velcro~
adjustments all around. Safety
strap with thumb break.

-' Black only.

_.
SIDEKlCKTM

HOLSTERS

HANDGUNNERS! .
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
• Rosewood • Pearl • Ivory • Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony • Stag •
Hilndcarved or plain. Standard style- replacements.

~
Oversized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for

\ \ \\ speed loader).

~ Finest quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted
1/ to all current models of Colt, S&W, Ruger, Charter

,~;;i::~ ~;~mW;~~~~:Oo: o::mO~::";i<e" fmm yom
. dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48-hour delivery,

most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AJE, LTD. Dept. AH-9, 421 A Irmen Dr., Addison, IL 601011
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

HIP Medium high ride,
camouflage or black, right or
left. 11 sizes fit most revolvers
& autos.

HORIZONTAL
SHOULDER Tuck revolver
or auto under your arm. Extra
flat ham!,!ss. Safety strap
has thumb break. Black only.
Fits right or left.

NOW AT YOUR DEALER
All of these high quality holsters (except Inside
the-Pant) are made of Cordura~nylon,
waterproof closed cell foam padding and nylon
lining to protect the finish of your gUh. Snug fit
for all guns. Adjustable safety strap keeps gun
secure. Made in U.S.A. Complete holster
selection guide at your dealer.

~glegl1ps
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"

/~

One of the best things to happen to hand
loaders in some time is Outer's new spray can
ofCrud Cutter. I received a sample for testing
and immediately put it to work on a particu
larly cruddy ID-inch .44-caliber TIC barrel.
A shot of Crud Cutter and a couple of passes
with clean patches did the trick. The crud
laden barrel was rendered free of unburned
powder residue and lead smearing.

• • •

• • •

and a 200-grain bullet that tumbles in 3 gal
lons of water, or 900 pages of Ma Bell. I am
thinking of buying a Lyman composite
mould and using the lower base to make 2ID
grain wadcutters, and see what happens.

"Have you or your readers any ideas on
loads that can be effective in a civilian light
weight alloy snub-nose .38 Special? Maybe
nosier, flashier, lighter, and faster ammo is
not the answer for this type of handgun~'

We can go back to Boxer's 9O-grainer, or
we can recommend in favor of continuing to
seek a good load for the 2ID-grainer you're
considering, George. Let us know what you
learn, and what other handloaders who read
this column suggest. Meanwhile, if I were to
seek a good load with a 210 in a 2-inch .38, fd
probably start with 3.0 grains of Unique and
proceed to slightly heavier charges with
caution.

Lyman Products Corporation, of Mid
dlefield, Connecticut, now offers moulds for
seven bullets that are ideally suited to those of
us who involve outselves in handgun sil
houette shooting.

Contrary to thinking in some quarters, bul
lets cast with an intermediate alloy offer defi
nite advantages, say the Lyman folk. Such
bullets are easier on a gun's bore, offer ample
lubrication, and are considerably less costly.

Linotype metal, expensive and increas
ingly difficult to find, is neither necessary nor
particularly desirable for silhouette shooting.
It is brittle and it tends to shatter on impact.
An intermediate alloy such as Lyman's #2
(ERN 15), doesn't shatter. It maintains its
form, transferring almost all of its energy to
the target. What's more, an intermediate alloy
is inexpensive and easy to formulate from
ingredients that are easy to find. Think about
it, handloaders. When was the last time you
saw a genuine, fire-breathing linotype
machine in operation?

Lyman has seven flat-nosed moulds that're
ideal for casting good silhouette bullets. For
specifics, drop a note to Ken Ramage, Lyman
Products Corporation, Dept. AH, Route 147,
Middlefield, CT 06455.

Handloaders, manufacturers-your par
ticipation in this open forum is vital! The
information we are thus able to pass along
can advance handloading in a way it has
never before been advanced. So chip in, all of
you. And don't think you're being overlooked
ifyour comment doesn't appear immediately.

Send your comments to the new address:
Handloading, RD 1, Box 7, .......
Llano, CA 93544. """'
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591 Camino de la Reina- Dept. 117
San Diego, California 92108

rREEr "'. revl.'" RED800Kofr j • U•." GUll V.lu.. I. you,..
with your p.'" .u".crlp
tloll (worth .....5).

~
MAGAZINE

,aiD I tTl N

REDBOOK
H

1246 Handgun Models
1233 Rifle Models
.965 Shotgun Models

.U.se the adjoining postage paid order card or w

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from cover date.

Great reading ... that's what GUNS is all about. Great
reading about guns and only guns. It's the firearms
publication that the experts read ... and the ex
perts write. And GUNS covers the total firearms
field like no other magazine. It's the only one where
you'll find regularly featured articles on handload
ing, bench resting, black powder, airguns, knives,
handguns, rifles, and outstanding engraving.

Great coverage ...the most complete ever. The very
next issue may include just the article that you've
been looking for. An article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. You can't
afford to be without it.

Great value ... SAVE up to 53% by subscribing now.

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)
Charge your subscription to your Visa!BAC or MasterCard

Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

80



VERY SPECIAL HANDGUNS TE
YOU ABOUT THEMSELVES

C(jhe MANURHIN PPK/S whispers of ...
lDndon, Berlin, Casablanca Pass'
ports with exotic entry stamps .

mysterious passengers in train com'
partments through the Balkans ...
The intelligence services of a
dozen nations padlocked /'
attache cases Expen, ~
sive hotels "and cafes,
and sleek fast E



QUIET,
PERFORMANCE,

SPEED,
STABI LITY,

POWER,
SMOOTHNESS,

ACCELERATION,
ACCURACY,

DEPENDABILITY.

coprA1K

REVOLVERS OR AUTOS FOR POLICE? HERE
IS PART 1 OF A DISCUSSION

Designing
"the perfect"

.,,_,,~!"",bowhas been
our goal, we
call it the
Total Design
Concept. Be
cause of its
ease of tuna
bility, the new
Darton bows
conform to all
archers and
perform con
sistently shot
after shot. It's
the most com
petitively
priced bow
with unsur
passed custo
mer service.
In order to
get the full
story on our
New high en-

~ ergy wheel,
please send
for our full
color catalog.

.~.

DARTON
Ai L..

DARTON ARCHERY
3261 Flushing Road,

Dept. AH9-10, 3261 Flushing Road,
Flint, Michigan 48504

Afew years ago, Bill Jordan and I did back
.t"\.to back articles in a book in which he
said the revolver was the only suitable police
weapon; I took the side of the auto. Since that
time, rve been identified as a booster of the
auto.

Actually, I take a more balanced view. I
feel the autoloader has certain definite advan
tages in a gunfight, but because of its rela
tively complex manner of operation and the
fact that it will often be held cocked on a
suspect, I recommend it only for cool, vet
eran officers who qualify at least Expert if not
Master. There are two sides to the revolver
auto service gun argument, and this month,
we'll look at the former.

The revolver offers more reliability.
Gun experts tell you that their autos are every
bit as reliable as autos. That's true: .. for
their autoloaders. The average cop doesn't
clean his gun except at inspection time, nor
does he realize that the most effective hollow
point street loads often won't feed reliably
from an "out of the box" auto.

The revolver is safer to handle. Many
less-motivated officers are dangerously
under-familiar with their service weapons.
The axiom is that you have to be extremely
stupid to have an accidental discharge with a
double action revolver, but only a little stupid
to have one with an auto. A study in one of
the police professional journals not long ago
showed a disproportionately high number of
autoloaders represented in statistics on police
weapons accidents.

The D.A. revolver is less likely to be
inadvertently discharged during a tense
gunpoint situation.. The Colt and Brown
ing-pattern autos are normally carried cocked
and locked, and despite safety training lec
tures, the officer is likely to thumb off the
safety as soon as he feels threatened. This
leaves him holding a cocked pistol. The same
is true if he has fired one or more shots from
his double-action auto before "covering" the
suspect, thus ,self-cocking the pistol. If his
finger is on the trigger, a sudden sound can·
easily cause a startled convulsion of the fin
ger. BANG! Deadsuspect.

The D.A. revolver is less likely to dis
charge in a struggle. When a perpetrator
grapples for the officer's weapon, it is second
nature to hang on tight. Revolvers tend to be
much more forgiving. In New York City,
where there are numerous episodes of sus
pects 'rassling with officers holding guns,

there are only about six such accidental dis
charges a year. I daresay it would be much
more if NYPD officers packed autoloaders.

By contrast, in the past year I documented
two cases 3,000 miles apart that resulted in
the departments involved banning the Colt
.45 auto for use by their officers. In Van
couver, Washington a narcotics officer was
making an arrest at the point ofhis cocked .45
when a suspect began to wrestle for the gun.
The narc yelled for help, and a traffic officer
ran to his aid. The pistol discharged, fatally
striking the second cop in the face.

In Hampton, New Hampshire, a police
sergeant approached a motorist with his Gold
Cup in hand after a wild Code Three chase.
As he attempted to remove the suspect from
the car, the latter grabbed the officer's gun and
tried to pull it out of his hand. It appears that,
reflexively tightening his hand to keep hold of
the gun, the sergeant's thumb wiped 01J the
Swenson safety and his finger unintentionally
tightened on the trigger. The 200-grain Speer
hollowpoint literally tore the suspect's jaw
off. The court ruled that the officer had acted
appropriately, but the department still banned
automatics.

Effective service revolvers are avail
able in stainless. S&W's 6OO-series L-frame
guns, and their stainless .38 Specials function
well, as does Ruger's stainless revolver line.
Though several autoloaders have been intro
duced in stainless steel, none has yet achieved
a track record of sufficient reliability for the
police service, in my opinion. While I have
mixed feelings about stainless, I recognize its
good properties in humid areas, or when
issued to officers whose weapons are infre
quently inspected.

Effective snatch-resistant holsters are
readily available. Holsters such as the fine
Bianchi 27 and Hurricane, Rogers Boss and
Trooper, and S&W Security Plus can help
overcome a snatch attempt by securing the
gun behind the trigger guard and at the back
of the cylinder. Neither is possible with autos.
The only true snatch-resistant holster for
autoloaders is the Bianchi AutoDraw, which
takes a serious time commitment to learn to
use swiftly, and is available only for the Colt
Government-style pistol.

Yet, for a cool and well-trained officer, the
properly selected autoloader offers
many advantages in a pure gunfighting
pistol. We'll discuss them next .....
issue. ~
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READ THIS MESSAGE
IFYOU OWN THIS GUN.

THE COLT 25 ACP
AUTO PISTOL.

place the firing pin and the firing pin spring,
and return the gun as promptly as possible.

Please do not delay in returning this form.
Meanwhile, carry your pistol only with an empty
chamber. If coupon is missing, please send a
postcard or note giving your name, address
and the serial no. of your pistol to: Colt Indus
tries Inc., Firearms Division, P.O. Box 1868,
Dept. RC 25, Hartford, CT 06101.

(0~JFo~ Samty's
Sake

1

,. F;r;ngp~
2. Firing pin spring

It has come to our attention that some of
the small pocket automatic pistols marketed by
Colt in 25 ACP between 1957 and 1973 (these
have serial numbers ending in CC or beginning
with 00) are susceptible to accidental dis
charge if improperly carried with a round in the
chamber, and dropped or otherwise carelessly
handled. This is because of the type of firing
mechanism in these pistols. Some of these pis
tols were marked "Junior Colt/Cal. 25," others
"Made in Spain for Colt," and still others "Colt
Automatic/Cal. 25."

Colt will modify the firing mechanism of
these pistols free of charge. This modification

will substantially reduce © 1984 Colt Industries Operating Corp

the possibility of acci- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
I AH I

dental discharge. Serial #
If you own one of: ------------ :

these pistols, please no- I Name I

tify Colt by completing '·'1 Address 1
and returning the cou- I I

'--- --' pon (or a copy of it) but I City I ~

do not return the pistol at this time. You will be I . I
given further details and instructions as to when I State ZiP 1
and how to ship your firearm to Colt. We will re- L ..J

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1984 II



Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!

1985 GUN DIGEST
39th Edition

#GD1056

488 8W' x 11" pages

$1495

Any book that commands the respect
and following of Gun Digest needs more
than tradition behind it. For 40 years it's
outsold every pretender to the title of
"World's Greatest Gun Book". Perhaps
it's because of the lively, fresh and
interesting feature articles written by the
best gun writers in the field. Maybe it's
because Gun Digest has the most
complete and current catalog available
under one cover. Or the special Gunde~
the testfire reports, or what's new in
firearms and accessories. Or could it be
because Gun Digest has all these and
more. More for the hunter, the collector,
the historian, the shooter, the handloader
... more for anyone who loves guns and
gun lore. Here's a sampling:
Guns and Gunfire on TV Tube and
Movie Screen by Konrad F. Schreier, Jr.
A film scholar tells how they make the
bangs and flashes happen and why
they have so often used the wrong gun,
starting way back with "The Birth Of A
Nation". .

Getting A Grand Slam On Turkeys by
Dwain Bland. There can be a Grand
Slam on turkeys - bagging gobblers in
all four subspecies - as on sheep, and
it takes just as much planning and travel.
To get a Royal'\3rand Slam, a hunter
also has to hunlMexico's Sierra Madre.
The Miquelet ock by 'Major Noel
Corry. These distinctive mechanisms
were Hispanic in origin and Mediterranean
in use and tell their own tales of the
history of firearms.
The Funny Guns and Gear of the
Western Fast Draw Game by Bob
Arganbright. Fast draw is a game people
play with guns, and they bUild funny
guns and funny gear to get a 5/100ths of
a second speed improvement - just like
the funny cars in drag racing.

Edited by Ken Warner

The Extraordinary P.O. Ackley by
Lester Womack. The story of the man
who taught the world that the Arisaka
was a good rifle. He is perhaps the King
of sober Wildcatters and the mentor of
many who work on guns today. Told by
.a friend who was there.
Ye Olde Gunsmithing Tools by M.L.
Brown. Many of the tools used t6 make
the machines of the Industrial Revolution
were originally the tools developed by
the men who made guns. Brown shows
how the history of commerce can be
told through the tools that made the
guns that have made history.
The Gun That Followed The Famous
Webley 455 by Wilfrid Ward. The
BritiSh built the last, perhaps the best,
battle revolver, then crippled it with poor
ammunition. Here's the whole story from
the 1920's and '30's.
How To Love A 22 by Sam Fadala. The
little 22 we all started with holds a special
place in the h,eart of this writer who uses
it to get meat on the table and his kids
trained up as kids should be..
John M. Browning: The Man And His
Patents by D.A. Tomlinson. Canadian
Tomlinson, astounded at the cavalier
attitude of Americans toward this premier
gun designer, catalogs the man by his
patents, and brings a whole era to life.
Make Mine A Sidehammer Rifle by
Jack Lott. Experience has shown this
writer that in big double rifles, the under
lever hammer gun is the best option. The
others aren't bad, he says, but he wants
the hammer guns for their special virtues
when it's time to shoot:

The Mountain Rifle Question by Ken
Warner. The state of the art keeps
changing, but the fiberglass (or an
equivalent) stock is the key to the new
carrying rifle. A 6% pound 30-06 or a 6
pound 308 is easy.
Fred Adolph's Gem by R.P. Stepien.
Handgun hunting is the newest trend,
but there were handgun hunters before
World War I. Why else would Adolph
have made this long-range single shot
22 centerfire pistol?
Unhappy Hunting Ground by Sidney
Du Brott. Fifty million Frenchmen can't
be wrong,.as the saying goes, but fifty
million BritollS can be wrong about
shooting sports. It's hard to believe how
difficult they make ii fot themselves. This
on-the-scene report tells how they
muddle through in the UK
Another Browning'S Rifle by Robert K.
Sherwood. There's a Browning in Idaho
who owns his great grandfather's rifle.
His great grandfather was gunmaker
Johnathan Edmund.Browning, the father
of the great gunmaker John Moses
Browning. It's a story of Nauvoo, Illinois,

Brigham Young and the Mormons, since
the elder Browning traveled with and
made rifles for the sect.

~n Unmatched Pair by Ken Warner.
There's a lot to be learned from a pair of
double rifles, one over-under and one
side-by-side. Warner compared them
and tells all.
The Middle Ground Deer Rifles by
Francis E. Sell. When the rest of the world
embraced the scoped bolt action high
power as a deer rifle, this shooter stayed
with the easier, cheaper, faster middle
ground of moderate cartridges and lever
actions. For him, the fancy guns and
gear aren't necessary.
You Can Shoot 90% On Wild Birds . ..
Sometimes by Stuart Williams.

Thirty Million Handguns by LR. Wallack

Big Guns and Small Game
by Joseph S. Krieger.
Little-Known Pistols Of The Post-War
Era by Charles E. Petty.
The Uncolts: U.S.-Made Pistols of
1911 Pattern by J.B. Wood.

The Modified Airgun by J.I. Galan.

Aerial Targets Safe Again
by Dave Reynolds.

Much, much more!

TESTFIRE REPORTS on Dixie's
Muzzle-loading Northwest Trade Guns;
Kleinguenther's K-22 Rifle; Kimber's new
small Centerfire Bolt Action Sporter; a legal
pistol stock; Mexican powder-powered
177-caliber pellet guns, much more.
PLUS THESE REGULAR DEPART
MENTS: Ammunition, Ballistics' and
Components. Rifle Review. Black
Powder Review. Handloading Update
• Shotgun Review. Scopes & Mounts
Review. Handguns Today: Autoloaders,
Sixguns And Others • Shooter's Market
place • Custom Guns. Art Of The
Engraver. Shows Of Europe
SPECIAL GUNDEX: A preface to the
catalog section, enabling the reader to
locate immediately any gun in the catalog,
knowing no more than its manUfacturer
and model designation.
AND 8 FULL COLOR PAGES OF
GUNS AND ACCESSORIES! ,
GREATLY EXPANDED CATALOG
SECTION: This section is once more
expanded, revised and remOdeled to
hold its position unquestioned as the
best compact catalog of firearms and
gun gear available in the world. Packed
with illustrations and specifications on
all U.S. and imported rifles, shotguns,
handguns, black powder guns, air guns,
chokes and brakes, metallic sights,
scopes and mounts. All are listed with
the most up-to-date prices available.

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!



Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free!

Book #

MILITARY SMALL ARMS
OF THE 20TH CEN:rURY
4th Ed/lion
By Ian V Hogg & John Weeks
Fully revised comprehensive
illustrated encyclopedia of
small caliber arms used by
the world's armies today.
those used in two world wars.
and those sure to be used in the
·80·s. 288 8Yz" x I I" pages.
#ME9146 ..... $12.95

$
Book #

Column "B" Total $ _
PLUS postage.
insurance and
handling fee
($2.00 for each
FREE book) $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ -----:_

1o-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept W 490
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD, 4th Edition

By Frank C. Barnes
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions, performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics' for over 1,000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8Y!" x 11" pages.

#CW5046 ... :: $12.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ #FP8616 :. $10.95
DISASSEMBLY PART II: REVOLVERS

By J.B. Wood #FR8626 $10.95
Field-stripping and complete PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
takedown and reassembly of #RR8636 $10.95
201 popular firearms with PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
photos and text describing #CR8646 $10.95
each step. Each book con- PART V: SHOTGUNS
tains 288-320 8\7" x II" #SR8656 $10.95
pages. PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY WEAPONS #LW8666....$10.95

POPULAR SPORTING
RIFLE CARTRIDGES
By Clay Harvey
Examines almost 50 metallic
cartridges, their history and
handloading quirks. Com
bines hard data with Author's
interesting and informative
analysis. Factory and hand
load data furnished with each
cartridge. 320 8Y!" x II" pages.
#PC2526"." $12.95

HOME GUNSMITHING GUNSMITHING: THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
DIGEST, 3rd Edition TRICKS OF THE TRADE MODERN GUN VALUES,
By Tommy L. Bish By J. B. Wood 4th Edition By Jack Lewis
Repair, restoration, remodel- Using ordinary workshop Greatly expanded to include
ing for every gun owner. Metal: tools, Wood explains how to all non-military _guns intra-
plating, inlaying, soldering. replace and repair broken parts duced between 1900 and 1981.
Wood: gluing, coloring, filling, Without welding; repoint firing' Thousands of listings and
finishin~. Tools: choosing, pins/auto pistol strikers; nearly 2000 photos. Current
sharpenmg, care. 256 8W' x tighten shotguns/revolvers; values, full specs anddescrip-
11" pages. more. 256 8Yz"x II" pages. tions. 400 8Yz" x 11" pages.

#HG5176." .. $10.95 #GS5166."." .$10.95 #MG5846""" $12.95

GUN DIGEST 800K OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
PISTOLSMITHING RIFLESMITHING SHOTGUNGUNSMITHING

- By Jack Mitchell By Jack Mitchell By Ralph Walker
Covers smoothing, tuning, Covers locking systems, proven One of the nation s premier
timing, joining, metal temper- designs, trig,gers, safeties, shotgun specialists explains
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot- barrel riflin~crowning,bed- the principles and practices
ing, accurizing, installinlVal- ding, bolt Jewelling, instal- of repairinj;. individualizing
tering sights..,making repface- ling scope mounts and' sling ._ and accurizmg modem scatter-
mentparts.l\.its for a45 auto sWivels, metallic rifle sights, '. .11. _, guns. Much here never
rebuilding ajunker pistoI. 288 stocks and forealJlls, much ;'.~'\"Y'7.di" covered before. 256 8\7" x
8W' x 11" pages. more. 256 8\7"x 11" pages. . {)t~ II" pages.
#PS9456 $10.95 #RG2816 $10.95' . #SG2916 $10.95r---------------------------------
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF BO~TACTIO.N RIFLES 1 TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
.~~~,~t~EETSHOOTlNG ~~vF~:~kE3~tft;as 1 OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
Understanding the game. How Definitive work covering all Buy one of the OBI books shown in this ad and
to shoot and win. A look at major designs since the Mauser get another OBI book FREEl
today's competition shotguns. of 1871. Detailed coverage (a) Buy any book(S)'ln this ad at retail price.
How to improve scores thru of over 110 turnbolt actions (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
proper tournament prep. Com- - how they function, take- second book from this ad of the same price
plete rules for American trap down/assembly, strengths & or less FREEl
& Skeet. Fully illustrated. weaknesses, dimensional (c) Please Include $200 for each FREE book you
288 8\7" x 11" pages. specs. 448 8W' x 11" pages. order to help us cover postage, insurance.
#TS7726 ..... $10.95 #BA9036 ..... $13 •.95 pa~king and handing. .

f--=-------------..:-----!-..:---------;;;.;;.;;.;;..;;.;;..;---;.;;..;.;...;:"'-=--=-:..::.-=-. (d) ThiS offer is restricted to purchases made
METALLIC CARTRIDGE ABC'S OF RELOADING by mail order from this ad only
RELOADING Edited by 2nd Edition ABC

Robert S.L. Anderson By Dean A. Grennell I'm Buying Retail Send These
How-to articles by eXferts. Step-by-step InstructIOn on These Price FREEl 1
plus over 200 pages 0 load powders, shells, shot and I
table data on approx. 70 rifle loading den.sity. Covers ="""..---..:.$--------- -'
and pistol calibers. Emphasis handgun; rifle and shotshell Book # Book # :
on modern rifle & handgun procedures. New ballistic' $ ,
cartridges. selected obsolete mfo and reload testing tech- I Book # Book #
ones. 320 8'h"x II" pages. niques. 288 8W' xii" pages.'

#MC2706 $12.95 #AB5636 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 1 Name _

COMBAT HANDGUNNERY AUTOLOADING PISTOLS I
ByJack Lewis &Jack Mitchell By Dean A. Grennell I Address _
From the basics to compe- History, operating principles,
tition training and exercises. and firing techni'lues for rim- : C,ly' _
Coverage of the Bianchi Cup, fire, military/pollee, compe- I
the Steel Challenge and World tition, hunting, assault a.utos. I
Championships with diagrams Value trends, reloading, hol- I State Z,p ,
and how to shoot· courses. sters. full <;atalog. 288 8W',x IU.S. & Canada only. Sorry, no APO's or FPO's I
288 8W' x II" pages. II" pages. I 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days' Check or money :

$10 95 larder must accompany order. Please do not ,
~ #~C~H~88~2~6_._,,_._,,_$_.~10~.9__5-L #_A_P_4_7_16_._,,_._.._. •__--L'~~~~~~~~ J



PHILIP C. BRIGGS

SI1UErAS

CONVERSION UNITS AND INSERTS
ADD VERSATILITY TO PISTOLS

Attention!
(~((»M[lIlAr

SIH[((»frrFJl~S
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient lJlace. We offer:

Kings Extended Salties 18.50
Ambidextrous Sallies-Swenson 40.00

Colt 49.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok buff 6.35
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff l8V, Ib recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
Seleq sell timer 154.95
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 26.00
Mellen fIXed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip saftles-Wilson 19.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Tnggers 10.40

3 lightening holes 17.50
Magazlnes- Colt. blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Malnspnng houSlng- Colt. cked. 23.00

Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barr811 and Bushing sets 49.95
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi' Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (tellon lined) 35.95
BlockC" "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 6.35
Rogers E-Z load 8.35
Bianchi "clip gnp" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Gnps 22.95
Bianchi "Lightning" gnps 21.00
Pachmav' "combat" gnps 17.50
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

We have considerable experience
in I,,~rforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~9.u.i~: for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee ..

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SIB[((» (OJI S1r
SI(U]l»1»IAY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D.·s Welcome
or Lall your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

A11 ofus at one time or another have looked
ftthrough our battery and wished for
something different. Perhaps a less powerful
pistol to use in training one's spouse or kid, or
a surrogate pistol that duplicated your main
gun, but chambered for something cheaper to
shoot. Or maybe a little of both so you could
tune up for that fall deer hunt with your
unlimited on rabbits.

What stopped you from dashing out and
buying an alternative pistol then was cost.
Colt Aces are neat, but not cheap. Convert
ible revolvers are the answer - but not if
you've already bought the magnum version.
Extra barrels for your Merrill or TIC cost
less than a new pistol, but still aren't cheap.
And nob<xly makes a .30 carbine version of
your .308 unlimited gun.

But there is an inexpensive alternative
your existing pistol and an adapter cartridge
or conversion unit. The idea's not new of
course, but variety hasn't been large.

Not until Harry Owen of Sport Specialties
(Box 5337, Hacienda Heights, California
91745) got into the act. Harry offers a large
selection of both adapters and conversion
units. Adapters look like the parent cartridge,
with a chamber inside for a smaller cartridge,
which is generally of the same caliber. Con
versions are what shotgunner's call tubes
short pieces of a smaller caliber barrel
shaped to fit the parent chamber and slip
down the barrel, carrying its own rifling.

Although Harry has a large assortment of
adapters and conversion units, he's concen
trated on but a few sub-caliber cartridges,
namely the .22 LR, .22 WMR, .22 Hornet,
.32 ACp, .30 Ml and 9mm. There are a
couple that use the .25 ACp, and a few shot
gun units that use bigger rifle and pistol car
tridges.

The .22 rimfires come in two versions, so
that they can be used in centerfire guns, or in
the convertible fire TIC. The former uses a
rimfirelcenterfire conversion device that's
loaded in behind the cartridge before firing.
The other versions just rely on the TIC's
switchable hammer to fire the little round
and thus are easier to use.

Most of the conversion units are intended
for pistols, and most of those are designed to
fire a rimfire-in!he TIC. At $35 (the last time
I checked); the unit i~ an attractively priced
alternative to a new barrel.

The adapters will of course fit any rifle or
pistol chamber, and are economical at about
$15.

With the wide selection of rimfire or cen
terfire versions most anyb<xly should be able
to find a sub-caliber conversion for some
thing in their battery, and have their Colt and
shoot it too.

Awhile back I acquired a couple of Harry's
adapters; one in .25 ACP/.256 Mag., the
other in .32 ACP/.30-30. Just so happened I
had two .256's, and a .30-30 on hand, so I
rounded up some ammo from Frontier and
Federal and took the whole works to the
range.

It didn't take but a few shots to decide that
tiny cartridges in big pistols are definitely
friendly.

But do they shoot? To find out, I fired three
five-shot groups at 25 yards with the .25 ACP
adapter in the .256 TIC and started to do the
same in an original Hawkeye. Frontier 50
grain FMJ loads for the little round averaged
948 fps for five shots from the TIC, and the
bullets tumbled into the target from the
Hawkeye. Control groups firing 87 grain
Sierra/l7.5 gr. RL-7 from the TIC average
1.6 inches (and 2133 fps). The TIC doesn't
normally shoot real well then, but better than
4-5 inches. The problem, and the reason I
can't recommend this adapter to anyone for
serious plinking, is that the .25 ACP bullet
measures .251 inches, or .005 inches too
small. Apparently the puny powder charge
doesn't upset the bullet sufficiently to engage
the lands of the larger barrel enough to pro
duce usable accuracy-at least not at 25
yards. Mice or rats in the basement or privy
would be a different matter though.

The .32 ACP did better, averaging 2.8
inches for the first three groups with the
,Federal 71 grain FMJ load; velocity averaged
880 fps (must have slowed down in the 15
inch barrel). Federal 150 grain flatpoint
.30-30 loads averaged 1.2 inches (iron sights
for all ofthese by the way), and 2066 fps. You
could take small game with this adapter at
modest distances, and I suppose it's possible
that handloads with softpoint or cast bullets
might improve on this performance.

These diminutive cartridges are interest
ing, but I don't think either is practical for use
outdoors, whether for training, hunting or for
cheap shooting; just too small, too hard to
load and the brass is too hard to find. A .22
rimfire would be best if you wanted to go
small (Harry makes .22 RF adapters with
very short rifled barrels -length of a loaded
round-for use in the .30-30, .308 and sev
eral more cartridges).

A few months later I had a .308 Ultimate
unlimited gun from M-S Safari Arms for
testing and decided I'd try a .30Ml version in
the big pistol. The Carbine round is big
enough to get hold of, brass is available and
as it will handle a wider variety of bullets
while providing usable but not intimidating
power I figured it would be the hot setup. But
just to be safe I ordered a 32 ACP/308 ver
sion too.
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"Quality and Performance ...
an American Heritage"

i1d1mayr®
,--- Mail Coupon To: -- -,

Pachmayr® Gun Works, Inc. :
1220 So. Grand Ave., Dept. AH-9 :
Los Angeles, CA 90015 (213) 748-7271 :

Name~____________ :

Address~___________ I
City State __Zip___ :

My Gun Retailer is i
--------------------------------~'~

With over 50 years of custom gunsmithing
experience, Pachmayr® knows the value
of proper gun care! Whether your
investment is a back-Up auto pistol
or a hand-made, full custom shotgun,
use the best brand of gun care
you can get. .. Pachmayr®!

Gun Cleaning Kits
Packed with unique features-
like our adjustable diameter
shotgun cleaning rod tip for correct
breech-end cleaning ... or our pocket-size handgun
cleaning kit with impact resistant plastic case. Kits
available for any rifle, shotgun, or handgun.

PRP Rust Preventative
Super"ior corrosion protection that dries to the
touch in 30 seconds and won't rub off until you
take it off. No silicones to gum up your actions.
In 5.5. oz. or field-size 1.9 oz. spray cans.

PGL Gun Lube
Heavy duty gun grease for use on high pressure
points and bearing surfaces. Non-gumming and
long-lived, with an operating range from -65°F
to +3000F. Ideal for auto pistol rails, barrel
extensions, and shotgun hinge pins and locking
bars. 1 oz. tube.

See your shooting sports retailer today and write for your FREE Pachmayr®
color br6chure

~ ~

INVESTMENT
PROTECTION!

The IIIIBI by
Ed Brown

6" version shown, new 5"
model now available

Send $1.00 for color poster
and price list:

ED BROWN
BROWN'S Gun Shop

Route 1, Box 153
Perry, Mo. 63462

Phone (314) 565-3261

Starting out with the 32 ACP adapter I
repeated the previous tests. At 25 yards, with
open sights, the Ultimate averaged 1.3 inches
for three five-shot groups delivering an aver
age velocity of924 fps with the same Federal
factory ammo used in the earlier tests.
Switching to the .30 Carbine adapter I fired
several groups with Federal's llO grain soft
point ammo; although velocity was up to
1805 fps none of the groups were worth talk
ing about, with the smallest being 5.5 inches
across. So much for the hot setup. Later
testing with full snort 308 loads surprisingly
showed that the 32 ACP adapter shot as well
or better than the serious stuff with few loads
getting under 1.5 inches.

And then just recently I spent some time on
the range with two ways to tame the terrible
.357 Herrett; a 9mm adapter and a 22LR
conversion. At 25 yards again, I fired both
devices through a Super 14 equipped with a
Thompson/Center 3X RP scope. Starting
with the adapter and CCl's ll5 grain FMJ
Blazer ammo, three five-shot groups aver
aged 2.0 inches. Frontier's 124 grain FMJ
shot into 1.0 inches and two Lee Loader
reloads (llO grain Hornady HP/3.7 grains
700X and 125 grain Hornady FPI7.5 grains
630) shot into 1.2 and .9 inches, respectively.
Average velocities were 1284, 1224, 1093,
and 1056 fps for the 9mm's. Switching to the
22LR conversion (it's a full fourteen inches
long) I fired groups with Federal's Pistol
Match and Remington's HVHP Velocities
were 1114 and 1249 fps. Group size averages
were 1.2 and I.8 inches, respectively. Surpris
ing accuracy really, and the devices would be
practical on the range or in the field. I can see
the conversion taming the big Herrett for
IHMSA's unlimited 22LR game and the
adapter would certainly mute the big boomer
for small game hunting.

Although not extensive, these tests do
show that this approach to acquiring light,
low powered loads for your main battery is
viable for some applications. Results will
vary between guns and cartridges - but that's
not unusual even with full powered ammo.

Send for Harry's catalog and look it over.
HI be surpriSed if you couldn't find a com-
bination for your needs. .....
It's a slick idea. ~
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attachment to the leg. The gun/holster should
ride firmly attached and never flop around.
Probably the biggest gun that can be carried
by a female in this fashion is the small frame
.38 Special-like the Charter Arms Off-Duty
or the Smith & Wesson Chief Special. Maybe
better yet, for comfort, is the AMT Back-Up
loaded with Winchester .380 Silvert'ip Hol
low Points. The whole package would be just
a few ounces over a pound.

Southwind Sanctions, a holster company
out of Fort Worth, would seem to have the
answer with its Model DFB ankle holster
system. It is a "new" product only in the sense
that it has gone through three generations of
modifications and improvements and is pres
ently just about as good as an ankle holster rig
can get.

The basic ankle rig simply straps around
your leg just above the ankle bone. It is
padded and a holster is attached. Its chief
faults are a "floppy" feeling and a tendency to

Continued on page J8

prefer a shoulder rig but find concealment
impossible, especially in a nurse's uniform. It
is truly a dilemma and I am forced to admit
that in spite of all its drawbacks, the ankle rig
is probably the best choice under this set of
circumstances. Thigh rigs work OK under
dresses but very few women are wearing
dresses anymore.

Since lightness is the most important factor
in wearing an ankle holster we are probably
best advised to examine man made materials
rather than leather. Security is another impor
tant factor and this includes security of the
weapon from loss and security in holster

BOB ARGANBRIGHT

T he city near which I live is the second
largest in the state. The crime rate, like

that of most cities, is depressing. Just several
blocks from downtown there is what might
be called a "hospital row" with two large and
two medium sized hospitals within a few
blocks of each other. Because of the shift
work involved in hospital employment, a
large number of female nurses find them
selves in the streets at the same time rapists,
muggers, and worse, prowl in their search
for prey. Just recently, in addition to the
expected statistical number of rapes, our city
was plagued by a particularly brutal rapist
who worked the area of hospital row. Two
attractive young nurses completely disap
peared between the hospital and one of the
parking lots - never to be seen again'.

Unbelievably, the administrator of the
major hospital involved forbade any of his
staff, particularly nurses, to carry any firearm
upon the grounds of his facility. At the same
time he resisted all requests to hire a security
force with the simple statement that protec
tion of the public was the responsibility of the
city police. All this was occurring when the
police were suffering budget cuts and staff
reductions. Normal calls for assistance and
reports of suspicious persons were backing
up or going unanswered.

Under such circumstances, what recourse
does a woman have in the face of the statis
tical horror indicating that sometime during
her lifetime one out of every three will be
raped? What is the increased probability that
these nurses, turned out on the street late at
night, will be the next victims? What
recourse do they have if they can't walk from
job to parking lot armed and there is ho
policeman in sight? What would you have
your wife or daughter do?

My research indicates that many nurses
are carrying concealed handguns in spite of
their employer's arbitrary regulations which,
while they have no force oflaw, could cost a
person his job. Our police department reports
a thirty percent increase in applications for
concealed weapons permits, mostly from
women.

One difficulty in carrying a concealed
handgun, esjxx;,ially for women, is actually
concealing it. Most of.the.gals I haVe talked to
are carrying small autoloaders, usually .25
ACPs, in their purse. Yes, they admit that is a
poor place since the first thing they might lose
is their purse. Yes, they would like a bigger
gun but that only compounds the conceal
ment problem.

A few are wearing ankle or thigh holster
rigs and none of them really feels comfort
able with these modes of carry. Most would

ONE ANSWER TO CARRYING CONCEALED
WEAPONS FROM SOUTHWIND SANCTIONS

$14,95
Hard cover

$9.95
Soft cover

$19,95 Hard.
autogra phed
and numbered

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKillS

lSI lOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fire Kit. " 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 13/4 - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1'/4' 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment • ammunition • 150 photos.

CLASSES FORMING

Add $2.00 pe r book or $1.00 per item for
postage and hand ling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa. and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6'/2% sales tax.

2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete BPage
Brochure and Information Packet

to,.,,,.,,,..,,.~oo,"" ,.,
DEPARTMENT A.H.

P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HILLS, CA. 91345

I~~""'I HANDGUN UArHER
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New 3rd Edition!
Revised and Updated!
All Latest Values!

New Section on
American Shotguns!
624 81/2/1x11 /I pages!

FLAYDERMAN'S
GUIDE TO ANTIQUE
AMERICAN FIREARMS•••
And Their Values

Please send me__ copies of
FLAYDE RMAN'S GU IDE, 3rd Edition, postpaid.
I am enclosing $18.95 for each book ordered.

TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _

1C>-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FAST DEUVERY

OBI BOOKS, INC., Dept.S49·4
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

Name _

p------------------------

"A Godsend in helping identify and evaluat
ing ... (author's) credentials impeccable ...
exhaustive book goes far beyond mere cata
loging and pricing ... This book will not be
bettered in its scope and field ... The knowl
edge, research and plain hard work that
went into it boggles the mind ... If you are a
collector, dealer or student of antique arms
you will find yourself crippled without it."
Shooting Times
"A definitive work ... shudder at the amount
of effort required to put it together ... the
best place to start (gun collecting)."
Field and Stream
"If a person is to have one antique arms
reference work, it must be Flayderman's
Guide ... the basic general reference ...
Flayderman an expert among experts."
Arms Gazette
"Book is a must ... a landmark in its field ...
good books are still written by people who
know what they are talking about and Norm
Flayderman is one of those people ... If
knowledge is power, 'Flayderman's Guide'
may be the ultimate weapon to the gun
fraternity ... For anyone remotely interested
in antique guns, this book is an absolute
must." Samuel Pennington, Editor
Maine Antique Digest, in Bangor, Maine
Daily News
"Worth its weight in gold ... if you swap or
collect old guns ... just the thing to store in
the trunk of your car when you head off to a
gun show." Guns and Ammo Magazine

ORDER NOWI
HERI'S HOW!

• Identification of 3,575 models arid vari
ants, including makers' markings and
factory specifications.

• Valueson 2,785 individual firearms, along
with full information on how to assess
the value of virtually any piece extant.

• 1,475 large detailed photos accompany
ing model descriptions. No need to hunt
through photoplates for details.

• A full index and extensive cross-refer
encing to aid the reader in quick iden
tification or classification.

$1895

#FG5436

Hailed as the most comprehensive guide
to antique gun collecting ever produced
when it first appeared in 1977, Norm Flay
derman's compendium has become the
indispensable aid to both newcomers and
professionals in the growing world of collect
ing firearms. There are now over 200,000
copies of Flayderman's Guide in print.
State of the Firearms Market Flayderman devotes entire sections to each

major American manufacturer from Allen
While inflation, recession and wildly fluc- to Winchester. Every one of their guns is
tuating interest rates created confusion and shown in detail. Lesser makers are listed
collapse in some collectibles markets over by gun type: American percussion pistols
the past several years (coins, stamps, silver, (subdivided into revolvers, pepperboxes,
gems and oriental rugs, for example), antique single shots, derringers, under-hammers,
firearms have remained relatively stable, dueling, etc.). Separate sections on cartridge
as Norm explains in his new introduction. pistols, automatics, Confederate arms, single
Some prices have increased as much as shot rifles, repeating rifles, Kentucky rifles,
40 percent, but these are usually tied to sporting and target rifles, revolving rifles.
rarity and demand. "There continues to be The section on U.s. military longarms alone is
a healthy, strong - even brisk - market worth the price of the book; a fantastic wealth
for antique American guns," he says. And of data never previously published on flint-
this edition reflects the very latest pricing locks, the famed "Trapdoor" Springfield
information available. .45-70's (with serial ranges), Krags and even
New Section on American Shotguns all the famed '03 Springfields. .
Totally new in this edition is a section on Praise from the Experts
shotguns and fowling pieces, an area of ThepredictionthatJohnAmber,EditorEmeri-
collecting just beginning to take off. This is tus of Gun Digest, made in his introduction
the first time the American shotgun has to the first edition that Flayderman's Guide
been discussed from the perspective of "... will do much to shape the course of
collectors. Coverage includes muzzle-load- collecting for years to come, and is a mile-
ing flintlock and percussion shotguns as stone in Americana" has alreadycome about.
well as black powder Damascus barrel, The first two editions were deservedly best
breech-loading double-barrel shotguns sellers.
(hammer and hammerless types). "With few In his forward to the third edition, current Gun
relatively inexpensive firearms remaining Digest Editor Ken Warner calls the Guide
forthe collector with a minimal budget, this "A new pillar for the house of the collector.
field offers many opportunities to assemble Flayderman has compiled the most signifi-
an interesting collection," Flayderman cant coll~ction of background, lore, and
explains. This new section is presented historical fact on firearms yet printed ...
with the same orderliness, expertise and There are two-copy owners aplenty who
clarity that have made Flayderman's Guide have one in the office Or library and one for
"the most authoritative referenceon American the road."
firearms ever made available for collectors". Acclaim from the Critics
(Antiques And Arts Weekly) "A most valuable book for the person interes- Address _

Other Outstanding Features ted in truly old guns made in this country is City _

• Flayderman's standardized numerical ref- Norm Flayderman's 'Guide to Antique Ameri- I
erence system for all antique American can Firearms' " Sunday New York Times State Zip,_____ :

guns. An efficient shorthand method to "Encyclopedic thorough ... as valuablea U.S. &Canedaonly. Sony, noAPO'aorFl'O'a. I
identify and describe the firearms listed general reference as any listed in its exten- Check or money order must accompany order. I
in this book. sive Bibliography." American Rifleman Please do not send cash. I'-- ...;;.....;,.....;,. 1'------------------ J



JOHN G. LAWSON

PISJOlSMlrHING

THE PISTOLSMITH AS A FIREARMS
INSTRUCTOR-IT WORKS FOR JOHN

loosen and drop lower on your leg. South
wind Sanctions have solved this problem by
designing an adjustable and removable strap
which wraps around the leg just below the
knee and above the calf. If you need it, as
most ladies will, you can wear it; if you are a
man with football player's legs, you can leave
it at home.

My test sample was for a snubby .38 Spe
cial revolver and my test subject was a nurse
who felt it was better to have a gun and not
need it than to need a gun and not have it. Her
only complaint was significant on two
counts. First, the Velcro closures put runs in
her stockings. Second, this was her only
complaint and that is very significant indeed.

The Southwind Sanctions Model DFB is
made of black moisture resistant nylon para
pack with condensed foam base pad lining.
The total weight of the rig is about two
ounces!

The DFB can be ordered in a variety of
sizes to fit such guns as the Charter line
including the .44 Bulldog, S&W Model 13
with 3 inch barrel, H&K P7 and other
medium frame autoloaders as well as small
frame, derringers, mini-revolvers, and spe
cial order on others. The current price is only
$27.50.

Southwind Sanctions can be contacted at
P.O. Box 33041, Fort Worth, Texas 76133.
You should enclose a few bucks for
their literature as they have much more to
offer than the holster I have ~

described. ~

N early every pistolsmithing shop in
America offers some kind of class in

basic marksmanship or combat shooting.
These often provide income that makes the
difference between the shop's failure or sur
vival in an increasingly competitive market.
The classes offered cover a broad spectrum
from classroom instruction only to both lec
ture and actual range firing, and from a
sound, factual basic instruction imparted by
knowledgeable instructors to peripheral ram
blings by those better suited to the technical
aspects of firearms repair than to marks
manship and survival training. The reason
for the latter, I feel, is a total lack ofa compre
hensive outline for classes at the entry level.

Civilians who buy a handgun, obtain a
license to carry concealed weapons then look
around for instructions in what to do and how
to react in a threatening situation are at a total
loss. Some will attend nationally recognized
academies and spend upward of $1000 for
instruction, board and room, special fire-

arms, etc. This is fine for those who can
afford the money and time, but what about
the ordinary citizen who has to save for
months to buy- his handgun and has a hard
time buying a box of cartridges once a week
to practice? What he wants is a comprehen
sive basic foundation in street survival and
use of his handgun. Who could be more
qualified to provide this training than his local
pistolsmith?

We are talking about very basic instruction
at the entry level that does not conflict with
future instruction, but will act as a firm foun
dation and provide the student with interim
knowledge that may well keep him alive to
attend advanced instruction later.

It's still a free country, and you don't need
sanction or approval from anybody to give
basic instruction in the mechanics of marks
manship and street survival. You will need to
have every student sign a disclaimer, releas
ing you, your shop and employees, range
personnel, etc. from liability in case of an

18
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Tasca Sales, Inc. P.O. 520080, Miami, Florida 33152-0800 U.S.A.
in Canada-Cantacl Optex Carp., 52 Lesmill Road, Dan Mills, Ontario, Canada M38 2T5

© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-120B-1083-SG.

P4X28

Apair ofTasco's matchless pistol scopes to add
scope and accuracy to your pistol! Great for
tournaments ... hunters, too, will be amazed
with their pin-point accuracy. They are

.5) fogproof, shockproof and waterproof. The
~ P4X28 has full 4 power, fully coated optics,

..30/30 range finding reticle, 1/4 minute
positive click stops and a non-removable
eyebell. The BD1XCFV includes Tasco's
advanced Battery Dot System, adjustable
rheostat, polarized for improved image
contrast, and 1/2 minute positive click stops.
Both models come with built-in success and
reliability for the marksman and hUl)ter!
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16131 GOTHARD ST.. HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647
(714) 842-5575.

Please send me the free color brochure and price list
on the Cannon Safes. and the name of my nearest
dealer.

Here's th~ safe built to take care
of all your worry-causing valuables,
from your tiny delicate jewelry to'
golf clubs and guns. Then you can
leave the house for a worry-free
week-end or vacation.

And the Cannon gives you more
hard-steel protection for your
money than any other combination
lock safe. 740 pounds of steel, and
24 cubic feet capacity, with Y4-inch
of steel plate all around. Heavier
and thicker steel protection than in

,models costing twice as much.
You'll appreciate the Cannon's

handsome, antique styling and
you can tailor your Cannon to your
exact needs..
Call today. Right now is the time to
be sa"fe rather than sorry.

$59900 F.O.B. Factory
Choice of custom
interiors available
from $99.95

~annon.

A safe buy
for the Dloney.

r
I
I
I Name~~ --:-__

I Address _

I City StatL.-Zip__

I ~CANNON®
: ' '. 9~58~~'S~~C.
I Pico Rivera. California 90660

(800) 242·1055 Outside CaliforniaI (800) 222·1955 Inside California

Official Cleaning Rod &
EqUipment for the U.S.

Olympic Shooting Team.

The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4V..' to a
full 7%" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22, .38,
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushe~ and
brass jags, and a delrin
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip-lock plastic
case.
Once piece solid stain
less steel cleaning Rods
also available.
Write for our complete catalog of
. Gun Maintenence Products.

RlG~ PRODUCTS. DEPT. HG9
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS. NEVADA 89432.1990
if'; 1983 MITANN INC.

RR8-2
HANDGUN COMBO

These all new
front sights for revolvers are

guaranteed to be the brightest
most highly visible front sights you

ever saw. You need a front sight that
Is easy to see and this is it. Available

in white or Blaze Orange. All made
of Heat treated steel. Easy to install,...

See your local dealer or send $1 U.S.
($3 foreign) tor complete Gataleg.

Colt· Ruger. Dan Wesson. Browning
Beretta • Smith & Wesson

Millett lUISights

(available In both heights)

$10!"'~

Coif Python
fits 4",6" 81 8" barrels only
$10.95 retail

tl~
REVOLVER

Front Sights

Don~R~~#
Red Hawk •
$12.95 retail~

Ruger (I'
security. Pollee 81 Speed SIX
$10.95 retail

accident. Your attorney can draft a simple
. fonn for you. He may also advise you not to
give legal advice during your classes or to
express political opinions. I have found that it
also is good practice not to evaluate weapons
or calibers during classes. The lack of ade
quate ballistics will become apparent to each
student attending your class, as will the
inadequacy of some classes ofhandgun with
out embarrassing any individual or question
ing his choice in front of others. I have seen
students get up and walk out of a class when
their wisdom was questioned. Instead of the
desired result, they usually rationalize the
complete adequacy of an inadequate compo
nent under these conditions.

One ofmy associates in our local Response
to Lethal Threat classes has worked with me
on these classes for the past thirty years, back
to the time we organized the first Police Com
bat and Survival courses for the local police
department. Both Jerry and I have been
accused ofbeing "experts" by those who have
not attended one of our classes. Over half a
lifetime ago we both decided that the defini
tion of expert was someone who took his
material, but not himself, seriously. Nobody
in any of our local classes is billed as an
"expert", but rather, as competent instructors
who are able to teach students to shoot under
stress conditions. I have never allowed
instructors to show off on the range or to
intimidate students. Their job is to teach the
class members to shoot well and to give them
instructions in tactics. This they have done
superbly to date. There is no reason, follow
ing the outline I am going to present, that you
can't set up the same kind of cqurse in your
locality with the same results that we have
had.

If you don't already have a copy, obtain
''An Introduction to Modem Police Fireanns"
by Roberts and Bristow, Glencoe Press 1967.
This book is now out of print, but still avail
able from Ray Riling Anns Books, 114
Greenwood Ave., Wyncote, PA 19095. (215)
438-2456. You will use this book to draft
your basic class outline and to establish range
layouts and practices.

In every one of our classes we ad,:ise stu
dents to obtain a copy of "In the Gravest
Extreme" by Massad Ayoob, obtainable
from book sellers or Gravest Extreme, P.O.
Box 122, Concord, NH Q3301.

In any local advertising for your classes,
be sure to mention that ladies are welcome to
attend. This will usually double the size ofthe
class, but the ladies who come are often
concerned that they have entered a tradi
tionally male sanctuary and are unsure of
what they are expected to do. We usually
begin with a total explanation of where the
exit door, the bathroom, the pop machine and
the coffee pot"are. lpen we gently but firmly
remind the male students that there are ladies
p(esent and to conduct themselves accord
ingly. To date, even in classes with only one
lady in attendance, we have had no problems.
If you demonstrate close unanned combat
techniques .. . as you should . . . be careful
to run through them in slow motion first so
that the lady being instructed will not be

Continued on page 21
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By Michael Bane

There is, says top IPSC competitor and
holstermaker Bill Rogers, a little bit of

the juvenile delinquent in everyone. There is
a certain satisfaction in plinking, shooting the
tin can and watching the can jwnp. And,
California's Steel Challenge, featuring the
modern equivalent of a tin can, the round
metal plate, has proven that a major league
shooting match can be built around that
concept.

Now Rogers and Southwest Pistol League
veteran Mike Fichman are taking the steel
plate speed match national with the World,
Speed Shoot Association (WSSA).

WSSA plate matches are a synthesis of
several handgun sports. All the courses are
shot against metal plates, with the gun begin
ning in the holster. The winner ofthe match is
the person who knocks all the plates over in
the shortest time.
"W~re basing everything around five hits;'

Rogers says. "The plates are calibrated so a
center hit from a 158 grain .38 Special will
drop them, so a revolver can be competitive.
Thirty-eight caliber or above will be allowed,
but if you're going to shoot super light loads,
you'd better hit the top of the plate."

Here's the way the WSSA concept will
work:

Clubs interested in participating can either
build, buy or borrow a standard set oftargets,
which include 8, 10 and 12-inch round plates
and an 18 x 24-inch rectangular plate, all
painted white. The WSSA will publish 12
matches a year, three of which will be "regis-

World Speed Shoot
ing Associationforms
to promote and con
duct steel plate
matches throughout
the country.

tered," essentially officially sanctioned
matches.

''These registered matches will be shot on
regulation equipment with regulation timers
on a specific match;' Rogers says. ''This will
allow us to work out a national classification
system for shooters, plus qualify shooters to
participate in the Steel Challenge."

Rogers and Fichman also envision
regional contests, qualifying shooters for an
expanded Steel Challenge.

The germ of an idea for the World Speed
Shoot Association has been knocking around
for several years. A number of clubs across
the country have constructed their own fall
ing plates set-up, duplicating courses used in
the Steel Challenge or the plate segment of
the Bianchi Cup.

"Reactive targets like plates are a real
crowd pleaser;' RQgers says. "Shooters like
them because the courses are fast and easy to
score - fast time wins. Spectators like them
because they can tell what's going on,
because there isn't any complicated scoring
or factors."

A third group of people seem to like plate
shooting - people with money interested in
supporting the shooting sports. "We have
been;' Rogers says candidly, "looking for a
sport we can sell."

While such shooting sports as handgun
metallic silhouette shooting and black
powder shooting in general have been able to
draw major national supporters for their

Continued on page 28
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,,======~DEOTAPES • VIIS AND BETA.======-.
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inch barrel length and fixed
sights. The Police Bulldog
series offers one four-inch
barrel model with an adjusta
ble rear sight.

The first six-shots chambered
in .32 H&R Magnum are only
available from Charter Arms,
whose first commitment is to a
quality product at an afforda'
ble price For more "Points of
Superiority;' send for the free
Charter Arms catalog and find
out for yourself how much
more you get when you choose
Charter Arms.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

GW<TER ARMS

MAIL TO: Lenny Magill Productions· 4550 Kearny Vilia Rd. #107 . San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 569-4000

THEFIRSTSL
CHAMBERED IN .32 H&R
MAGNUM!

Department 4E-AH9, 430 Sniffens Lane, Stratford, CT 06497'

Get the increased energy that
the .32 H&R Magnum load
packs - but with one-third less
free recoil compared to a .38
Special!

Be the first to own one of
the Charter Arms' six-shots
chambered in the NEW .32
H&R Magnum caliber. This
exciting new load - developed
by the Federal Cartridge Cor
poration - features approxi
mate�y 36% more muzzle
velocity than .a .38 Special.

In the Police' Undercover
,series, you can choose from two

.32 H&R Magnums in two-

Lenny Magill Productions is proud to announce the release of three dynamic videotapes for home viewing.
Each program is professionally produced in full color and features slow motion. freeze frames, split screens,
graphics, music and complete narration. The tapes are classics that will be viewed and enjoyed for years.

The Steel Challenge @J~H'Nnn ....,
Bianchi Cup WorldS~ Sh?Oting ~ ••'4

VI ChamplOnships.l"'\. .._~.~_.
The world's richest, most com- Speed and accuracy are the Encapsulates SOF convention
petitive tournament. Five dif- determining factors as shooters held in Las Vegas, Nevada.
ferent events comprise this blaze down steel targets in their Includes 3-gun combat match,
exciting pistol competition. 60 efforts for the lowest overall automatic weapons demo, G.
minutes in length. time total. 60 minutes in length. Gorcjon Liddy speech, 70 min-_____________________________________~~~J~~~ _
TO ORDER: Send check, money order, VISA or Mastercard number for $59.95 per cassette plus $3.00 postage. Please include
your shipping address and whether you prefer 0 VHS or 0 BETA. Credit cards must include signalure.
o Check 0 M/O 0 VISA 0 Mastercard

Exp. Date: Month CD Year CD
Signature ~---------------

caught unaware. Also, try to avoid embar
rassing her if she is slow to pick up instruc
tions. She may be nearly terrified of all those
male eyes on her in front ofthe class. Further,
remember that she will tell her friends about
what happened in the class and this word of
mouth is one ofyour best advertisements. So,
be patient, run through the basics over and
over until each student has mastered the tech
niques being demonstrated. Never call a stu
dent on a mistake, but run through it the
proper way and make certain he or she under
stands the reasons of everything you teach
them.

Jerry is involved with a ladies only self
defense class given by the police department
in the next county, and at those sessions hus
bands are not allowed to sit with wives. They
are, in fact, discouraged from attending. The
feeling is that the man's presence will inhibit
the lady from asking questions such as "what
do you do when the gun stops shooting
because it's out of bullets?" Obviously in the
early stages of a very elementary course, it
must be answered tactfully and without
groans or sarcasm. The lady is asking what to
her is a straightforward question that has
been bothering her. Instructors are there to
instruct, not to show their superiority or to
shame or embarrass anyone. These little tips
may make the difference between success
and failure in your classes.

We begin our basic marksmanship class
with a lexicon of firearms and ballistic terms.
It is important that every student learns to
communicate in the proper terms. Ifyou have
one hangfire on the .range or one failure to
uncock a piece, a tragedy could be avoided
through basic communication.

Next, we demonstrate the basic stances,
holds and control of the breath and trigger.
We do not teach the older methods of marks
manship, but lean heavily toward techniques
that will lend themselves naturally to combat
shooting in later classes. We have some
excellent training aids that show graphically,
to the entire class, whether the "shooter" is
heeling, jerking, holding, etc. properly.

One ofthe training aids we use is the firing
simulator sold by Advanced .45 Technology,
Inc. of 1031 Elder St., Oxnard, California
93030. (805) 485-0113. The simulator cycles
the slide of the GM or Commander as fast as
you can pull the trigger, using the potential of
a carbon dioxide tank to activate a cylinder
that replaces the barrel. I have added some
refinements to the one we use in our classes. I
have mounted a light beam tracer that shows
exactly how the recoil of firing effects sight
alignment, and the projected bullseye had
better cover the 5 area of the silhouette target
on the wall when the simulator cycles the
piece in rapid fire, or everyone in the class is
aware that the sight picture was wrong. The
simulator costs $236.00 complete with a full
carbon dioxide tank, and it has proved to be
the ideal way to dry fire, to demonstrate
recovery from recoil and to familiarize stu
dents with the big Colt automatic.

On the range, we use a standard bullseye
target for our basic marksmanship course and
a B28 silhouette for the first round of ourContinued on page 23 ... ....1
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AN OFF£R YOU CAN'T REFUSEI
!

When you place $2,000 in a 6 year Certificate
of Deposit ·With Central Bank & Trust you/will
receive a set of Smith & Wesson Pistols .in a
handsome walnut presentation cas.e. And, as a
bonus we will include a Limited Edition
Shooter's. Knife from Smith & Wesson.

To Re~erve Your Set, fill out the coupon and
send it in with your check or give us a call at
301'''332-4730 and talk to Mike Brown. He will
be happy to f,ill you in on this unique oppor
tunity, or o'ne of our other packages, which
include:
A Colt "John Wayne" Commerative 22 L.R.

$1,250 for 6 years

a Colt Python 357 Mag & Colt Diamond back38 spec..
$2,500 for 6 years (includes case)

. C. Colt "Gold Cup"· 45 ACP & Colt "Ace" 22 LR Auto
$2,750 for 6 years

D. Colt "Silver Snake" Python - Limited Edition
$2,650 for ~ years (only 250 made)

Smith &Wesson

Model 29 44 magnum, ·Model 17 22 LA. Both with
Target Stocks, Trigger & Hammer and Limited addition
Shooters Knife in walnut presentation case.

• All deposits insured by FDIC
• No early withdrawls allowed
• All State & Federal firearm Regulations adhered to'
• Guns transferred through 'Lander Ace Hardware
• Merchandise in lieu of interest

The Bank With Imagination,

CENTRAL BANK & TRUST

P.O. BOX 69 - 285 Main
LANDER, WYOMING 82520

Phone (307) 332-4730
Founded in 1890 '
Assets 34 million

Mail to: Central Bank & Trust Enclose signed copy of your dealer's LicenseI P.O. Box 69 to speed up delivery. Normal delivery 4..6 I
I 285 Main St. weeks. I

LANDER, WY 82520
I My check for is enclosed. . Name II for 0 Smith & Wesson Package Address I
I

DA City State I
o B Phone Zip

I ~ g Supply limited. Terms subject to change. IL ~
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Roule lA, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910

Ale 614-264-0176

SHOOT A HANDGUN

SSK
MOOSE, MICE & COMPETITION GUNS

23

SSK INDUSTRIES

Nothing comes close to a Cobra
133·30 32nd AVENUE, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11354 (212) 762-8181

FROM YOURD
• MODEL-H-I LS (shown above)

Padded Sheepskin )"ith Calf'
Support .- : $36.95

• MODEL H-I Padded Sheepskin
without Calf Support .... $32.95

Please Add $3.00 For Shipping & Handling

Reveals the expert's way to use your handguns safely, effectively and within the law_ It
describes, with helpful illustrations, the accepted techniques of shooting, and shows you how
to choose the best handgun for your particular needs. Learn how and where to shoot, the
care and cleaning of your weapons, firearms responsibility, what ammunition to purchase,

and much more. Features detailed photos of popular handguns plus
a special chapter on defensive pistol shooting. SHOOT A HANDGUN
is the complete manual of handgun instruction that you'll refer to
again and again. Includes a glossary of handgun terms. Make it part
of your home library now! Only $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and
handling. HANDGUNNERBOOKS Suite200Dept. 24-AH9

591 Camino de la Reina San Diego, CA 92108
___ Send me acopy of SHOOT A HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95
plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
___ Charge my Credit Card Visa MC
Number Exp. Date Initials__
NAMEADDRE=OS"S----------------------
CITY STATE ZIP _
Calilornia residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include 41
AVENGER conversion kits for the 1911 Colt, Match Grade replacement
barrels for the 1911 in various calibers, CUSTOM CONTENDER barrels in
over 75 calibers including the 375 JDJ and 45-70, XP-100 competition and.
hunting conversions, custom 1'SOB scope mounts that stay on handguns
in either shorty or full length vent rib configuration, ARRESTOR muzzle
brakes, heavy weight bullet molds, SSK SILHOUETTES, incredibly tough
rubber targets, RECHAMBERING and many other services for discriminating
handgunners. We wont and appreciate your business. Two stomps for
information.

Cooper receives first
Bren Ten Auto Combat

Street Survival classes. The final rounds are
fired on Situation Targets that are available
from Prime Targets, 8935 N 2nd Way, Suite
124-A, Phoenix, Arizona 85020. Cost of
each set of six 23" x 34" targets is $2.00 plus
$1.50 postage. These are tricky situations,
such as hostage, crowds, shooting in
dal'kness, etc. and they have never failed to
draw favorable comment from experienced
combat shooters.

In the Level IT course, titled Response to
Lethal Force: Basic Encounter Tactics, we
talk about: Tactics for home or street encoun
ter; awareness; use of the sights; point shoot
ingfrom the hip; triple taps; use gf the flash
light; dealing with police; aftermath of a
shooting incident - what to expect; misdirec
tion; pre-forming judgrnents and justifica
tions; psychological aspects of an encounter,
and preparation by use of scenarios and train
ing aids. The range session covers point
shooting and aimed fire for familiarization,
then the use of situation targets that require
the use ofjudgrnent on the part of the shooter.
There is class and individual instruction.

We have had local police instructors and
military instructors give classes as guest
instructors. To date, all comments have been
favorable. Following our guidelines, there is
no reason why you can't give similar classes
out of your shop with gratifying results. If
you have any questions about these. courses,
feel free to write me, and I'll ~

send you a class outline. ~

In a presentation in Dallas on Jan. 13,
Michael Dixon presented a "Bren Ten Ini
tial Issue Commemorative" to Jeff
Cooper.

The pistol honors Jeff Cooper for his
contributions to practical pistol shooting
and marks the initial production of the
Bren Ten lOmm Auto Combat Pistol.

On display at the presentation was the
new Bren Ten Special Forces Model and
the full line of Bren Ten lOmm pistols.

A Bren Ten Owner's Manual is avail
able for $2.00; from Dornaus & Dixon,
15896 Manufacture Lane, Dept. AH,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649.
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WILSON
GROUP
GRIPPER
Offering ~ tight lock
up ,in any .45 auto
this device is a poor
man's accuracy job.

Smaller group (right) is evidence ofeffect of Group Gripper on army .45.

Top: Group GJipper in batteryshows engaging ofspuron barrel link to bias spring in
recoil spring guide. Below: unit relaxed_with pistol unlocked.

By Ken' Hackathorn

The need for a high degree ofaccuracy in a
combat .45 is usually overstressed.

While many custom pistolsmiths will offer a
super accuracy job as part of his -work, the
truth is that most shooters can't shoot- well
enough to tell the difference between a stock
Colt Government Model and a match
accurized version. In IPSC shooting the size
ofthe W scoring zone is such that a pistol that
will reliably group3 to 4 inches at 25-meters
is certainly acceptable. If~e individual pistol
will not provide a degree of accuracy to this
point, then modification may be necessary.

Those pistols most often needing accuriz
ing are the old well used GI .45 autos, many
of which are more abused than used. Also
needing accurizing are well-shot Commer
cial45s. The choice is usually left to sending
your blaster off to a gunsmith for a hard fit of
the parts to provide a solid and uniform
lockup. The results are impressive and few
could argue with the results of such skillful
fitting of the pistol. The negative aspects lp"e

serious enough to make many shooters
blanch. First the idea of spending an extra
$100.00 to $150.00 on the pistol that they
have already invested nearly $400.00 on is
pretty hard to handle. Add to that the fact that
the pistol will be out of their hands for 6
months to a year depending upon who the
pistolsmith is, then the whole concept seems
impossible.

For years there has been a simple device
on the market called the Dwy~r Group Grip
per. It is not well known, and has seen only
limited use. The reason for this is that the
'Group Gripper' is not a full house accuracy
job, thus the target shooters were not inter
ested unless they got one hole accuracy at 25
meters._ For the casual shooter, pliitker, and
combat shooter, the 'Group Gripper' has cer
tain merit. Now marketed by Wilson's
Gunshop, Dept. AH, Box 2llD, Berryville,
Arkansas 72616, the group gripper has
gained in use at the hands of the practical
pistol crowd.

The key to accuracy in the .45 Colt pistol is

uniform and solid barrel lockup. The meth
ods' used by the various pistolsmiths are
nearly standard by now, and few secrets
remain in the art ofaccurizing'the .45 auto. A
simple test for barrel lockup is easy to do.
With your pistol unloaded and safe, press
down on the barrel hood (the portion of the
barrel visible through the ejection port in the
slide) with your thumb. If movement is

noticeable, then top notch accuracy is very
likely a difficult goal, This barrel position
must be &olid and uniform from shot to shot.

The beauty ofthe Wilson "Group Gripper"
is the ease at which it can be installed, All that
is required is to take a few minutes and field
strip your 1911. Replace the stock recoil
spring guide with the one supplied by
Wilson's Gunshop. Next drive the barrel link
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pin out, remove the original link, and replace
it with the new barrel link. The new "Group
Gripper" link has a spur on it that will engage
the bias spring in the new recoil spring guide.
When the barrel rotates up into battery, the
bias spring is depressed by the spur of the
barrel link. The result is a ·strong positive
pressure up against the barrel and a solid
lockup is achieved. Each time the weapon
cycles, the barrel is forced back into the same
position. The Wilson "Group Gripper" is a
simple and inexpensive device to improve the
accuracy of the 1911 pistol without affecting

the reliability ofthe pistol. At a cost of$22.95
it ranks as a real bargain in today's market. If
you decide that the "Group Gripper" is not
your answer, then simply remove it and
replace the original parts. The amount you
are out is less than $25.00. After a number of
inquiries about the Group Gripper, I decided
to give one a test and evaluation.

For the test of the Group Gripper I selected
two .45 auto pistols. The first was a .45 Colt
Combat Commander. The steel frame Com-

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of holsters
and -accessories, creatively designed to fiIf the

. ,specific netl~s afgun enthusiasts and law
enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite

~
Firearms or Sporting Goods Store. or maile WP.I $2 for catalog. Dealer mquiries invited.

t
C'" GUN HIDE'M DEPT AH-409an '.5 155 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY 11501
.' 516·742·79(H) .

To order send coupon and $575.00 for
each "custom" to:

Maryland Gun Works
Dept. AH-9
26200 Frederick Road
Hyattstown, MD 20871
(301) 831-8456

City_--'-- _

State Zip _

We accept phone orders and honor
V1SA/ MASTER CARD/AMEX.
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After installing the Group Gripper, you
should fire at least 75 to 100 rounds through
your pistol to allow for the parts to seat and
mate surfaces. Once the shoot-in period is
complete, then serious testing for accuracy
can begin. I fired a couple boxes of hardball
ammo for the seating period, then settled
down to my favorite IPSC practice load of a
200 grain H&G No. 68 bullet on top of 5.7
grains ofWW 231 ball powder. A series often
sh9t groups were fired and the results proved
that an increase in accuracy performance was
noticeable. I have continued to shoot this old
1911 pistol with the Group Gripper installed
and regardless of the ammo used, overall
group size is reduced. Reliability has not
been affected. I was concerned about the
effect of dirt and the presence of crud in the
locking recesses of the slide. If these areas
were fouled enough to cause the Group Grip
per to fail in the realignment of the barrel to
the lockup each time, then accuracy in group
size may result. After using over 600 founds
ofvarious reloads, no affect on the group size
or barrel lockup seems evident. Overall, the
Wilson Group Gripper offers an excellent
and inexpensive alternative to the full house
accuracy job. For the combat or practical
shooters, the Group Gripper is a very
good choice in today's heavily
promoted .45 auto accessory IIIIM-
market. ~

manders do not have much ofa reputation for
fine accuracy and overall performance of
these pistols is rather spartan at the best.
Installing the Group Gripper in the test did
indeed improve the accuracy potential. The
test Combat Commander was borrowed
from a shooting friend and already had high
fixed sights and a trigger job. The groups
fired with the "Group Gripper" were an
improvement, but only slightly. Next I chose
my oldest clanky .45 auto. It happens to be an
old (1914 production) 1911 GI issue pistol sold
by the DCM years ago.

HORNADY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. AG1094, P.O. Box 1848
Grand Island, Nebraska 68802-1848

Now Hornady can help you put
together a complete reloading outfit
at a money saving price. Ask for the
improved PacifiKit. It's ideal for
any reloader who wants to start from
scratch with a complete outfit.
The PacifiKit includes a completely
equipped press (choice of 00-7 or
0-7 model) plus all the accessories
needed to begin producing custom
grade handloads. And you will e.njoy
substantial savings over the same
iterns if purchased separately.
This year, the PacifiKit has been
expanded to include all the items
shown. It's a bargain for
beginning reloaders.

Hornady's improved

PacifiKit
gives your reloading
a bench full
of savings.

You get all
this with the, PacifiKit
• 00-7 or 0-7 Press
• Durachrome Dies
• Removable Shell Holder
• Primer Catcher
• Positive Priming System
• Automatic Primer Feed
• Deluxe Powder Measure
• Magnetic Scale
• Two-Non"static Funnels
• Primer Turning Plate
• Universal Reloading Block
• Unique Case Lube
.• Case Care Accessories
• Hornady Handbook
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THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
For the first time, conversion plans for a super-compact,
selective-fire machine pistol! Turn your Ruger Mark lor II
into a fistful of power-without modifying the receiver or
bolt group and using hand-built parts. This ingenious con
version fires from the original closed bolt system-making
firing extremely accurate-and uses original trigger parts.
The detachable auto tripper device can readily be removed
for semiauto shooting only. Machinist's drawings, full
scale templates and photos accompany directions. 9 x 12,
sottcover. illus.. 96 pp. $12.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks

EMPTY HAND, LOADED GUN
The Ultim..te System for

Close Comb...
by Dan Wester/in

No longer mutually exclusive self·
defense systems, karate and hand
gunning are now combined into an
all-new system of close combat.
Draw methods; cover, lighting and
crisis contro~anddistancing, block
ng and punching techniques are
ncluded to provide maximum effec
tive protection. 5V2 x 8%, softcover,
photos. 120 pp. $8.00

DAN WESTERUN

THE' ULTIMATE· SYSTEM
FOR· CLOSE· COMBAT

EMPTY ~
HAND, ~
LOADED GUN

~
~

LIFE WITHOUT FEAR
by Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler

Surviving a lethal confrontation becomes possible-even
probable-with this guide to self-defense and the hand
gun. Both the novice and experienced gun owner can use
these step-by-step instructions to achieve fast, accurate
shooting. Shootings styles and techniques, recommended
handguns and equipment,modifications, mental condition
ing, the law and self·defense, and tactics the average per
son can use in a self-defense situation are some of the
topics covered. Dalton is a four-time Southwest Pistol
League Champion, and Fowleris a three-time Bianchi Cup
Champion. Both authors hold the rank of Combat Master.
5~/2 x 8VO', softcover, photos, 230 pp. $9.95

UPYOURSt
Advanced revenge techniques and
original dirty tricks from the author
of Get Even. Here are the meanest,
nastiest pranks for snakelike sales
men" nagging relatives, nosey
neighbors. and all those people you
iove to hate. Read Up Yours' and
start getting even today! 5V2 x 8V2,
hardcover. 220 pp. $12.95

This ultimate work in do-it-yourself justice makes other harassment books look like a
Sunday school picnic You'lI never again have to "grin and bear it" when inconsider
ate creeps do you dirty. Learn how to get even when you're wronged by an enemy, ,
victimized by a credit card company, or ripped off by any menacing organization.
Here is a manual written by a master of revenge whose wisdom will put you on top of
any situation where you used to feel helpless. Methods of revenge range from simple
pranks to sophisticated techniques of devastation. Knowing these ingenious tactics
of veteran tricksters, you'll gain new respect for yourself. You'll never again feel like a
powerless underdog. Of course this is for entertainment purposes onlyl 5Y, x BY"
hardcover. 190 pp. $11.95

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Use this home workshop guide to convert your Mini into a
selective-fire, silenced, SWAT.-Iype weapon capable of
field-clearing firepower. Provides complete workshop
plans, 40 close-up photos and full-scale templates. This
conversion process requiresno machining or special tools.
Once completed, it takes just five minutes to' drop in the
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!) or remove it as
needed. Also includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy
caliber .223 silencer. 9 x 12, softcover, photos, templates,
n~ ~~

DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY
The Bodyguard's Manual

by Leroy Thompson
Now, learn the business of body
guarding like it really is! Topics in
clude checking for auto tampering,
home and office security, weapons'
selection, assessing the threats and
more. Illustrations detail car and
grounds security. Here are the
glamour, the guns, the facts of the
trade. 5% x 8%, softcover, 120 pp.

$10.00

~
•

HOW TO FIND ANYONE ANYWHERE
by Ralph D. Thomas

Many people have objected to the publication of this hard
core collection of top in\1estigativesecrets. But here it is for
you to use as you see fit-a virtual encyclopedia on the
topic of skip tracing. Disclosed here for the first time are
certain methods of access to national networks of info
both public and private. Learn how to quickly make national
sweeps for data, design and execute pretexts that work, get
the latest equipment, and much more. This is the material
that can make or break your investigations. 8% x 11, soft
cover. 61 pp. $19.95

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I
Over fifty 9" x 12" machinist's drawings detail all construc
tion and operating procedures for an smg silencer, pistol
silencer and simplified smg expedient silencer. Included
with these high-quality, precise silencer designs are im
provised materials and machining techniques. Note: Home
Workshop Silencers I is for reference and historical pur
poses only. 9 x 12, softcover, illus., 72 pp. $12.00

U.S. ARMY COUNTERTERRORISM
MANUAL

Now, restricted info on the counter
terrorism strategy of the U.S. Army
Military Police School is available
for the first time! This seven-step
ops plan details intelligence gather
ing; threat analysis; physical and
personal security; crises manage
ment; authority issues. Also assault
tactics and hostage situations. 8% x
11, sottcover. 130 pp. $14.95

----Please include

1$3 postage
and handling

SUBTOTAL

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Here is a conversion system you can bet your life on! Now
you can transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire,
close-combat gun you can trust. With simple hand tools.
you can buiid the parts that will convert your trusly Ruger
1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000
rounds per minute on full auto-all without modifying the
receiver or trigger housing in any way. Just drop in the
conversion parts, and you're ready for whatever-or
whomever-comes. Over 60 explicit photos, machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates accompany the de
tailed instructions for making this conversion foolproof.
9 x 12, sottcover. illus., 96 pp. $12.00

•

Bill my: 0 VISAO MasterCard Exp. Dal" __
Card No. _

I Call TOLL fREE for credit card orders: 1-800-824-7888;
Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.

SECRETS Of THE NINJA
by Ashida Kim

This is the real thing-one of the few
complete, hardcover studies of this
terrifying and deadly martial art. Text
and photos illustrate Ninja princi
ples of inVisibility, covert entry,
escape and evasion, assassination.
sentry removal, meditation, mind
clouqing and much more. 5% x BV2,
hardcover. 200 photos. 168 pp.

$16.95

I P1e;ue send me the following titles:

1·--'--'----

-----------I t
Send $1 for latest

PALADIN PRESS PALADIN
PO BOX 1307- KP.J CATALOG.

I BOULDER, CO 80306 ..,..~ Catalog free
Phone (303) 443-72S0 __~ WIth order.

$12.00

$12.95
$14.95
$ 9.95

$16.95
$10.90
$10.00
$12.95
$15.00'

$14.95

I HATE YOU!.
COMBAT SURVIVAL.
YOU CAN'T MISS
THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS

SYSTEM
CHINA'S NINJA

CONNECTION.
NINJA DEATH TOUCH.

HIT MAN

THE FIGHTING RIFLE .
THE WEAPONEER
ON ASSASSINATION

$12.00

$10.00

$30.00
$12.95
$10.00

$10.00
$12.95
$10.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES
REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC

WEAPON SYSTEM
DEATH DEALER'S

MANUAL.
QUICK OR DEAD .
HOW TO HIDE ANYTHING ..
NINJA SECRETS OF

INVISIBILITY ..

HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON
ANYBODY.

COMBAT HANDGUNNING .
S.W.A.T. TACTICS.

SILENCERS IN THE 1980S
Gre... Designs, Gre..t Designers

by}. David Truby
Now, an in-depth, fully illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of today's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His investigative research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices, features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anywhere else! 8lh x 11, softcover, 132

. photos. 120 pp. $12.00

I
NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _ •._-------------_..---.----.-....
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DGUNS • RIFLES • SHe
NS • RIFLES • HANDGU

S • SHOTGUNS • RIFLES • H
• RIFLES • SHOTGU

IFLES. SH

OMBAT AND IPse SHOOTER
Extended Magazine Re
1e8ll8 Assembly for Colt .45
type Autos. Replaces exist
Ing re1e8ll8. No drilling and
tapping. Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 or just
the enlarged button and
screw for 59.95. Enlarged
button & screw comes In
blue or stainless. Replace
ment catch comes In blue.
Nltex $4.00 extra. INQUIRIES INVITED
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # SOlinI'I # 52 41.00
Bianchi B-9 Be" or G. llovis #114 Belt . 24.00
G.llovis Holsters: Realist #1145 or Usher #1045 . . 67.00
G. llovis Holster: Galilornia Chellenger # 124SO . 67.00
G. llovis Holster: Usher Lowcut # 104SO . 72.00
G. llovis Holster: Phoenix Special # 114SO . 72.00
G. llovis 00.- .45 Mag Pouch. . . . 21.00 Single 13.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI or Fowtor Speedmaster ........•... 69.95

(X-DrawlStrong _/5" or 6" Bbl) (B8sk__10.(0)

Blocker DoobIe .45 lA8g Pouch: Silenl or Straighl .... 28.95
Blocker lSi _ .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... 28.95
Blocker lSi Belts or Doul>Ie Mag Pouches In BesklllWOlMl . 35.95
Rogers/P18xco _ Speed Holster (5"/6" Bill) . 46.00
Rogers Hack8thorn ComboIl_/COI'llll8nsetor~ 46.00
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov'1 or Comm8nder) 5.SO
WII80n Shok-Bufl-. .. 1.00
Wilson Extended Ej8ctor .. .. 16.95

::= ~der~mer.· .•••.•••·.••••••••••••••••• ~::
Wison_.~Grip Solety (Blue or St81n_) 18.95
Wilson/Rogers or PachfTl8\lr GOOljl8tltion .45 Magazine. 2O.SO
Dovel 8 Rcund Magazine lor .45 Auto. 17.95
Dovel 8 Rcund Magazine Conversion Kit lor .45 Auto 6.SO
Breskovich Advantage Grip System lor .45 Auto . . 45.00
Iot-S SaI>ri Parts In Stock - Call lor Needs
Coft or King Drop-in Wide Grip safety (blue/stainNtss). 25.00
King Extended Combal Solety (b1ue/staln_) 16.SO
Swenson Anibidextrous Sofety for .45 40.00
"Swensight" lor .45 Auto . 29.95
John Shaw Pro Shoot Beg 69.95
"You can'l Miss" by John Shaw (2nd. Edition) . .. 8.95
"Ute Wtfhout Feer" by MIck8y Fowtor & Mile DeI10n 9.25
Magazine 5lorn Pads: Bleck checkered neoprene . . .. 1.00
Ouic_ Magazine 'Noll . 6.00

AU ITEMS IN STOCK!

MASTERCARDIV~ ORDERS ACCEPTEOI
Give number & ExpirMion Date

Phone Of'dert Mon...fri. 4-10 PM EST
Jim 711-172-4211 MIke 716-827-3782

FREE SHIPPING ON All ORDERS
NYS~ta -eId 7' s-.. Tax

Send tor FREE CATALOGUE
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE/COMBAT CORNER

Dept. AHG, Rd.• '.9518 RI. 60. Freeson;.., NY 14063

SPEED SHOOTING
Continued from page 20

matches, practical shooters have been left in
the cold. Even many of the major gun manu
facturers have shied away from supporting
IPSC, mainly objecting to IPSC's use of the
humanoid "Milpark" target. The Bianchi
Cup, in fact, uses a tombstone-shaped target,
more or less affectionately dubbed "R2-D2;'
to get around that barrier.

"Here we're shooting either round or rec
tangular plates, neither people nor animals;'
Rogers says. "It's more like trap shooting."

Already several ofthe major gun manufac
turers have shown an interest in this newest
target game, and Rogers anticipates even
more interest once the WSSA becomes sol-
idly established. .

He is also emphatic that the WSSA was not
meant to either replace or compete with
IPSC - "We think it should be a good mar
riage" - but that the new courses had the
advantages of being slightly easier to admin
istrate, score and classify shooters.

A national classification system has been
an elusive goal for practical shooting.

"When my Florida club first went out to
shoot with the Southwest Pistol League,"
Rogers remembers, ''Their 'C' shooters could
eat up our '1\ shooters_ They'd been doing it a
lot longer and had a lot more practice."

The inagural match for this newest hand
gun sport was held early in March in Jack
sonville, Florida, the home of Rogers'
Holsters. There were two matches - Five To
Go, with five plates at a maximum distance of
18 yards, and Outer Limits, featuring 12-inch
plates at 25 yards and 18 by 24-inch metal
rectangles at 40 yards. The first match was
run five times, the second four, with the worst
time tossed out. Perhaps not surprisingly,
Rogers won with his compensated ,45 auto,
but hot on his heels was Florida shooter
Cooper White with a revolver_

In fact, some shooters were already watch
ingthe new sport with an eye toward a whole
new category of"gadget guns." Since the only
"power factor" is whether the plate falls, and
the holster rule is fairly liberal- the holster
must retain the gun safely during a five-yard
run and a jump over an 18-inch obstacle,
among other rules-a whole new "plate gtln"
might just grow up.

"If the rules ever change so all you have to
do is hit a plate, sure you'll see a new breed of
trick guns;~ Rogers says_ "But.as long as
you've got to knock that- plate down, I don't
think so. I think you'll see mostly the same
guns you see in IPSC competition.

"Besides;' he adds, "what we're still talking
about here is teaching the basics_"

Clubs interested in getting started with the
WSSA should send $1.00 for full details to:
WSSA, P.o. Box 8251, .....
La Crescenta, CA 91214. ~

SPRING
INTO***

RWS MODEL 6GS
AIR PISTOL

ACTION I
WITH RWS PRECISION
AIRGUN PRODUCTS
RWS PRECISION AIR RIFLES
AND AIR PISTOLS
* * * Everything you are looking for in one
pump action. 40 Models and variations, all
backed by a Lifetime Warranty. NSW IN 84
, , . High-Power I High-Velocity RWS
Models 24, 26, and 34, have joined the
already popular RWS Model 45,

HIGH QUALITY RWS
PELLETS
* * * Meisterkugell1 Match, Hobby,
Superpoint, Standard - all available in
calibers .177 and .22.
Super-H-Point (Hollow Point), for max
imum hitting power in the field.

FULL LINE OF
ACCESSORIES
* *.*Scopes, Targets, Traps, Lubricants
- the latest in accessories,
We feel that once you compare the facts
and features of RWS Airgun products, they
will be your choice for years of shooting
enjoyment.
See your local dealer, ask for RWS by
name, and for more detailed information
send $1.00 to address below for our 1984
Olympic Year issue of "RWS Precision
Airgun Products".

~Dl~
nqnamil Nobel

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647
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618-252-3030

The Bank of Harrisburg MEMBER FDIC
2 West Walnut DEPOSITS INSURED
Harrisburg, IL 62946 TO $100,000

r- - -

I Name --'-____ I
I I
I Telep~.one-- I
I· .Address I
I I
I City I

I State ZIP I
LH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

~thebank;;;;;;'..1OF HARRISBURG
JUST NORTH OF THE SQUARE AT 2 WEST WALNUT

253 7693 MEMBER FDIC

The Bank of Harrisburg and SMITH & WESSON are honored to
present a special offer for gun enthusiasts. Choose an investment plan
from those listed below, and we will ship your set of SMITH &
WESSONS, prepaid, to your licensed federal firearms dealer. Receive
the immediate enjoyment of your interest today, and 100% of your
investment is returned at maturity.

Reserve Your Set Today!
INVESTMENT MATURITY* For more information:

$2,300 8 Years
$2,900 6 Years
$4,200 4 Years
$8,000 2 Years
$12,000 12 Months
$24,000 6 Months

'No withdrawal pflor 10 maturity. Shipped prepaid directly to your

liCt!IlSI!d fcderol firearms (ieolel In the Continental U.S. only. Rate"s
<lIHl prln!s SUbjPCI to chall~e. •
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Overall length 8%"
Overall height. . . . . . . . . 5%"
Overall width . . . . . . . . . 114"
Barrell length 514"
Weight (unloaded) 39 oz.
Weight (loaded) 51 oz.

liVE IIYOIRBEST SHOT
II HESTmIB!

It's a double-action 9mm pistol tha , nothing short of a masterpiece.
It's everything you'll ever want in a hardgun. ft's all you'll ever need.

Power and capacity. The semi-auto~aticGB unleashes 19 rounds
of devastating firepower on command,!

Speed and accuracy. With gas-delayed blowback action, you get
minimum recoil for maximum accuraq1 -even rapid fire. And a self
illuminating, three-dot sighting plane ,rings your target in line
even during poor lighting conditions. '
, Quick handling and safety. When t' 'ng is critical, the GB can be
field stripped in less than 10 seconds. assive firing pin and hammer
block safety keeps the weapon safe unt the trigger is actually pulled.
This system greatly reduces the possibi 'ty of accidental discharge if
the pistol is aropped. .

STIYI. THE IIIOVITIVE II~E II FiIEAIMS. .
For more than 130 years, Steyr has co~binedAustrian craftsmanship

and innovation to develop such benchm.vks as the famous Mannlicher
rifle and the world's first automatic pistol.

That same tradition of excellence is bred into the Steyr GB. It's the
ultimate handgun. '

For more information, contact your nearest quality sporting goods dealer or send $4 for a color brochure and Steyr Mannlicher arm patch to:
DepartmenrSteyr. Gun South, Inc., P.O. Box 6607, Birmingh~m.AL 35210
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$ 6.40
9.95

lU.95
16.80
2.25

16.50
17.95

,
,'~
,,~"!)

#275 $ 8 ~O

1276 8.80
'5237 16.95
15239 19.95
15238 16.95
15240 19.95

#180
1181
1182

15335
1221
#'ll2
#187

Checkered
Neoprene #185 $ 1.50

I

'495 $12.75
#496 14.95

Muzzle Brake
2" GM 125 $15.50
Flash
Suppressor
l~"GM 126 10.10
Flash
Suppressor
1~"

Comm. 127 10.10

- ~'

(W'
i\'-

MAGAZINE SLAM
PAD

~..\',..\'
'. 'i,

Bingham Battle Combat '333 $10.95
Bingham Combat White

Outline 1I11ustratedl '334 13.90
Millett MK-I Fixed

Sights 18335 20.80
Millett MK-II Low

Profile Fixed
Sights 18345 29.75

Millett .45
Adjust-

Sights
#8336 42.40

MAINSPRING
HOUSING

SQUARE TRIGGER
GUARDSHOE

~EF.lIClW

EliCP-F.lESS

15074
15075
15079
'5077
15100

#23
#24

$12.75
14.95

GI Steel
Stainless With Convex Follower

Stainless Premium
Colt .45 Blue

Pachmayr Stainless Follower
-Pachmayr Stainless Maj:lazine

Devel 8-Shot Magazine

#3)6
#378

•
#195

#196

45 MK IV
45 NM Gold Cup

9MM MK IV
38 Super MK IV

45 Comm. Barrel
Acero Bushing GM

Acero BUShing'Comm.·

EXTENDED ~
MAGAZINE CATCH

Credit Card Orders Only
124-Hours a Dayl:

Toll Free 1800) 847-6703

$13.20
13.20

Steel
Stainless

SLIDE

P.O. Box 550, DEPT. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045

Information: 16071753-8238 .

Steel GM
Steel Short
StainlessGM
Stainless Short
Steel Ribbed and Ported (Illustrated)
Stainless Ribbed and Ported

EXTENDED
AMBIDEXTROUS

SAFETY

.4&
luto

MAGAZINE
FUNNEL

Extended Steel #372
Extended Stainless 1313
Colt Ambidexterous Safety 1375
Extended Ambidexterous Safety Steel
Extended Ambidexterous Safety Stainless

Rogers E-Z loader #188 S5.95
Jones Magazine Funnel#189 4.95

$14.95.
13.90

SPRING GUIDE
ASSEMBLY

GM Guide Assembly #365
Camm. Guide Assembly #366

Steel GM #135 $20.95
Steel Camm. #136 20.95
Pachmayr

GM #137 28.15
Pachmayr

Camm. #138 28.15

~~,..-----

~"~Afi~

EXTENDED SLIDE
STOP

#490
#491
#492
#493

'435
Stainless '436

Pachmayr St1!nless 1223

AGUIDE TO
BETTER SHOOTING

(FFl
Required)
Steel 1340 $67.50
Stainless #341 74.95
Ejector and

Plunger
Installed #345 9.95

55 Ejector and 55
Plunger
Installed #346 12.50

GM Buffer
#362 $5.00

Comm. Buffer
#363 5.45

Shock Buff
#368

From The 800D OL' 81LS

Ny
) ,', HAMMER

, t ~J;

Commander '.JfJ '145 $11.50
Stainless Com'mander 1146 14.95
Wide Spur ''-43: 7.00
ColtMKIV #S01511.90
Colt Gold Cup #5169 13.10

TRIGGER

©Copyright 1984 by Crown City Arms, Inc. All rignts reserved.

long Adjustable Alloy
long Adjustable Stainless
long Adjustable Steel
Wilson Competition

RECOIL
BUFFER

Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. Company and personal checks clear.
Sorry no tOD orders unless accompanied by a 25% deposit. MC/VISA/AMEX
orders are welcomed - supply complete card information. MC/VISA charges are
subject to a 4% handling charge; AM/EX 6%. NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax
or send Resale Certificate. Add shipping, handling and insurance: $2.95 for first item,
50 cents for each additional, $4.95 maximum. UPS 2nd-Day Air add $2.95. Alaska/
Hawaii/Puerto Rico/Guam double shipping amounts. Supply street address for UPS
delivery. Send current F.F.L. for Frame or Lower Receiver orders. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Prices in effect at time of shipment prevail.

To Order From The GOOD OL' 84LS
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The go's did some amazing shootinfl. 'nset shows Christie
Rogers, Jo Ann Hall, Lee Co'e and Linda Zubiena in shoot-off.
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By Fr~dRomer.o

To aficionados of handgunning, the name
Ed McGivern sho.uld ring a bell. In his

day, Ed was the fastest man alive with a gun.
With incredible regularity he could fire six
shots faster and more accurately than anyone
ever thought possible, When McGivern
passed away, many felt that the world has
~n the last of the "fast and fancy" shooters.
That was, of course, before the Steel Chal
lenge came onto the scene.

The Steel Challenge, also known as the
World Speed Shooting Championships, was
started four years ago by Mike Fichman and
Mike Dalton, two well known shooters from
the Southwest Pistol League, The idea
behind the match, according to Fichman,
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The wind blew and
the dust flew, and
Nick Pruitt emerged
the winne'" in this,

classic speed shoot-
ing championship.
was to offer the serious combat shooter a
challenging format that would appeal to
shooters from other disciplines as well.

Taking the example established by the pop
ular Falling Plate Event of the Bianchi Cup,
metal targets were selected for the Steel Chal
lenge over the more traditional and some
times controversial "humanoid" type targets
generally associated with combat matches.
What came out was a course of fire that
utilized all metal targets and emphasized
speed as well as accuracy; a winning com
bination with professional shooters and spec
tators.

In mid-April 1984, two hundred and fifty
three of the fastest shooters in the country
gathered at Wes Thompson's Juniper Tree
Rifle Range in Canyon Country, California
for the fourth annual World Speed Shooting



infamous Outer Limits; Pruitt finished a full
four 'and half seconds in front of Leatham.

Although the "big guns" all had their ups
and downs, there were a lot of small success
stories and heart-breakers going on through
out the match. If you stopped long enough to
listen, many shooters were more than willing.
to tell you about the "almost, if and maybes"
they suffered through. The Steel Challenge is
like that, you can be on top one minute, and
after a slight hitch in your performance,
youl1 find yourselfon the bottom looking up.
As in past matches, the spoils went to those
who maintained their composure under pres
sure and fired with consistency,

Considering what the match represents,
and the caliber of the shooters involved, Ed
McGivern would no doubt give his nod of
approval to the Steel Challenge.

Next year, the match will be moved to a
. different location. Fichman told us that

because of the encroachinent of civilization
on the present shooting site, steps have been .
taken to find a more suitable range for 1985.
Anyone interested in obtaining more
information about the match can write
to: The Steel Challenge, Dept AH,
P.O. Box 8521, La Crescenta, CA 91214.

Continued'next page
Rob Leatham on Double Trouble.

Championships. Every participant paid $150
in advance to fire five separate courses, each
one geared to test the human limits of speed' .

As if the pressure of the match wasn't
enough, competitors at this year's eve~t also
had to cope with severe conditions of sun,
heat and blowing dust. Even Mother Nature
was doing her best to make sure that nobody
got any "gimmes" on the firing line.

In spite of the grueling weather, magnifi
cent scores were fired by many shooters who
jockeyed for position during the first two
days of competition. Each event became
more important to the leaders as the race for
number one narrowed down to a small hand
ful of familiar names. Nick Pruitt and Rob
Leatham left each other no room for error
throughout the five events. Knowing full well
that any small miscalculation would result in
disaster (mere hundredths of a second can
mean the difference between winning and
losing), they went into their final events neck

::;: and neck.
;:; Leatham was the dominant shooter in both
~ the Flying M and the Speed Option. In Dou
~ ble Trouble and Five To Go the gap was
g almost too close to call, but Pruitt made up

some ground. The deciding factor was the

WINNING GUNS

Nick Pruitt's .45 built by Bill Donovan on Gold Cup.
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J. Bartell's .45; by Jim Boland with Wilson compo

Lee Cole, top woman, used this Watson .45 withcomp.
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STEEL CHALLENGE 1984

Usher used a J. Williams M-JO to win Top Revolver.

Rob Leatham (AZ) 6.44 secs

Brian Enos (AZ) 65.27 secs
Rick Castelow (TN) 67.84 secs
J. Michael Plaxco (AR) 67.85
Tom Campbell (MA) 67.94
John Shaw (TN) 68.15 secs
John Dixon (TX) 68.43 secs
Ilan Fersht (CA) 69.06 secs
J. Bartell (CA) 70.02 secs

Randall Double Trouble
Eugene Burgher (CO) 10.04 secs
Nick Pruitt (CA) 10.08 secs
John Dixon (TX) 10.26 secs

Colt Flying M
Rob Leatham (AZ) 9.70 secs
Dave Gentzvein (CA) 9.72 secs
Joe Gaines (CA) 10.09 secs

Detonics Speed Option
Stewart Wilson (CA) 7.26 secs
John Shaw (TN) 7.36 secs
Rick Castelow (TN) 7.56 secs

Top Revolver
Jerry Usher (CA) 71. 70 secs
Alan Jenkins (CA) 79.43 secs
John Pride (CA) 94.74 secs

Top Woman
Lee Cole (AR) 89.98 secs
Linda Zubiena (CA) 91.73 secs
Jei Ann Hall (TX) 99.40 secs

Top Cop
Mark Moore (GA) 78.73 secs

Aimpoint Outer Limits
Rick Castelow (TN) 16.77 secs
Nick Pruitt (CA) 17.33 secs
Lee Souter (AZ) 18.34 secs

First:
Second:
Third:

First:
Second:
Third:

Rogers Five To Go
First: Brian Enos (AZ) 13.37 secs
Second: J. Bartell (CA) 13.85 secs
Third: John Sayle (OH) 14.37 sees

First:
Second:
Third:

First:
Second:
Third:

First:
Second:
Third:

~ First:
i!: Second:
; Third:

Individual
Match Winner: Nick Pruitt (CA) 60.45 secs
Second Place

Overall:
Third Place

Overall:
Fourth Place:
Fifth Place:
Sixth Place:
Seventh Place:
Eighth Place:
Ninth Place:

a Tenth Place:
f-a
I
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NICK PRUITT - PROFILE OF A CHAMPION
Match winner, Nick Pruitt, right, with Rob Leatham.

Woman's Team vs Team
Winner: Linda Zubiena and Lee Cole

Two-Woman Team
Winner: Linda Zubiena and Joanna Fichman

I f you had to pick someone who looks
like a winner, Nick Pruitt fits the bill.

A resident ofCarlsbad, California, Nick
is a quiet individual who rarely seems to
make his presence known, except, of
course, when he's on the firing range.

During the Steel Challenge, we had a
chance to talk to Nick about his equip
ment and his thoughts on shooting. Here
are some of his comments:

Q: Nick, what kind of gun did you
bring for this match?

A: I'm using a .45 Auto buiLt on a
Gold Cup frame by BiLL Donovan. It Iws
a Safari grip safety, a Wilson combat
hammer, an extendedmagazine release,
a Swenson ambidextrous safety, a flat
main-spring housing, Pachmayr grips
and Bo-Mar sights. It aLso has a
threaded barrel weight on the six-inch
Bar-Sto barrel.

Q: What about your ammo?
A: For this match I'm using a 200 gr.

bullet made from a H&G #68 mould
Loaded on top of 4. 0 grs. of Red Dot
powder. I Like to use once fired miLitary
brass and either FederaL or Winchester
primers.

Q: What kind of leather do you use?
A: ALL my leather is made by Gordon

Davis, I wouLdn~ use anything else.
Q: Can you tell us a little about your

practice schedule? .
A: I Like to practice a Lit~Le bit here

and there throughout the year, but I
really get hot just before a match. Ifa
big match-is coming up, I7L shoot maybe
three times a week, about iJ' thousands
rounds a week total.

Q: What do you think about when
you shoot?

A: I generally try and think about the
basics, being in control is what's impor
tant to me. I know that if I don~ go any
faster than what I can .....
controL I7L be aLL right. ~

First:
Second:
Third:

First:

Second:

Third:

First:
Second:
Third:

Top International
Joe Mitchell (Canada) 88.50 secs
Nick Alexakos (Canada) 110.67 secs
Alain Joly (France) 150.73

Four-Man Team
Davis Leather - Pruitt, Bartell,
Neal and Liebenberg (CA) 283.31
secs
Arkansas Combat - Plaxco, Wilson,
Carter and Cole (AR) 285.82 secs
Arizona Hosemasters - Leatham,
Enos, Souter and Henry (AZ) 288.30
sec

Team vs Team
Mickey Fowler and Bill Wilson·
Brian Enos and Rick Castelow
Jim Zubiena and Ross Carter
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Enter
The

AGNER
This Danish competition .22 is all stain
less, sleek, safe, and innovative in design

By Bruce Thorstad

A sk just about any firearms fancier to.
/"\. name the top gun-making nations
and he'll probably first mention the U.S.A.
Our magic names of Colt, Remington,
Smith & Wesson, Winchester and now
Ruger read like a Who's Who of great gun
labels. Germany, with its Mauser, Luger
and Walther marques,.easily comes sec
ond. After these come Great Britain, then
probably Italy and Spain, followed by a
gaggle of other European countries. Den
mark, that snug kingdom by the Baltic, ap
pears very late on this list-if at all. Little
Denmark is known more for its exports of
dairy products and good beer than for its
firearms.

That fact didn't stop designer Bent
Agner and the Danish firm Saxhq,j Prod
ucts from designing and bringing to mar
ket a remarkable .22 match autopistol with

- features that are sure to have ap impact on
future designs of other companies. Though
the Saxhq,j firm works primarily on con- .
tract to the Danish government and
they're not known for sporting guns, the
Agner M80 has made a hit in Europe;
three European shooters' magazines have
already featured the gun on their covers.
Now, through an exclusive arrangement
with Beeman Precision Arms Company, of
San Rafael, California, the pistol-as the
Beeman/Agner M80-is coming to our
shores.

The first thing you notice about the
lkeman/Agner, even before picking it up,
is that this is one attractive firearm. In
magazine articles, a firearm's looks are sel
dom given more than a quick once-over.
Yet, I suspect looks are more responsible
for the success or fai.Jure of a new gun than
most of us think. The Colt Single Action
Army, the lever action Winch esters, the
Luger, certain big game rifles like the
Ruger M-77 Classic-you can pick your
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Muzzle flip i. reduced with .hallow receiver and 'ow bore line.

own favorites, but each of these handsome an echo of the familiar Colt .45 auto, is also
arms has a "rightness" to its looks, a feel- just right. The result, despite having no en
ing of all parts in harmony, that makes it, graving, precious metal inlays or other or
even without embellishment, an object of namentation, is simply one of the best
beauty. Full-blown target arms seldom looking arms you've ever laid eyes on.
have that sort of esthetic balance. Since Construction of the Beeman/Agner is
everything serves one aim-accuracy-the stainless steel throughout. Stainless makes
match arm's lines are inevitably cluttered sense in a service or hunting arm, but what
with butthooks, palm rests, orthopedic good is it, we wondered, in a gun likely to
grips, muzz!e weights and other gadgetry be to~ed in a Pachmayr pistol box? To
designed to allow the shooter to wring the answer that, we must revise our ideas
last nth of accuracy fro.m the w·eapon. about the utility of stainless steel. Building

The Beeman/Agner, though, has a highly civilized and indoorsy match
"rightness" of design to burn. Besides ele- pistol like the Beeman/Agner in stainless
gance of line, exterior finish here is first- is merely a sign that the material has ar
rate, with a pleasing contrast between pol- rived as a gunmaker's medium. The tech
ished and matte parts. The adjustable tar- nology of working in stainless has pro
get-style grips are ofa light-colored French gressed to the point where anything that
Walnut with a clear oil finish that enhances can be done in carbon steel can be done in
both the shape and grain of the wood. To stainless. Whatever his other reasons, de
American eyes, the 70-degree grip angle, signer Bent Agner apparently saw stainless
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can be operated may itself be reset lighter
and heavier to conform variously with trig
ger pull requirements of NRA or Interna
tional Shooting Union (ISU) matches.
With the grip panel removed, the polished
bearing surfaces of the sear are also fully

as the steel of the future and elected to go
with it. The sheer bea~ty of the material
certainly helps make this Scandinavian
blonde even more attractive.

Besides being a handsome number,
what sort of pistol is the Beeman/Agner?
It's a five-shot, target semi-auto witIJ a bar
rel length of just a hair under six inches.
Weight with the factory stocks is 3·8.4
ounces and the gun measures 9'h inches
overall. In operation, it's a straight blow
back design-but with a difference. On
most autos, the slide wraps over the barrel,
enclosing it on both sides and the top.
Here, the slide is trough-shaped, sliding
under the barrel so that its cycling won't
add to the recoil sensation upon firing.
Thus, in important rapid fire stages,
muzzle rise is kept to a minimum.

To minimize tremors in one-handed
shooting, the bullseye shooter wants the
boreline and line of sight to be as close
over his hand as possible. Grip the
Beeman/ Agner and extend your trigger
finger forward along the frame. You'll see
that your finger lies parallel to the bore
axis and less than an inch below it. This is a
function of a very shallow receiver, which
contributes both to low muzzle flip and to
the gun's slim good looks.

Most match shooters dryfire more than
they fire live ammunition. High on the left
side of the Beeman/Agner's frame, about
where you'll find the slide safety on a con
ventional autopistol, is a handy dryfire fea
ture. Cock this lever without cycling the
action and you can dryfire with the same
trigger action and letoff as you'll feel in
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Front sight/muzzle weight unit is easily removed. Inset shows the rear sight,
adiustable for windage and elevation. Author found the clicks all but inaudible.

normal shooting. Further, the dryfire lever
doubles as a cocking indicator.

The multi-function safety is roughly
where the magazine release would be on a
.45 auto and similar pistols-but again,
there's a difference. Press this button to re
lease the magazine, or rotate it to "F" for
fire, to "s" for safety, or to the twelve
o'clock "0" and the gun is completely
locked up and cannot be either fired or
cycled. Best of all, once turned to the lock
position, the safety button itself pops out
into your hand and reveals its second iden
tity as a detachable locking key. Drop this
key into your pocket or lock it away in a
drawer with the confidence that withoui it
no one can operate the Beeman/Agner
M80 but you..

With manufacturers increasingly tar
geted for liability suits, this locking key
feature makes sense. Virtually every
shooter I showed the gun to seemed to rec
ognize instinctively that here is a sound
idea likely to be much imitated. The safety
key from one Beeman/Agner will fit all
others, of course, but what are the chances
that your oyer-inquisitive kids will have
access to a spare Beeman/Agn~r? .

More revolutionary.features'! J{emove
the left grip panel with one of three fur
nished allen wrenches and the trigger sear,
mainspring and a range of trigger adjust
ments are exposed. The trigger pull weight
may be quickly adjusted by rotating a
knurled adjusting wheel to its maximum or
minimum position or to any point be
tween. In addition, the range of trigger
weights over which this adjusting wheel
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visible. The trigger pull itself is of the two
stage variety common to European match
pistols. At the beginning of the pull some
trigger takeup is felt, followed by an ultra
crisp "surprise break" final let-off. An ad
justment is provided on the trigger guard
for limiting overtravel.

Takedown is also unconventional. Start
by removing a pair of tiny allen screws on
the bottom of the muzzle weight/front
sight unit that surrounds the muzzle. Then,
while pressing on the knurled release but
ton located between these screws, loosen
and slide forward the muzzle weight until
it comes free. Actually, simply drawing
back the slide and letting it spring forward
a time or two while you press the button
does the work for you. Now, push out the
through-pin located above and forward of
the trigger and the entire barrel/slide and
slide spring assembly slips out of the
frame. Tolerances here are close, so go easy
and don't force anything. Finally, the slide
spring and guide rod is removed from its
retaining lug and the assem bly can be sep
arated into component parts of slide, bar
rel assembly and the spring and its guide
rod.

This is as far as takedown needs to go for
normal upkeep, since the bore may now be
cleaned from the cham ber end and vir
tually all parts are accessible. While the
gun is disassembled, look into the receiver
frame and note the adjustment provided
for moving the trigger fore and aft within
the trigger guard to compensate for vary
ing tastes and needs in ~rigger reach. A nice
touch.

At the range, the Beeman/ Agner
performed well with a variety of .22 LR

The unique safety key is
built into the Agner; it

prevents unauthorized
persons from firing or

cycling the gun.

Fie'd stripped, the action shows simp'icity of parts and accessibility of sear and
mainspring. Whee' in upper portion of frame is adjustment for trigger weight.

ammo. I would have liked to have set a M80 into standard pistol competition is to
pistol of this quality into a Ransom ma- put it up against some pretty sophisticated
chine rest to test its real potential, but ma- . arms, including the Walther GSP, the FAS
chine rest grip blanks were unavailable 602, the Hammerli Standj,}rd and the Hi
and would have required custom work. Standard 10-X. Since I'nWnot as familiar
Second best was shooting the Agner off with this level of match hardware as ('d
sandbags; this I did at 50 yards with the like, I brought the Beeman/Agner to a
trigger tuned down to perhaps half a friend, Georg Teepe, a bullseye shooter
pound. For this kind of shooting, the fac- who now concentrates exclusively on the
tory-furnished splotch of red enamel on International-style events. In a few min
the front sight was of no help whatsoever, utes, Georg had the innards of various
and smoking the sight with a carbide sight Hammerlis, Walthers and the Beeman/
blacker would have risked scorching the Agner spread out on his kitchen table
paint. where we could compare features side by

Surprisingly, the high velocity ammo, side. In most respects, the new pistol stands
Federal Hi-Power solids, turned in the best up well against these more mature designs.
performance, with five-shot groups aver- In two areas, though, the most demanding
aging 2.23" at 50 yards. CCI Mini-Group match shooters may have reservations.
came in only slightly worse at 2.27". For Sights on the Beeman/ Agner are" well
Remington Target, the average was.3" integrated into the pistol's sleek lines. The
even, while Federal Silhouette spread out front blade is pinned in place and under
to a 4.39" average. As with any .22, it will cut to eliminate glare, but instead of being
pay you to carefully bench rest each gun to blued, it's of the same matte stainless as
determine its ammo preferences. many other parts. Even odder (for a match

European shooters, or anyone familiar pistol) is the spot of red enamel on the
with ISU target events, will recognize the front sight's business plane. While red or
Beeman/ Agner as conforming to the other colored front sights are well
requirements for "standard pistol." For' accepted by field shooters, bullseye marks
those who aren't international match men will prefer a coal-black sight picture.
shooters-and most of us aren't-the ISU The rear sight is black anodized alloy
Standard Pistol match is similar to the and is adjustable for windage and eleva
NRA's National Match Course, including tion using an allen wrench supplied with
slow, timed and rapid fire stages. The ISU the gun. Elevation clicks, however, were
event, however, is m'ore demanding, with not only inaUdible, they were totally un
smaller scoring rings and distances up to detectable, indicating that the sight's inter
50 meters. Also, in the timed and rapid fire nal ball/detent arrangement is not doing
stages, shooters are required to start each its job. Without index marks or some other
stage with the gun arm held no higher than means, a shooter is thus left with no quick,
a 45-degree angle to the target. sure means of going from, say, a zero for a

In short, the ISU Standard Pistol match 50-foot indoor match to a zero for a 50
"is tougher than our National Match meter outdoor one. Nor can two shooters
Course, and throwing the Beeman/ Agner COlltillued 011 page 51
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GAMMON II
GAMMONI.

The development ofthe Gammon line
ofcompetition pistols has led
Charlie Kelsey to a hot new .38.
By David M. Armstrong

Photo sequence (top to bottom) is graphic
demonstration of effect of Abater recoil
device on Gammon II.

with the muzzle weight was very successful.
These features would be incorporated in J

future Devel conversion packages.
The function and reliability of the Gam

mon I design was tested and proven by
Mickey Fowler, but Kelsey wasn't content to
stop there. The Gammon I proved to be a
very easy pistol to control, and Kelsey knew
he could make additional improvements to
the system. Shortly after the Gammon I made
its debut, Kelsey stated that he did not plan to
build any more pistols of this configuration.
However, due to public demand and his own
innovative drive, the new Gammon II project
was well into production by spring of 1982.

The merits and preliminary success of the
Gammon I with its lightened short slide and
muzzle weight influenced the design param
eters of the new Gammon II. Feeling that the
felt recoil and muzzle flip could be further
reduced, Charlie Kelsey, Jr. and Wilfred A.
Haupthoff began work on a new recoil reduc
ing system and compensator.

The recoil reducing system designed for
Gammon II incorporates two unique devices
that diminish the felt recoil. The recoil is
reduced in two phases: at time of the primary
ignition, and when the projectile clears the
barrel. Because these two functions take
place in such a short span of time, the shooter
would feel this recoil as a single impulse and
probably cannot distinguish one from
another. By coiltr<)lling and reducing the felt
recoil, a quicker sight recovery is'possible .
thus permitting the shooter' to shoot "double
taps" (two quick shots) with better control.

The two-piece recoil spring guide rod
assembly screws together to make the guide
rod for the new Gammon II. The front halfof
the guide rod is made from solid tungsten
carbide which provides more weight than
standard tool steel. A special Wolff varicoil
spring is guided by the rod at the other end.

ANDLOOKING
AHEAD ATA NEW
SUPER .38 CARTRIDGE

The first prototype Devel Gammon made
its public press debut in the Jan.lFeb.

1982 issue of the American Handgunner after
Mickey Fowler used it to win the 1981
Bianchi Cup Invitational Pistol Tournament.
At that time, Devel Corporation was still
heavily involved in the custom conversions
of the S&W 39 and 59 auto loading pistols,
and the Gammon project was just an on
going test-bed project t9 see what Devel
could do with the Colt .45 auto pistol.

The "Fowler Gammon" as Charlie Kelse~

calls his first prototype Gammon was a'radi
cal departure from the typical IPSC competi
tion pistol. Catching the attention of
gunsmiths and shooters worldwide, this
highly sophisticated customized version of
the Colt Mk.IV .45 auto pistol has influenced
the aesthetic appearance of many of today's
match pistols. To date there have been many
attempts to emulate some ofthe basic features
ofthe Gammon system, but there is a fine line
that separates Devel's Gammons from many
of the "Gadget Guns:' Not only is the Gam
mon functional, it is a precision tool that was
engineered to win matches. The original
"Fowler Gammon;' (or Gammon I as I refer
to Devel's prototype throughout this article)
featured several innovations that set the
course for Devel's new Colt .45 conversions,
and ultimately the second generation Gam
monII.

When considering the design of the Gam
mon I, Charlie Kelsey's first concern was to
reduce the felt recoil and typical muzzle flip
encountered when firing the .45 Colt auto
matic pistol. The slide was shortened and

.extensively lightened inside. Extra weight
was added at the muzzle by attaching a sta
tionary extension to the end ofthe barrel. The
combination of reducing the momentum of
the slide traveling back after ignition and
counter-balancing the muzzle flip and recoil
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The tungsten carbide weight serves two func
tions: one static and the other dynamic. The
additional wp.ight was needed to replace the
weight lost when the compensator was
added. Theoretically, because the compen
sator has the same dimensions as the old
muzzle weight, there was a weight loss when
the vent holes were bored. The new weight
reposition also places the weight at the
muzzle below the centerline of the barrel
giving the shooter greater stability when aim
ing the pistol. At the same time the cartridge
is discharged, the weight, being spring
loaded, tends to remain in position as the
pistol moves rearward under recoil. The
weight dampens the primary recoil impulse
as a function of inertia to the extent of the
weight of the recoil spring guide rod assem
bly.

The momentum'of the slide traveling rear
ward had been reduced by reducing the
weight of the slide mass; however, the shock
that occurs when the slide impacts against the
frame at the end of the stroke attributes to
much of the recoil felt by the hand. During
the early stages of the Gammon IT project,
several commercial shock buffers were tried,
but they couldn't meet Kelsey's tough stan
dards for reliability. With the assistance of
Walt Wolff a new varicoil spring was tried
with a spring steel disc washer. This uniqJle
disc spring dampens recoil, prolongs the life
of the slide and frame, and has an infinite
service life. Devel Corporation uses the Vari
coil System in all their Colt conversions, and
they offer a drop-in kit for those who are
building their own match gun.

The secondary recoil damping function is a
direct result of the compensator called an
"Abater.' This "Abater" replaced the muzzle
weight on the Gammon L Designed in sim
ilar fashion to the German MG.42 muzzle
brake, the Gammon IT "Abater" has proved to
be functionally effective in reducing muzzle
flip and recoil. Because a pistol cartridge
generates relatively low pressures at time of
ignition (as compared to a rifle cartridge), it
was necessary to have a compensator design
that reacts to the gasses over a large area;
although the size of the compensator had to
be small enough to not render the pistol
unwieldly.

The "Abater" for the Gammon IT has eight
gas vent ports: four vertical angular vent
ports projecting from the top and two ports
on each side. The two top vertical ports at the
rear have a slightly smaller diameter than the
front ports. In theory, this helps compensate
for the higher gas pressure created at the rear
ports. The top gas vent ports reduce muzzle
flip stabilizing both the twist and the rise of
the muzzle. The four side vents (two on each
side) redirect the gas pressure at compound
angles creating counterforces that compen
sate for much of the rearward recoil and
muzzle rise.

Having shot the new Gammon IT prototype
pistol many times, I knew that the designs of
the "Abater" and new recoil reducing addi
tions attributed much to making this pistol
very easy to manage. However, I didn't know
how much better it was over some of the
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After they had shot at least 20,000 rounds
through their Gammon IT pistols, I ques
tioned them on the guns' performance. They
both rated their Gammon IT test guns high in
all categories: function and reliability,
accuracy, balance, handling ability and over
all design. For testing purposes, Devel made
two different barrel length Gammons: The
standard competition pistol with a 6.25" bar
rel, and a shortened version with a 5.5"
barrel. Both Duncan and McCormick pre
ferred the short barreled Gammon IT both as
an IPSC pistol and for defensive combat use.

For those who aren't in the market for a
new competition pistol, Devel is marketing
some of the accessories that helped make the
Gammon IT system successful. The Varicoil
Recoil System is a drop-in kit designed to
provide a softer shooting pistol that will
increase its service life while dampening the
"felt recoil~' The kit consists of a full-length
guide rod and a unique tempered steel disc
spring buffer to dampen the impact of the
slide against the frame. This system is almost
identical in every way to that used on the
prestigious Gammon IT except it has a single
guide rod without the addition;U tungsten car
bide weight. The Varicoil Recoil System kit
is priced at $26.95.

The Magazine Speed Release Package,
priced at $35.00, includes a modified grip
set, speed release bar and retaining screw
plus a modified magazine catch, spring and
lock.

The Devel 8-Round Magazine was origi
nally developed for the Gammon I; however,
for shooters wishing to convert their existing
magazines to the 8-round capacity, Devel
now offers a conversion kit. The specially
designed follower-spring package replaces
the standard Colt components. Although less
expensive than the standard $18.95 Devel8
Round magazine, the $6.90 kit must be used
in a Colt magazine housing that was pro
duced to correct tolerances.

To complement competition shooting, the
Gammon IT 8-round magazine features a
combination steel magazine weight and slam
pad. The heavier steel bottom pads facilitate
rapid ejection of the spent magazine. The

, competition magazines are furnished with an
electroless nickel finish, providing smooth
insertion and extraction ofthe magazine. The
retail price ofthe Competition 8-Round Mag
azine is $26.95.

The Gammon IT in .45 ACp, the various
Colt conversion services that resulted from
this on-going development program and the
add-on accessories have not been the end of
the Gammon program. When Devel began
converting Smith & Wesson's 9mm semi-auto
pistols, Kelsey would defiantly defend the
merits of a well-aimed 9mm bullet. How
ever, in the years to follow, the majority of
the IPSC contenders would favor the more
powerful .45 ACP cartridge. Although con
vinced that he could not influence shooters to
give up handicap points, Kelsey started on his
own system that would fire a smaller projec
tile at a velocity that would make the IPSC
major power-factor minimums.

Continued on page 69

L to R: std..38 Super barre'; a pro
totype Gammon II; and std..45 auto
barre'. Note case is fully surrounded
in the center barre'.

Ross Seyfried, the Gammon IT made its
appearances throughout the IPSC circuit in
the skillful hands of Chip McCormick and
Mark Duncan. Having the experience of
using some ofthe best IPSC equipment avail
able, it wasn't any mystery to these two what
they needed in a pistol to gain a competitive
edge.

WJJJJJJJJJJJWV'II'JVVVVV'I'IV'IY.

competitIOn. Ken Hackathorn was pho
tographed shooting Gammon IT and another
.45 Colt conversion with a compensator. A
simple comparison of the photograph
sequence shows how much more effective
Devel's Gammon system is in reducing
muzzle rise.

The conventional Colt-Browning barrel
bushing system could not be used on the
Gammon IT because of the "Abater" attached
at the muzzle end of the barrel. Kelsey, using
a system pioneered by Jim Clark, used a
tapered sleeve that is press-fitted to the barrel
at the rear of the "Abater.' A corresponding
taper is machined into the front of the slide,
then honed to mate perfectly to the barrel
sleeve. The new tapered barrel bushing pro
vides more surface area, thus improving the
accuracy of the Gammon IT.

Another ofCharlie Kelsey's inventions that
resulted from the ongoing Gammon IT test
and development program was the introduc
tion of the Devel's "magazine release speed
bar.' Although over-size magazine releases
are not new to combat shooting, Kelsey's
design is unique in that it does not extend
outward where it could accidentally release a
magazine by snagging on the holster or the
shooter's clothing. Its long horizontal design
makes it easily accessible to any hand size.
The magazine can be released with slight
pressure from the thumb without the shooter
having to change his or her grip.

All Devel designs are thoroughly field
tested before being offered to the commercial
market. Although some of the preliminary
testing was done by Ke~ Hackathorn and

Deve' Varicoi' recoil system made for standard .45 Co't auto pisto'.

One piece Gammon II barre' with Abater installed on muzz'e. Note 'arge expan~
sion chamber and the many angu'ar gas deflection ho'es.
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Crown City frame and s'ide went to
gether with a satisfying snugness.

rh. parts did go together, and what emerged was a working .45 auto. _

The order took about ten days, from the
day I mailed it, to arrive' and I was first
impressed with the packaging of the many
parts. Each ofthe small pieces was individ
ually sealed in a plastic pouch, so that
there was no way any of the little critters
could get lost. It also provided easy check
ing against the packing list, and it was then
I noticed the absence, of the grip safety.

My first step, and one I strongly sugg::y
for everyone, was to check each· part f2'.
leftover manufacturing burrs, etc., that
might interfere with smooth operation.
Since the major parts are now made from
investment castings, this is a must step, and
I found a couple of little spots that needed
attention. The rivets for the plunger tube
protruded into the magazine well and
would have interfered with the magazine.

Continued on page 49

By Charles E. Petty

Nothing is as easy as it seems, and when
the question of just how difficult it is

to put together a workable .45 with'parts
came from the editor, I went to Terry
Hudson of Crown City Arms with the
question. His answer was direct and to the
point, "Try it yourself." I wanted to find
out first if I could do it, and second, what
problems a beginner might have in "build
ing" a .45 auto pistol.

Terry Hudson sent me one oftheir.cata
logs, and told me to order whatever I
wanted. He assured me that there would
be no special selection or treatment of my
order.

Sitting down with Crown City'S catalog
was almost as good as Christmas, and I
prepared my list to build a classy
Commander-style .45. It wasn't until I be
gan picking pieces that I remembered just
how many parts there are in the gun; and
this leads me to my first caution. Although
I consider myself to be intimately ac
quainted with the .45, I managed to forget
to order a grip safety. Remember too, that
many of the pieces we take for granted as
units are actually assem blies of several
parts. The mainspring housing, for exam
ple, is actually made up of five parts and
each of these must be ordered separately.
When my order was finished it contained
38 items including two magazines-but Proof of the assemb'y was in the shooting, and the Crown City .45 performed
minus the grip safety. f'aw'ess'y, eating up the lOring of a 827 po'ice target.
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A se'ection of camps, clockwise from top; Eddie
Brown Maxi-Camp; P'axco system; Edd Clifford's;
Behlert's; C'ark Pin Gun; Steve Nastoff's; the
Wi'son Accu-Comp; Richard Watson's compensator.

Compensated .45s mayor may not be Practi
cal, according to yourpoint ofview, but no one
can deny that they're cleaning up in matches.
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By Greg Moats
VOU 'gamesmen' will do anything you can
.Ito win, won't you~ he said, pointing at my

compensated .45 Auto; the antagonist further
insinuated that my pistol was not "street-
worthy" and outside the spirit of "practical"
competition. I can only stomach small
amounts of sanctimonious rhetoric at one
time before I reach the "fight or flight" syn-
drome. In this case, discretion was the better
part offriendship so I walked away.

There have been times though when rve
been assailed with a religious fervor, as if by
"Martial-Artist-Moonies" condemning the so
called "gimmick-guns" as decadent man
ifestations of sinful gamesmanship. Certain
IPSe functionaries (ascetics at heart) have
even tried to excommunicate the apostate
apparatus by setting arbitrary standards as to
size (the piece must fit into a box sized
225mm x 150mm x 45mm for autos, 230mm
x l20mm x 45mm for revolvers); pontificat
ing that these demonic devices in the hands of
numerous competitive infidels will be a terri
ble witness for the sport of"practical" shoot
ing. Trying to convert these old line zealots
is, at best, frustrating; they take themselves
very seriously.

Well, a "conclusion" is what you come to
when you decide to stop thinking. At least
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Eddie Brown's Maxi.Comp is machined from solid 4140 faa' sfeel.

This .45 with National Match s!ide sports Steve Nastoff's compensator.

extra inch that sticks out front is fitted up
against the front of the slide and esthetically
given the same outside dimensions. While
Jimmy will port Pin Guns, it is done only at
the customer's request, his recoil reducing
system is based strictly on the use of station
ary weight to delay the unlocking process.
Some of the top names in practical shooting
use Pin Goris; John Shaw won the 1980 and
1981 IPSC Nationals using one and in this last
IPSC National Match, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton joined Shaw in using Jimmy
Clark's Compensator System.

Closely akin to the Pin Gun is Bill Wilson's
Accu-Comp. In the 1983 IPSC Nationals, #1
finisher, Rob Leathem, #2 Brian Enos, #4
Bill Wilson and #7 Bill Rogers (of Rogers
Holsters) all used Wilson Accu-COmps. Bill,
like Jimmy, uses a barrel shroud fi~ up
against the inside and front of the slide,
replacing the barrel bushing. But where
Clark uses a long 6" barrel, Wilson uses the
standard length 5"'bairel and uses the extra

Continued on page 66

popular that the name soon became generic,
representing the entire breed; the term "Pin
Gun" is still frequently mis-applied to
describe any number of compensating sys
tems. In Jimmy's own words:

'10 1952 I found that the weight ofthe
barrel affected the functioning of a .38
conversion. Making the barrel lighter
helped functioning -drastically. Just an
ounce or two made a great difference.
Putting this knowledge in reverse, we
added weight to the Bowling Pin Barrel
and this is the best recoil reducer we
know of. The heavier barrel delays the
lock time of the barrel and this in turn
reduces the recoil by absorbing energy
while the barrel is still locked to the
slide. The slide then recoils with less
speed and the felt recoil is thereby
reduced:'
This "added weight" takes the form of a

barrel shroud that is threaded over a 6" bar
rel. This shroud is fitted up against the inside
ofthe slide utilizing no barrel bushing and the

Are compensated guns impractical?
Not according to police officer AI
Allen who carries this Watson .45.

that's what these anti-eompensator advocates,
and a couple of famous gunwriters, seem to
have proven. They have concluded that these
devices are impractical and suitable only for
punching holes in paper. They apparently
have lost sight of the fact that "practical"
shooting does not seek to prejudge what gear
and tactics are "praetical~ It sets up a problem
and allows the sh~r the opportunity to
imaginatively figure out what works best.
They fear that IPSC will follow the path of
PPC, ignoring the fact that the difference
between IPSC and PPC is not one ofgear but
one of doctrine. PPC has one course of fire
that is static, challenging, but attainable.
IPSC events are constantly changed and very
few have a maximum performance attainable
(no matter how accurate you are you can
always go faster). IPSC seeks to equally
reward power, speed and accuracy; PPC only
accuracy.

Whether the "Martial-Artist-Moonies"like
it or not, compensators are here to stay. At
the 1983 IPSC Nationals, over half of all 332
entrants used some type of recoil reducing
device and all but two of the top sixteen
shooters used compensated .45 Autos. While
there is a virtual quagmire of gizmos to stick
on the .45 Auto, in the sport of practical
shooting there are no alibis, second chances
or excuses, and only the most efficient and
helpful devices remain on the competitor's
pistol. If a top competitor uses something
more than once, it's because it works!

Why do compensators work and what
types are available? Let's take a brief look at

. some of the various designs that are on the
market.

The first compensator to really catch on
with practical shooters was built by the
infamous Jimmy Clark. Originally designed
for shooting bowling pins (Ii 1a the Second
Chance Match), Clark's creation was chris
tened the "Pin Gun~ The Pin Gun became so
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Collected by Jon Winokur, .

The Strong Side Draw
The holster is positioned slightly forward of the hip, with the gun riding straight up.

1.
From the ready
position, the strong
hand moves to just
above the gun...

3.
The weal-<; hand
grasps the gun when
it is slightly farther
forward than the
face ...

2.
. .. as soon as the
hand closes around
the stocl-<;, the gun
is withdrawn from
the holster.

4.
... and the arms
extend to shooting
position.

P-O[3 LEATHAM, (ombat Moster, 1983 IPSC World
Champion, 1983 IPSC Notional Champion.

© Jon Winol~ur 1984
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I see a lot of people really attacl-; the
gun in the holster, but I don't feel that's
necessary. Just mal-;e sure the whole
process is as relaxed as possible.
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704/283-8789

Mid South Institute of
Self Defense Shooting
503 Stonewall
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 725-1450
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CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

BRENT MULLIS
3518 Lawyers Road East

Monroe, N. C. 28110

Introducing the
Shaw SpeedeEeLoad

• The Solution to faster re-Ioad
• The ultimate in interchangeable

magazine wells
• Made of 316 stainless steel
• Designed for all 1911 Colt

models
• No alterations necessary
• Slips on in seconds
• Increase mag well size by 100070
• Will last a life-time

~b~
Ane~ension In shooting fun

ONLY $2995

OTHER
SHAW

PRODUCTS

•
Baser Ammo high energy impact

I) 4x7x 13" 532.00
2) 4x9x I 5" 542.00
3)4xl Ix17" 555.00
• light or Dark

Finish
• Adaptive Foam

• • Shipping
Included
Send Check
orM.O.

Pa. Res. add
6% Tax

Zell Mfg. RD #2, Box 24BA
Export, Pa. 15632

Rabaser Pistol, Protective Case,
Baser Ammo arid Complete Instructions $69.95 Complete

3D-Day Money-Back Guarantee l-Vear LimitedWarranly

MasterCard Dealer Inquiries welcome Visa

The Rabase~ (RAH BA' ZER) pistol, a major breakthrough in recreational shooting freedom,
features a classic design beautifully handcrafted from only the finest materials. The world's most
powerful pistol that does not need a bullet stop or shooting range. The reusable Baser Ammo has
more knockdown power at close range than any air pistol, yet amazingly won't harm windows or
woodwork. After shooting the Rabaser, ElID'm magazine was so impressed it once featured the
pistol as the centerfold in its prestigious Christmas Gift Guide. Perfect for target shooting, collec
tors, urbar1 pest control or plinking around the house, yard or office. You won't believe it until you
shoot it. Tofind out more about this exciting new shooting invention, call (1-800-255-1010) for a free
color brochure. •

- You Can't Miss Book
Limited Edition
Paperback

- Pro Shooter's Bag 6995

- Classes Now Forming at M.I.S.S.
(write for class dates)

•Add $2 for shipping and handling on all orders

SOLID OAK HANDGUN BOX

HOME BUILT .45
Continuedfrom page 45

A few strokes with a file took care of that.
There was also a little burr inside the slide
that would have hit the ejector-again no
problem. The biggest problem came when
I tried to get the firing pin to seat. It simply
wouldn't go in. It took a few minutes of
heavy pondering to discover that the firing
pin spring was too long. When I pointed
this out to Terry he sent me another right
away, and promised to have a word with
tht; manufacturer.

I was pleasantly surprised by the fit of
slide and frame. I'm used to the slop of G I
parts, but Crown City's went together with
satisfying snugness. Not tight enough to
require lapping, but far closer than GI.
Since I wasn't trying to accurize the gun, I
put these aside as ready to go. My decision
had been to simply put the gun together
and see what happened. The Colt Com
mander barrel did get a ramp job, but my
only other concession was going to be a
trigger job. That done, I put everything to
gether for a first check. There are always a
few little adjustments needed, but for the
most part, it was sim ply a matter of assem
bly. The beginner would be well advised to
go slowly here. If something doesn't fall
together easily don't reach for the hammer.
Examine the part closely, but remember
that almost all of them work in relation to
other pieces and the problem may be
elsewhere. It is, for me, instinctive to reach
for a file ifsomething won't fit, but that can
really cause problems. Once removed,
metal is tough to put back!

Another word of caution concerns the
trigger. Simply putting the pieces together
will usually yield a functional, but un
believably heavy, trigger pull. It is easy to
whack away with stone or file, in search of
the perfect four-pound pull and also un
believably easy to end up with something
totally unsafe. The safeties depend upon
contact with the sear in relationships John
Browning didn't intend for anyone to fool
with. This is one area where I strongly rec
ommend professional help or at least,
great care. .

Installing the sights is another area for
caution. Depending upon the type chosen,
this may not be a job for a beginner. Rear
sights always require a little, or a lot, of
filing to get them into the dovetail on the
slide and there is a delicate balance be
tween taking off enough metal to get the
sight in, and taking off too much. I always
work on the sight, since it is cheaper to re
place in case of a monumental goof, than
the slide. Front sights can really be a pain,
and since Crown City's slide came nicely
finished, I was reluctant to use a torch on it.
I had chosen a slide with a small rib that
Crown City calls "ribbed and ported;' and
the front sight I picked didn't have a long
enough tail to allow for staking. This was
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also came up with an idea that has proven
quite popular with customers. Since most
of the telephone work is handled by three
women: Marcy, Carol Poole and Tish
Polcano, and all three had encountered ex
amples of male chauvinist piggery from
guys who mistakenly believed that they
didn't know anything about guns, they in
vented the "Good 01' Gals" from Crown
City. The theme is carried out in their cata
logs and customers were quick to accept
the idea of dealing with Good 01' Gals
when they weren't content to deal with
mere women.

Telephones are scattered throughout the
warehouse and offices so a customer won't
have to wait for the phone to be answered.
When an order is taken over the phone it
goes next to one of Crown City's Apple
computers which keep track of such things.
The order is entered and an invoice is
printed. One copy goes across to the
warehouse area, where Chuck Hudson (no
relation) takes the parts from stock and
packs them for shipping. Each order is per
sonally checked by Terry or Marcy before
it leaves, and they are justly proud of their
quick service. Most orders are shipped
within 24 hours.

Terry expressed the opinion that some
customers are a little reluctant to buy
something through the mail from someone
they don't know, so Crown City is heavily
involved in attending gun shows. Chuck
Hudson and Jack Gosse handle most of
these duties and attend a couple of shows a
month. Terry and Marcy regularly attend
the Ohio Gun Collectors shows in Colum
bus. They feel that the personal contact
with customers is well worth the extra
effort it takes to pack hundreds of parts for
a show. Terry explained that many of their
gun show customers then become regular
mail order buyers, for they have developed
confidence in Crown City through
personal contact and examination of the
products. .

During my visit with the Hudsons I was
impressed with their desire to provide the
shooter with the best product they could
while retaining an attractive price. They
have shopped carefully for products that
fit their marketing strategy and tryout a
product themselves before it ......
reaches the catalog. ~

something I had no way of knowing, and a
place where the company might have
saved a little trouble. The problem, from
their side, is that they must assume the cus
tomer knows what he's doing. Still, I be
lieve a few words of caution, "this won't
work with that;' is in order. Again, all it
took was a word to Terry and he set off to .
come up with a solution to a problem they
hadn't encountered before.

When all was done, I rushed out to a
nearby dirt bank for a function test. The
gun functioned well with GI ball ammuni
tion, but the recoil spring was just a little
strong for my preferred reloads. Before
whacking on the recoil spring I just ran
some more ball through it. With any new
automatic, things may be a little tight, and
have a tendency to wear in and loosen a
little in time, but 100 rounds ofGI ball
proved that I still had a small problem. A
couple ofcoils off the recoil spring gave me
a gun that will function with anything
from wadcutter to ball. I wasn't trying to
build an X-ring capable gun so I didn't go
through a lot of sophisticated testing. In
stead, I took it to the range and banged
away. I had no trouble eating up the ten
ring of a standard B-27 police target at 25
yards and gave some beer cans a merry
chase in the bargain. Most important
though, was the functioning-flawless.

Assembling your own gun gives a cer
tain satisfaction that just isn't available
with one that's store bought. Another cau
tion might help here though. There IS a
difference between being able to detail
strip a .45 and putting one together from
parts that have never met before. If there
wasn't a little fitting needed, all those as
semblers at Colt, and elsewhere, would be
out of a job. It can easily turn into a project
that takes several evenings-even for
someone experienced. For a beginner,
there is no better way to really learn how
the gun works but I would suggest a $2.00
investment in a booklet called, "How to
Assemble Your Own .45 Auto." Crown
City sells it along with the parts.

For those who don't know, Crown City
Arms, (P.O. Box 1126, Cortland, NY 13045)
is a major vendor of parts for the Govern
ment Model .45. Terry and Marcy Hudson
developed a hobby into this successful full
time business. They began, in 1970, with a
small shop in Cortland; the name comes
from the fact that Cortland is known as,
"The Crown City."

For a short time they offered complete
guns, but later decided to specialize in
parts only. Their product line has gradu
ally expandec! to offer a broad range of
other items with-emphasis on ac~essories.

for the popular survivalist type weapons
such as the Mini-14, AR-15 and Uzi, but
over 60% of their sales are in .45 parts.
Crown City is also a major distributor of
Colt factory parts as well as a Colt war
ranty repair station.

Crown City Arms actively merchandises
their products by offering specials, quick
service and technical advice. The Hudsons

THE VAULT
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MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-83461- - - - ~ase RUSH .fuii'Triio on ho~a~oo;a prafesl

I. .Sional gu~smlth the QUICK, easy home stUdy waY'1
• No obligation. No salesman will caU.

I
' """, NAME AGE --I

ADDRESS _

I CITY STATE -- liP --I
.'MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG94

• • 2538 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85008 •....----------_.....
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Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
24 years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member COMMERCE, OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16"

A',~ 38 .357 14"-- .~!'i7 .357 18"
44 .429 20"
45 .451 16"

Now Available to

HANDGUNNERS

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

Shilen ~
Barrels~

Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

1% X 14" or 1%" X 28" untu'rned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
• Ennis, Texas 75119 • (214) 875-5318

Greider's Custom .45 Shop
• Highest Quality

Work
• Target, IPSe or

Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

For further information and specifications. contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

WHEN YOU WANT THE
LATEST INFO ON HAND
GUNS, GO RIGHT TO THE
AUTHORITY-AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER.
Use the Handy Order Card in
this issue to send for your sub
scription today.

ENTERTHEAGNER
Continued from page 39

handily use the same gun without re-zero
ing. Windage clicks could be felt but not
heard. The only conclusion is that the rear
sight, at least on this sample, is not up to
the rest of the gun.
. I've mentioned the dryfire feature and

the easily accessible sear. In reality, this is a
setsear or striker sear, which when re
leased moves to trip in turn the hammer
sear. As on the Thompson-Center Con
tender pistol, this is a beautiful arrange
ment for dryfiring, as the shooter feels the
same trigger letoff as with live ammo: It
means, however, that the release time of

. these double sears is cumulative, resulting
in a necessarily slowed lock time. In fact,
the lighter you set the trigger pull (and it
can be set to mere ounces) the slower lock
time is going to be, due to decreased ten
sion on the set sear spring. However, this
maybe theoretical disadvantage is the
price of the superb range of trigger adjust
ments and dryfire features the Beeman/
Agner offers.

Surprisingly, in this country, match
shooters are not likely to be the principal
customers for the Beeman/Agner, despite
its $1195 price tag. Importer Robert Bee
man explains: "The Beeman/ Agner,
although designed for the match market, is
going to appeal prim.arily to those who ap
preciate fine guns for their own sake, just
as we found with our Feinwerkbau match
air rifles that go 95 per cent in the United
States to non-match shooters. Europeans
simple cannot comprehend this, but for
U.S. customers, apparently the pride of
ownership and the delight in a fine mecha
nism is enough that they have to have one."

In sum, this is a cunningly designed,
beautifully executed pistol. It's available
from Beeman Precision Arms and through
dealers handling Beeman's products. As
mentioned, the current price is $1195. A
left-handed version is available at $100
more. Soon to come: .32 S&W and .30
Luger conversion units enabling the match
shooter to use the same gun in NRA and
ISU centerfire events. And who knows
now that Saxh<t>j Products has launched
the Agner M80, we might see the start of a
full-fledged Danish sporting arms indus
try, so that Denmark might someday be
known for guns and ~

butter. ~
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A demonstration of comparative hardness by nose
to-nose crushing of (1 to R) wheel weight, heat
treated, and linotype. The heat treated bullet
easily punches well into the nose of the others.

A few minutes in the
oven. will give your
cast bullets hardness
and ductility to get
going fast and stay
together on target.

TRYHUT-TREATED
CASTBULLITS

By E.J. Henderson

All of these lead sources can be improved with heat treatment.

Handgunners who would like to mix the
economy ofcast bullets with the power

of magnum cartridges haven't had it easy.
While moderate velocity target loads can
give good results with a wide range of lead
alloys, only the very hardest bullets deliver
reliable accuracy with the full-power loads
common to steel shooters and hunters.

Linotype, an alloy hard enough to take the
strain, can be both difficult and expensive to
obtain-local print shops no longer use hot
type around here, and buying a few hundred
pounds from a supplier half-way across the
country leads to a staggering freight bill.
Also, some reports state that linotype tends to
shatter upon hard impact - not a desirable
characteristic; it would be better to have the
bullet hold together to 'push' over a steel Author's set up includes home-made wire basket and thermometer.

cutout, or to reach deep after shoulder impact
on big game.

So, what we want is a bullet metal that is
cheap, easily obtained in good supply, and
tough enough to drop the big ones. A tall
order, yes? Happily, such a metal is available
to us, and with just a few extra steps, can do
everything the costly type metal will do, and
better.

Several recent articles have been published
on the excellent results obtained by heat
treating lead alloys-most notably, common
wheelweights- but these have dealt pri
marily with bullets used in rifles. The same
metallurgy applies to handgun bullets, too;
why shouldn't we reap the same benefits? The
truth is that a short spell in the oven can do
wonders for the hardness and toughness of
bullets cast from wheelweight metal, and the
extra steps involved cost little time or money.

So, what does it take to work these won
ders? Well, the kitchen oven, a wire basket to
hold the bullets, and a pan oftap water will do
the trick, but it is also a help to have a
reasonably accurate oven thermometer. If
you have a choice oftypes, rve found that the
mercury-bulb style works very well; those
with dials may require a few light taps to get a
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true reading. This means opening the door;
which means temperature variations you can
do without. The procedure requires little set
up other than pre-heating the oven, and runs
through like this:

After inspecting a batch of bullets, they
should receive any operations you would
normally give them, except lubrication.'
After the bullets have been heat-treated, any
cold working will result in localized soft
spots; therefore, sizing, if any, should be
done first. Be sure to remove any lube that
may have ended up on the bullets, as the
smell.of burning Alox will tum the wife's
amusement at your baking efforts into icy
stares posthaste. That she can use your ther
mometer will not be enough to allow you
back into the kitchen; best you see that the
bullets are wiped dry!

Some culled bullets should be used as test
samples first. Start them cooking at about
450oP; if you see no change in them after 15
minutes or so, bump the temperature up a
little at a time until they start to 'slump' over a
bit. Note this temperature, on the oven dial or
the thermometer, write it down, then back off
15-20oP. The batch of good bullets can now
be slid into the oven and left alone for 45
minutes to an hour.

At the end of this time, they should be
'removed and immediately plunged (not
dropped) into tap water at room temperature.
This is where it helps to have made a basket-

of wire mesh - fine steel screen works
great-with a wire bail for carrying. The
mesh allows the water to quench all bullets
quickly and evenly. The treated bullets are
allowed to dry, or can be blotted with paper
towels. Do not use heat to drive the water off
of them. They are now ready to lube, load,
and shoot, but a few other points should be
considered first. .

Pirst, your micrometer will tell you that
the bullets are slightly smaller in diameter.
than they were before treatment. It isn't a
large amount-about .0002 for a .357 bullet
or .0003 for a .45 -and I expect this will vary
with the composition of the metal you're
using. This can be used to your benefit. An
example? My two S&W .357 revolvers have
chamber mouths that measure .3573 to
.3577. By sizing bullets .358 before baking,
the small amount of shrinkage makes them a
near-perfect fit at this critical point. Also,
because they are now smaller than .358, they
can be carefully lubed in the same sizer die
without touching the sides - no soft spots on
the driving bands, where you want them
least.

. However, those using gas-check style bul
lets may find that the checks are no longer
fully tight on the bases; crimp-on checks will
rotate, but as long as they stay put during
loading (make certain), the rifling will key
them back on securely. The culprit here is the
difference in expansion and hardness

between the two metals-the lead; softened .
by the high temperature tends to 'flow' away
from the constricting check cup as the two
expand. It may be better to seat the gas
checks after hardening; be careful not to
over-stress your lubrisizer with these hard
bullets.

Second, these bullets are not only harder,
they are tougher than linotype bullets. The
photos help explain what I mean by this; note

. the extensive fracturing at the nose of the
linotype bullets, compared to the minor
cracks showed by the heat-treated rounds.
The nose crush-up of the two types readily
illustrates the superior hardness of the treated
bullets. This is the real merit of the heat-
treatment; it gives a bullet hard enough to
really stearn downrange, yet ductile enough
that it doesn't grenade when it hitS steel or
heavy bone. Actually, that ''work-softening''
becomes an asset; it may just allow the bullet
to 'stick' to a silhouette for an extra fraction of
a second, or punch through heavy bone with
good weight retention.

So, magnum shooters, don't despair; you
can easily prepare cast bullet loads that will
deliver the performance you demand. The
money you save by casting your own can be
put toward powder and primers - and more
shooting for less money is a fine tradeoff for a
little extra labor. ~

What better reason could you need? ~

S3



PISTOLSMITH PROFILE
ONE OF THE FOUNDING MEMBERS OF THE
SOUTHWEST PISTOL LEAGUE, HE HAS BUILT GUNS
FOR THE BEST
By Jon Winokur

Jim Hoag is widely recognized as one of
the best custom gunsmiths in the country.
He began his career twenty years ago with
an extensive apprenticeship in general
gunsmithing. When he began to shoot in
competition, he gravitated toward "prac
tical" work on the .45 automatic. I recently
had the opportunity to talk with him in his
Canoga Park, California shop:

J.W.: You were an active competitor in
the Southwest Pistol League back in the early
'sixties. Can you tell me a little about that
period?

HOAG: It was an incredible experience. I
was one of the founding members of the
SWPL and I shot in competition for about
twelve years. Before that I was part of a
group of about 20 people shooting with Jeff
Cooper. We had to write the book as we went
along. Each time we shot we would discover
new things we wanted to do with the guns and
the leather. It was a pioneering effort. It was
great.

54

J.W.: You won the SWPL 13"Class Cham
pionship in 1968.

HOAG: Right. I was doing a lot of shoot
ing in those days, but rve been in retirement
for a number of years.

J. W.: What's the biggest difference
between shooters of that era and those cur
rentlyactive?

HOAG: The skill level has increased tre
mendously since I was a competitor. We were
doing the basic research and development
that's taken for granted now. It's the same in
other sports. In tennis, for example, the
equipment and training programs they have
now are far superior to what they were in the
1940's and '50's. It's the same in auto racing,
motorcycle racing. The skill level increases
year after year because you discover what
doesn't work. Nowadays you can become a
proficient competitor in a much shorter time.

J.W .: What competition modifications do
you recommend for the inexperienced
shooter?

The mat-black OFF-DUTY has
an all-steel frame - just like all
Charter Arms' revolvers - and this
.38 Spl. is the best buy yet!

Not only "Can Charter boast of the
solid-steel frame construction, but
also of a "red-dot" front sight that
has been added on this new model.

That's not all. The price will
astonish you! Charter's unique no
sideplate design - combined with
constantly improving production
efficiencies - are the secret for
Charter's low-cost, high quality
product.

Compare other .38's for both
quality and price. Send for the free
Charter Arms catalog which also
lists many more "Points of
Superiority," and see for yourself
why you don't have to settle for an
alloy frame.

O1ARTER ARMS
40-AH9

430 Sniffens La., Stratford, CT 06497
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Rt. 2 Box 22A
Keithville. Louisiana 71047

(318)925-0836

Q
WILSON COMBAT No. 2 SHOK
BUFF® Shock Absorber Kit
(1-HD recoil spring & 2-poly fiber
buffers) specify Govt.-Gold Cup or
Commander model $5.95.

WILSON COMBAT No. 34. Ex
tended Combat Ejector, precision
machined from 4140 stock &
heat treated RIO' 38. 1OOO/~

positive ejection. Minor hand fit
ting required $19.95.

357-DREADNAUGHT
Convert your S&W 27-28

Ruger Blackhawk & T.C. Blls.
Ballistically Equal to 357 Max.

COMPLETE GUNSMITH SERVICE
BAIN & DAVIS
307 E. Valley

San Gabriel, CA 91776

Dealer & law Enforcement Inquire

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, INC.
R0 UTE 3, BOX 211-01
BERRYVILLE, ARKANSAS 72616
PHO NE 501·545·3618

s..., ................
WILSON COMBAT No.
47 Wilson-Rogers 45
Match Magazine, 7 rd.
stainless with rounded
follower & removable
base. Integral base
pad $21.95.

WILSON COMBAT No. 3 High
Visibility Combat Sight $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting system
$32.00. We will install within 2
weeks for a $20.00 labor charge.

WILSON COMBAT no. 66 Beaver
tail Grip Safety (blue or stainless)
requires frame fitting $19.95_

Add $2.50 postage and handling per order.
COD's welcome. NO credit card orders please
Ark. reSidents add 4% sales tax. Dealers send
FFL for dealer prices.

All M.O .. cert. check ana COD orders processed
Within 2 bUSiness days.

Send $2,50 for our Illustrated catalog of Custom
Combat Modifications and complete line at Corn
bat Accessories. or request one FREE with your
order

Diamond -J-Outfitters

Deer 1: JoeStuemke~
Elk 0' ,\ R'fSheep , J . .' I Ie
Antelope >..:~ Bow
Bear "Box 1347 -4' Handgun
Mt. Lion I (307) 326-8259 ~Muzzleloader

Saratoga, Wyoming
82331

Dealer inquiries invited.

WRITE OR CALL
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

HOAG: Do the basics. The fundamentals
of pistol shooting are sight alignment and
trigger control, so I suggest taking care of
those two problems immediately with a set of
high visibility sights and a trigger that breaks
clean at about four pounds. And, of course,
the gun must work every time. To that endI
recommend ramping the barrel and beveling
the magazine well. That's it. Take the gun out,
shoot it for a while, and see what other modi
fications, if any, the shooter decides he
wants.

Usually, on the first gun, the customer will
have the basic work done and then come back
three or four weeks later and have something
else done, and then come back again and
again until finally he asks, "Why didn't you
tell me I needed all this in the first place?" My
answer is, "I didn't know you needed all this
because you're the only one who can deter
mine what you need:'

J.W.: What if the customer still isn t sure
ofwhat he wants?

HOAG: If we feel the customer is unsure
or is apprehensive because it's his first custom
job, we'll spend an hour or so with him to
determine what he wants the gun to do for
him. Sometimes we have to draw it out of
him. Then we make specific recommenda
tions in response to what he tells us.

J.W.: Speaking ofyour customers, you've
nwde guns for some ofthe top shooters in the
world.

HOAG: Jeff Cooper, Theil Reed,' Elden
Carl, John Plahn, Ray Chapman, Mickey
Fowler.

J.W.: What are the pros and cons ofmodi
fying a Gold Cup versus a Govt Moden

HOAG: It depends on what the customer
happens to have in his hands at that particular
moment. Usually, though, you're better off
with a Gov't Model if you plan to do exten
sive modifications. That way you're not pay
ing extra for features on the Gold Cup that
won't be used on the finished gun.

. J.W.: Whats the approximate shop time
for your various conversions?

HOAG: About four to six months for the
"B" Grade Police Special, about eight months
for the "A" Grade. A Master Grade competi
tion gun takes about a year, a longslide a year
and a half. It depends on the complexity of
the work and the availability of parts at the
time the gun is ready to be worked on. For
example, on the six inch longslide we do a lot
of preliminary work before we order parts
for it, mainly because it takes a lot ofmachin
ing time just to get the slide prepped. Then
there might be a delay in getting the six inch
stainless barrels or other parts. Or we might
have a hoto·project come in that requires
immediate attention. And we give police
officers priority, especially if we know it's
going to be their duty gun.

J.W.: Whats your philosophy regarding
modifications to duty guns?

HOAG: Chances are, a duty gun is going
to be used at close range, so we keep it
simple: hardball sights, a four to four and a
half pound trigger puIl- it shouldn't be any
lighter because the adrenalin is really pump
ing in an armed self defense situation. In that
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"This great book is destined to be a classic, and
is a required addition to the bookshelf of every
serious student of military small arms."-Peter
G. Kokalis for Soldier of Fortune

"A masterly piece of work ... one that will stand
for a very long time as the definitive work on mili
tary pistols."-Ian V. Hogg
"Well illustrated and edited, it is certain to find
a place with many disce,rning gun buffs."
Massad F. Ayoob

YES! Please rush me copies of
Handguns of the World at $39.95 (plus $2 post
age) PA residents add 6% sales tax. If not de
lighted return the book within 10 days.

o VISA 0 M.C. 0 AM. EX. 0 Check

Card No. Exp. Date _

Name _

Address _

City, State Zip _....,.--:~

Mail to: AH

STACKPOLE BOOKS
America's Great Outdoor Publisher
P.O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, PA 17105

condition a shotgun feels like a .22. Bevel the
magazine well and ramp the barrel. Make
sure the gun works reliably and safely every
time.

J.W.: Why no ambidextrous safety or
adjustable sights?

HOAG: No ambi safety unless the man is
left-handed, in which case it's mandatory.
Otherwise, it's much too likely to catch on
something and be de-activated. As to adjust
able sights, a duty gun leads a hard life. It's
invariably getting banged on car doors,
dropped, etc. Adjustable sights just aren't
rugged enough for that kind of abuse. Of
course, the advantage of adjustable sights is
that they allow you to shoot a variety ofloads,
but that's not a consideration for the average
officer on the street because most depart
ments have ammunition regulations that
mandate one particular load. With fixed
sights, all the officer has to do is sight-in so
that the gun shoots point-of-aim at 25 yards
and hell be well within the limits ofwhat he'll
need on the street. And there's no guesswork:
"Let's see, did I move the sights when I took it
to the range or didn't IT' Your equipment is
the last thing you should have to worry about
when you're involved in an armed confronta
tion.

J.W.: Your guns have the reputation oj
being very tight when they're new. Do you
recommend a particular break-in procedure,
like using heavy loads for the first few hun
dred rounds?

HOAG: No, just shoot the same ammuni-

NEW
BERETTA
Accurlz. Combo

$63.95 retail "

This amazing
new sight system
not only provides

a highly visible sight
picture but also tunes the barrel lockup
to improve your accuracy and reduce

your group size by as much as 50%.

The Beretta Accurizer Sight
System fits the 92S, 928B, 84 & 85

models. Easy to install your choice of
rear blade styles. Front sight comes In

white, serrated ramp or Blaze Orange.

See your local dealer or send $1 U.S.
($3 foreign] for complete Catalog.

Colt • Ruger. Dan Wesson. Browning
Beretta. Smith 8< Wesson

Millett l1liSights
16131 GOTHARD S1. HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647

(714) 842-5575

Pistol Shootin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its stlperb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand-
gun to over'200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you name

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender is now available in .357 Rem. Max. and .32/20 Win.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 32 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

see why Contender is the leader in down range perform.ance........""..........
THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH9

. Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!
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RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22LR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system.

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2.00 for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

EXCAM,INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETIE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

GT32XE,380XE
Fire power with
style, this pistol.
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner~

tial firing pin, and
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~~""!
380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

GT22, 32, 380 
All steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22,32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

WE 'ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values

tion you would nonnally use in the gun. Any
machine that's built to exacting tolerances
requires an initial break-in period. The bluing
is still fresh on a new gun, which causes a
slight stickiness between the mating surfaces.
And fresWy machined steel, when it's left
tight, will ~onn a work-hardened "skin" on
the mating surfaces which allows the gun to
loosen up only to a certain P9int. That's what
we try to achieve, a gun that will last 100,000
rounds and still maintain its basic accuracy.

J.W.: Can you give Handgunner readers
any maintenance tips?

HOAG: Probably the most common mis
take we see is not putting enough oil on the
gun. And a lot ofshooters will fire a thousand
rounds or more without cleaning the gun.
That's fine if you keep enough oil on the
barrel and slide rails to keep the fouling in
solution, but when it's allowed to dry out it's
almost like putting a semi-soft shimstock in
the gun. Keep a light coating ofoil on the gun
at all times, I can't emphasize that enough.
Any good oil will do: Break Free, Triflow,
Hoppe's, Outer's, Browning. Most malfunc
tions in automatics occur because the gun is
too dry.

J.W.: Would you classify yourself a
gamesman or a martial artist?

HOAG: rd call myself a craftsman. I per
fonn the work required by the individual who
seeks my services. A gun is a tool for a
specific job.

The problem a lot of people have with the
IPSC program is failing to separate apples
from oranges. While the skills you learn in
competition are applicable to defensive situa
tions, the equipment is necessarily different.
So, whether you're a gamesman or a
martial artist, you still have to
~osbe the right tool for the right .,
J .

John Shaw
Memphis, TN

American Handgunner:
The purpose of this letter is to clarify the
discrepancy regarding my sponsorship at the
1983 World IPSC Shoot.

I have been and will be sponsored at shoot
ing events by Southwind Sanctions, Inc. I was
not asked at the World Shoot to give the name
of my sponsor. I used a holster in the World
Match that was manufactured by Southwind
Sanctions. Someone mistakenly assumed that
EI Paso Saddlery was my holster maker
when indeed they were not. I would like this
matter corrected.

Southwind Sanctions, ,Inc. (President
Larry Byars) has supported several shooting
events with prizes and money, including the
recent Steel Challenge Match held in Los
Angeles.

Southwind Sanctions supports the shoot
ing industry and should be given appropriate
credit.

For The Record
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P&C
SHOOTING SPECIALTIES

P,O. BOX 10808
PITTSBURGH. PA 15236

.223, .38SPL
.45 ACP,

AND OTHERS

BRASS

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315-H2
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

Custom mould, your design or obsolete styles
Single cavity $49.95 Double cavity $65.95
Also available in 4 or 6 cavity

P&C
SHOOTING SPECIALTtES

INTRODUCES
6 CAVITY BULLET MOULD

for Lyman 4 cavity handles
ONLY $65.95 blocks only

Available in 6 pistol calibers, 31 styles also in single, double, 4 cavity

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half lacket and IInc base bullets In caliber 30, 9mm,

357,44 and 45. llnc base bullets may be fired atlacketed
bullet velocities and at a fraction of the COSI.

for Information and pnces contact SPORT fLiTE MfG., INC.

2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW. TROY, MI 48084
(313) 280-0648.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 3'

e 11~1~~~~Ge
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - tSSUE
EVER LISTS & PRICES the 200 million

items we stock. GUN PARTS
FU:\TLOCK torvlODER~·U.S.

Foreign· Commercial·
Military - MACHINE GUNS

1(lOa's of Illustrations
Helpful Schematics

OVER 350pgs.
Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surface Foreign $5.95

Airmail Foreign $12.00 U.S. Funds

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$11.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 384144-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. to) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

For more information send $1.00 refundable on first order to.

Mark Seiden
Miami, FL

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES
letters to the editor of no more than 350 words.
They must include the writer's lull name and
address and be typewritten. Letters may be edited
lor purposes 01 clarity or space Editor

Praise fora
Professional
Please be advised that a member of your
editorial staff, Massad Ayoob, was recently
retained as an expert witness in the matter of
State v. Luis Alvarez, Case No. 83-3972. Mr.
Ayoob testified as an expert in the area of
defensive shooting and officer survival. His
clear, concise explanations ofofficer survival
techniques were, I believe, a material factor
in enabling the jury to understand the com
plex evidence in this case and acquit Officer
Alvarez. As you probably know, Officer
Alvarez was charged with manslaughter as a
result of an incident which occurred on
December 28, 1982, where, while on duty, he
reacted to a violent confrontation by a young
felon armed with a stolen, concealed hand
gun.

Please accept my congratulations on hav
ing a professional such as Mr. Ayoob as a
member of your editorial staff.

Hunter's Viewpoint
In response to Mr. George J. Foster's letter
"Cop Dislikes J.D. Jones and Hunting With a
Handgun:'

Why is it some Anti-Hunter thinks nothing
of killing a human being, but feels it's terrible
to shoot a poor defenseless animal. Being an
avid handgun hunter I have received many
threatening letter from anti-hunters. One let
ter was unsigned from a New Jersey cop who
threatened my life for killing a zebra.
Another from a Seattle cop who also threat
ened my life, but this man had the nerve to
sign the letter. .

Anti-hunters just don't realize our hunting
fees raise millions of dollars for conservation
projects. According to a 1982 US Fish &
Wildlife survey an estimated 16 million hunt
ers '82 license fees paid for conservation
projects across Nprth America totaled $258
million dollars. .

Also, during the drought in Zimbabwe,
South Africa, Zambia, Botswana and
Mozambique more animals died than were
hunted in the last (20) years. During that
period there were so many dead carcass's it
was impossible to hunt leopard, because they
had so much to feed on they wouldn't touch
leopard bait.

Due to over-population in Wankie
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SPEAK
our

(817) 265-0118

SASE for Catalog

3005 Monties lane

Arlington, TX 76015

CHOOSE A WINNER
Over 250,000
Gunbelt Rigs Sold

SILHOUETTE GUN SPECIALIST
King Tube Sight, XF Conversions, Silhouette Rifles,

Royal Hunter

Many new products
'for practical pistol
shooters and law
enforcement. Send
$1.00 for current
catalog.

VISA or MasterCharge Accepted.
pt{J

{e ~ Davis Leather Company
~ i P.O. Box 446,3930 Valley Blvd. Unit F
.& Ao Walnut, CA 91789 (714) 598-5620

When ordering
by mail:
Specify waist
size, gun
make, bbl.
length &
caliber.
Texas
residents add
Sales Tax.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677, LAREPO, TX 78040

#1245

California
Challenger

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17, SSW 25 and SSW S5 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope. (We now

. make RU.2:er 9mm clips.)
Clip Prices: 25 for $4.99; 50 for $8.99 ppd.

RANCH PRODUCTS, PO. 80x 14S, Malinta, OHIO 43S3S
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• Target, Police and Combat patented sights and full length •
• rib sighfs for the competitive shooter.

NEW COMBAT SERVICEI Your slide milled deeply for a •
• BMCS BO-MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights extra. •

• BO-MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights - •
• at aHordable prices Serrated blade'" •
• Route 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-47B4 •

. Send stamped self-addressed envelope lor catalog

••••••••••••••••
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WOODEN LOADING BLOCKS
Sizes available for

25ACP through 577 Nitro
Write for size chart

-STALWART CORPORATION
Box 357 • Pocatello, ID 83204

New improved Advantage Grip System complete with
checkered walnut stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and
handling. California residents add frV2% Sales Tax. I ship
immediately upon receipt of money order or certified check,
Allow 2 weeks for all other checks to clear. Dealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional .information, brochure and
mathematical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."

-Advantage Grip System competition proven

by MICKEY FOWLER

.~ ... "'j(~'~~.. · ... ·1 ~

Makes removing dents in shotg'un barrels 51000easy Use our one bronze expanding plug In·
stead of several expensIve solid ones. Won·t ·SI!lll
mar or jam bore Center dia. is about .020·· (),.;... ~t"

less than standard dia 01 corresponding bore
(~~t,~f ;01S29 50NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG 12.00

FRANK MITTERMEIER,INC. (EsI.1936)
De t. AH-9 3577 East Tremont Avenue, New York 10465

Let1em Eat Meat

National Park the Zimbabwe .Government
had to cull over 6,000 elephant.

My question is, what has Mr. Foster or
every other anti-hunter ever given to con
serve wildlife, besides their two cents.

Larry Kelly
Mt. Clemens, MI

fm not sure letters such as the one from
George Foster in the May/June issue of
American Handgunner even deserve to be
published. People like him rarely change
their opinions and get their kicks out of stir
ring up a dispute. Anyway, here's my reply to
his letter.

Mr. George J. Foster's rash statement
about hanging J.D. Jones upside down, etc.
indicates that he isn't a reasonable man and
arguing with an unreasonable man is usually
a waste of time. Mr. Foster does say he can
understand if there are mitigating circum
stances so TIl give him one - MAN.

In the so-called undeveloped nations the
human populations have increased to the
point Where more agricultural land is needed
all the time just to feed the masses of people.
This reduces the amount ofland available for
the wildlife to live on (habitat). So the num
bers of animals have to be reduced so that
what land is left for them will support them.
In addition, man will not put up with wildlife
destroying his crops so any animals that inter
fere with man's food supply also have to go.

In the developed nations wildlife has been
eliminated or greatly I:educed, in numbers
because of the needs of man. This also began
with the development of agriculture and has
continued as the human population has
increased requiring more land for farms, cit
ies, highways, industry, etc. Today man
needs coal mines to supply coal to power
electrical plants, oil and gas to power our
vehicles, heat our homes and cities. The
economy isn't in good shape unless we are
producing so many automobiles, building so
many houses, producing so much oil, gas,
steel, lumber, etc., each year.

All of these things may be the legitimate
needs ofman. But they have led to the loss of
vast areas of wildlife habitat. Left on their
own the wildlife populations would increase
until animals would be dying of starvation
and disease. Well regulated hunting, as it is
carried out in most countries of the world
today, is the best method anyone has been
able to come up with to keep the wildlife from
literally eating themselves out of house and
home. In addition, hunters have provided the
money through license fees which has paid
for management of the wildlife and improve
ment in the remaining habitat so that in some
areas there are now more wild animals than
there have been for decades.

The important question is not whether we
hunt l;mt what things are really the legitimate
needs of man? What things can man get by
without or do differently so that more wildlife
habitat isn't lost?

fm sure Mr. Foster doesn't eat meat. Per
haps he can take comfort in knowing that the
v~getables he eats are grown where wildlife
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This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all 1.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the 1.S.1. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All l.S.1. rigs feature lull contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

Dept. AH-094' P.O. Box 19630
Philadelphia, PA. 19124' (215) 744-1200

Allen Round
Game Warden

Rock Springs, WY

once lived. The wildlife had to go because
¢ey couldn't eat vegetables-or perhaps
because they did.

Luger Safeties
Referring to Richard Savine's article on
Human Engineering in the May/June issue, I
found it very interesting and informative, but
it is evident that he did not completely
research the Luger Pistol, with regard to the
safety positions.

Taken from Kenyon's "Lugers at Ran
dom", here is how it works out:

Up to 1908 models, practically all Lugers
had the safe position upward. This includes
Swiss, Bulgarian and Russian Contracts,
Carbines, Navys, American Eagles, Com
mercials, and Lugers made by Vickers and
Waffenfabrik, Bern.

From 1908 on, practically all Lugers had
the safe position downward, which includes
the many thousands made for the German
Military by DWM, Mauser, Krieghoff and
various arsenals.

Exceptions to the latter were the 1920 and
1929 Swiss and 1920 Commercials, the latter
having the safety in either position.

One final point; many Navy's were
reworked to have the safety in the down

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES . ..

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In todaYs
competition, this
ill the 'State of the
Art' In leather
eqaipment.r

L~

Ted Blocker's Custom Hoisten"-r-=-<::~=--=---..

P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770f 'It

Ph. (213) 442-5772 .,;,
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~u-~ine (6un6, ;3]n.c.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. in
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson, Dan
Wesson, Colt and Ruger.

Send for Free M83 folder and Catalog 38H.

MODERN PRACnCAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information writel

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
I

P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia', MO 65205
(314) 696-5544

3J1rrbu ~Utt ~1111P
CUSTOM COMPETtnON HANDGUNS

Short Cytinder P.P.C. CorNersion u.s. Patenl

Douglas 1·10 twist BBL 1,DllO" Dia.6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.SW.C. ooly

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TAAGET, • Reduced leading
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred Sctvnidt

"Reduced recoil Tet (004) 74&9269
X-Ring Accuracy 5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Each gun individually built Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

CUllOM ',MItH NOFILI.

PYTHON BBLS: 8"~$94, ~'-$82

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32. etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc,
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

Wh£rl ~ un <!E 0 nU£f 5ion

Credit Where
Credit Is Due
It is with more than casual interest that I
perused your May/June issue. The article by
Phil Briggs concerning new guns at the
IHMSA Internationals was very enlighten
ing. Especially the part about the .375 Super
Mag.

You see, ifyou turn to page 42 of the Sept!
Oct, 1981 American Hanagunner, you will
find a feature article by J.D. Jones on just
such a cartridge. The .375 Super Mag is just a
slightly lengthened variation brought about
by the introduction of Maximum cylinders.

The idea of a .375 caliber cartridge based
on the .3D-30 or .375 Winchester cases first
came to me in 1978. After three years of trial
and error with all the necessary components,
the .375 DAK was born.

The inventive ingenuity, time and cost of
boring barrels, designing and fabricating
chamber reamers . . . dies and moulds were
all absorbed by none other than yours truly.
Dies, by the way, are still available from
RCBS and will work on both the .375 DAK
and the .375 Super Mag.

Before you get all excited about the .375
Super Mag, I think a moment of silence is in
order iIi remembrance ofthe originator ofthe
.375 Caliber revolver and to J.D. Jones who
developed the loads and introduced it to the
shooting world.

Patrick Hilton
Jonesborough, TN

Hooray for Roy!
There is one fact about the shooting sports
industry that I would like the world to know.
They care!

I wrote Roy's Custom Leather for instruc
tions for ordering replacement screw post
fasteners. They did not send the instructions;
instead, they sent those fasteners at no
charge.

In the same month, Interarms of Alex
andria, Va., provided. a second example of
caring. I wrote them about a pistol magazine
malfunction I experienced. I received imme
diate authorization for a replacement maga-
zine. __

I consider these examples of customer ser
vice as hallmarks, high hallmarks, of a fine
industry.

position, rather than in the original up posi
tion.

I write this, not to criticize Mr. Savine's
fine article, but to satisfy the many Luger fans
who may be reading the article.

Fred H. Junker
Gardnerville, NV

Dale A. Kelling
Glendale, AZ
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ADVERTISERS
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NEW FROM FORSTER

Heavy Duty

Decapper~
(tool steel) •• ,.......

'<:." ~

Trimmer Accessory Case
For Collets, Pilots,

Reamers, etc.

Send 2S( for new catalog.

87 Lanark Ave.

.--TYLER'S
BETTER ·SHOOTING .
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grip

DAPTOR. For Colt,
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE. PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum far Colt,.S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00
AT YOUR FAVORITE D~ALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. Na C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
far Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessaries. Buck Knives - Hand
made Holsters & Belts. Leather & Clarino.

New! IVORE» GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 7311
I . 4· 1 Outside Oklahoma

p~·········111• •
: COLUMBIA
• HUNTER •
• HOLSTER •

• •• tawrence •· - .
• For revolvers with 4" or and flower design at deal- •

•
longer barrels. the holster ers or by mail. •
is lully lined. is designed for Write for Free Catalog for

•
rugged durability and can all details on complete •
be installed thru belt slot in lawrence line of over 100

• 3 different positions. Avail- holster styles and other •
able in plain. basketweave shooting accessories.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •1.0••9•••tl•.•9.9.4.1

GeHingThe
Record Straight
I always enjoy your "Siluetas" articles in the
American Handgunner publications. I
especially enjoyed reading all the highlights
of the 1983 IHMSA Internationals in the
May/June issue_ The exposure of the great
sport of Silhouette is improving the image of
handguns all over the U.S. Colwnns like
yours are a big boost to the sport.

I am writing to correct a fact that you
reported in "1983 IHMSA Internationals:' I
heartily apologize for being one of those pe0
ple who don't write just to praise but only to
complain. Actually, rwelcome the chance
just to thank you for your column's support of
our sport. On page 65 of your article you
state that, "Lon Pennington set a record for
competition at the Internationals, shooting
the first Revolver 80x80. I am afraid this is
incorrect as the first Revolver 80x80 was shot
at the 1982 Internationals in Indiana. it was
shot in AAA class by Claude Kinard of
Pullyallup, Washington. I know this because
I thought I had AAA Revolver all wrapped up
with my 74x80 until Claude came along and
put me in for a second place trophy. Being a
silhouette shooter yourself, you probably
know that Claude had come back to the Inter
nationals after having been in a terrible fiery
car crash and losing both feet. I would hate to
take any acclaim away from someone with
that kind of intestinal fortitude.

Just setting the record straight. Please keep
writing those great articles! Maybe TIl have
the good fortune of meeting you at one of our
International matches soon.

Annie Crawford
Costa Mesa, CA

Sidekick holsters for
scoped handguns

The line of Cordura® holster from
Michaels of Oregon has been expanded to
include shoulder holsters for large scoped
handguns. Two sizes ~re available; #4 fits
7-8 Vz" barrel medium and large double
action revolvers, 6 Y2 to 7 I/Z inch single
actions and the T/C 10" Contender; #13
fits 14" Contenders and 9Vz to 10% inch
revolvers. Suggested retail is $39.95. For
full catalog, send $1.00 to Michaels of
Oregon, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 13010, Port
land, OR 97213.

WALNUT
TARGET
STOCKS FO
RUGER MARK I
AND MARK II

$19.95
MAGNUM GRIPS

P.O. BOX 801 A
PAYSON. AZ 85547

FANTASTIC SPACE-AG E
ELECTRONICS

LASER WEAPONS, INVISIBLE
PAIN-FIELD GENERATORS, MORE...

Survival writer discovers .......secret
sources for laser pistols, listening devices,
ultrasonic pain field generators. paralyzing
self-defense protectors. true I.R. see-in-the
dark viewers, absolute security systems. bug
detectors. voice scramblers. micro-trans
mitters, electronic tracking devices, ultra
sophisticated detection and surveillance equip
ment. police broadcast unscramblers. many
more too "hot" to print. Send $1.00 for giant
catalogue (get $2.00 credit) To:
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, Dept.HG-910 ,
15015 Ventura Blvd., Ste #1653, Sherman Oaks,
CA 91403

The Gun that Shoots Evervthing

Chambers. Fires, Extracts
380. 9mm. 38 Super, 9mm Win Mag,
38 S&W, 38 Special. 357 Magnum.
and other similar cartridges.

~nm:. Phillipa & Bailey, Inc.

rOC' P.O. Box 219253
Hou.ton. TX 77218,713-392-0207

VAN RIPER
AMMUNITION
CaMPA Y

Custom Handloads
.32 Long & Ylagnul1J .41 Avengl'r

32-20 \Vinchcsll'r .41 MagnuIIl
9mm Parabcllum .44-40 vVinchestl'r
38 ACP &Super .44 Special

.38 Special .44 Magnul1J
.357 Ylagnul1J .44 Auto Mag
357 Auto Mag .45 ACP & AR

.38-40 Winchester .45 Colt
Brcn Ten .451 Detonics Magnum

Post OrEce Box One
Carson, New Mexico 87517

(505) 758-3891, 758-9821
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SINGLE
MAG

POUCH

PATENTED

Send $3.00 For Our New
'84 Catalog To:

Alessi Concealment Holsters Dept. AH
2465 Niagara Falls Boulevard
Tonawanda, New Yori( 14150

AC (716) 691-5615

LEAD BUILD-UP

CONCEAL.MENT
HOLSTERS

You'll Never Know It's There...
Until You Need It!

GUN CLEANING CLOTH

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

·WIPE AWAyTM

Custom
Pistols

/, J. MICHAEL PLAXCO'
~~-..p~Jlighestquality workmanship by a champion

comp({titor:
• Member World Champion USA IPse "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Wil)ner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Champiom,hip, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
peveloper of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. I Box 203
Rohuld, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING

Look lor It at yout' Local Dealer, or _ M.ll5 & 1.00 P I H to:

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, Rt. 37, Sharman, CT 06784

-BobZwirz
Easlern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

COLT GOV'T.
Speed Scabbard

The Most Concealable
Belt Unit Available.

Detailed Hand
Molding Insures
Positive Weapon

Retention

Order The Speed Scabbard

And Single Mag Pouch.

(A '49.00 Retail Value) For

'39.95. (N.Y. Residents Add 7%)

Specify open top or pull through snaps.

This Offer Available Only

For The Following Weapons:

Colt Gov·t., Cmdr.. Gold Cup,

Browning H.P.. S & W 39. 59,

469, Beretta. 92 or Compact.

SPECIAL OFFER!

@Iessi

... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... "

-Jerome Aakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
" .... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date."

1. Removing lead from the forcing eonp, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cui a 1/2"x112"
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. <A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

Dealer Inquires Invited. Please Include Copy of FFL.

By Al Pickles

H ave you ever heard of signing a prod
uct liability release in order that you

may be permitted to purchase a shoulder
holster? It's not a joke, and I can assure
you it's not an advertising gimmick..

The holster, called the Fast Concealable
Shoulder Rig (FCSR), is billed by its dis- .
tributor as the "fastest, most concealable
shoulder holster available anywhere:'

It can best be described as a plastic clip
that wraps around your gun from the top
of the frame (or slide) to the bottom, and
snaps shut through the trigger guard; this
enables the gun to hang by the front of the
guard. The actual snap is offset to the outer
side of the holster, allowing the weight of
the gun to settle it into the "U" from which
the snap extends. Maybe the word "ex
tends" is somewhat misleading because
the holster and snap are neat and compact;
so compact that I believe it to be the most
concealable rig available (it's distributed
by Personal Protection Systems, Ltd.).

The harness is more or less conventional
and made of narrow strips of leather with
three adjustment points to handle almost
any body shape or size. Generally, I do not
favor a narrow harness system, because I
carry big guns which present weight dis
tribution problems. Nonetheless, the har
ness on the FCSR seemed to work well,
even with my M-S Safari Matchmaster .45
autoloader.

To draw the pistol, grasp the grip and
make sure not to let your fingers enter the
trigger guard-good advice even with the
more conventional holsters-and push
upward along the line of the bore enough
to lift the front end of the trigger guard out
of the "V"; then twist away from the body;
this action breaks the retaining snap open.
With practice, this becomes almost one
motion and is very fast.

HOLSTERS
AND MORE
HOLSTERS

CONDITION ONE
Cautions accompanying the FCSR warn

against carrying an autoloader in Condi
tion One (loaded, cocked and locked)
mode; or even a revolver with a light dou-
ble-action trigger pull. It is possible to trip
a light trigger and blow your aim off at the
pit, hence the product liability waiver.

Is it safe with a double-action auto
loader, or a double-action revolver with a
normal double-action pull? The manufac
turer seems to think so, and my limited ex
periments with a double-action autoloader
did not produce any accidents during some
deliberate attemps with an unloaded gun.
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Craft Jewel Enterprises
7294 Reindeer Drive,
Mlssl...uga. Ontario

Canada l4T 2M7
Phone (416) 618·2901

Chart., Arms

+ $1.50 HANDLING

NOW ONLY

$4.98

Smhh&Weuon

Handsome grips to Improve the
look and feel of your favorite
handgun. Crafted from rosewood,
ebony, stag, iVOry, blackhom and
other fine materials. these grip. are
hand carved In a variety of designs,
including scroll, check scroll,
animals special. Finger pOlltlon
(cleered lor speed-Ioeders). For
complete Inlormetlon end pricing
write:

Colt

MMC
Adjustable Combat ReaT Sights
Available for Colt M·1911 & Descendents
(No.1 base), High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases), Ruger Std. autos (No.3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

When or:dering state
gun, base no., leaf no.,
finish & width of notch

MADE OF A NEW, SOFT, NON
SLIP, SPACE AGE MATERIAL
FOR EASY INSTALLATION!

EDGE WILL FIT:
BERETTA RANDALL
BROWNING S&W
COLT WALTHER

AND MOST OTHER AUTOS

Bases only (less Leaf) $ 26.1 5
Plain Leaf 7.75
White outline Leaf .. 11 .40
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N.M. residents add
sales tax.
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls, please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

THE EDGE COMPANY
BOX 36896-H

TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740
NO COD ORDERS PLEASE

•

WARRELICS
Free catalog. German &

? other militaria-helmets,
daggers, badges. arm-

".. "... bands, etc. (Dealers
. please inqUire.)
,. MILITARIA INTERNATIONAL

P.O••OX 5111
CONCORD, CA 84..4

GET AN
EDGE
ON ACCURACY
AS YOU GAIN
• TIGHTER GROUPS
• LESS HAND FATIGUE
• CONSISTENT SHOT

PLACEMENT

AND ELIMINATE
• LARGE GROUPS
• HAND SLIPPAGE
• EXCESS RECOIL

HAWK GRIPSAlthough the rig is certainly fast, I do
not think it qualifies as "the fastest." That
title goes, without question, to the Cobra
Com vest. This is even more true consider
ing that I carry a .45 in Condition One,
which is taboo with the FCSR.

A cool man or woman, devoted to intel
ligent practice, might prefer the FCSR
over conventional rigs because of its su pe
rior concealability and speed; but don't ex
pect it to beat the bulkier, but faster, Cobra
Com vest.

Personal Protection Systems also offers a
novel and really nice magazine holder that
is, to a degree, adjustable for magazine
size. It's dubbed Magnetic Double Clip
Scabbard.

The magazine scabbard functions well;
its magnetic retaining principle allows for
reasonably fast extraction of the maga
zines, while holding them secure when not
in use.

CATALOG OFFERED
Personal Protection Systems may have

just the answer for you. The company's ad
dress is WI Pittston Ave. (Dept. AH),
Scranton, PA 18505, and it offers an inter
esting catalog of speciality guns, ammo,
leather, and more. Catalogs are expensive
to mail, so send a few bucks to help defray
costs.

While pursuing the routine aspects of
city life, I still carry a weapon concealed at
all times; but, being retired from iictive law
enforcement, the roll of this leather is
strictly defensive. My working leather, on
the other hand, now carries handguns of
the hunting type, such as the big-frame
magnums. There are times when I prefer a
large belt/holster rig over the shoulder
rigs, which work so well on horseback.

I live in the Inland Pacific Northwest,
where the first snows often coincide with
the hunting season. Having spent much of
my life outdoors, I suspect the designers of
finger-tip-length mackinaws really knew
what they were about when it came to
dressing for cold weather. The question,
therefore, is where to wear the belt/holster
rig: inside or outside? Although fast draw
is not an issue in a hunting handgun, rea
sonable accessibility and gun protection
are truly important considerations.

While a belt holster worn under the
jacket does provide a good degree of pro
tection for the gun, I personally would like
a little more accessibility, since drawing
from under the jacket is awkward, unless
you unbutton the coat first.

Long ago, I elected to wear my gunbelt
strapped around the outside of my mack
inaw. This presepts two considerations, for
which you should plan.. F!rst, you will need'
a flapped holster-preferably one with a
removable flap, so you can enjoy certain
field options; second, you must order the
belt at least a few sizes larger than your
waist, in order to accommodate the coat's
thickness.

The best such rig I have found is The
Legend Holster and its matching Deluxe

S 29.95

Your love of guns and shooting can
lead to an exciting career opportu
nity! Let leading Arms Experts train
you in gun repaIr. Federal Gun Law
permits licensed trainees 10 sell
arms, ammo without inventory.
Order for others on cost-plus basis.
Save up to 25% and more on fine

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels. abra
sives. buffing machinery. Foredom tools
and accessories. Dremel accessories, .
Cratex accessories. and bluing supplies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX 76013

Dept. AH PhDne (817) 274-1282

*Specialists in metal finishing*

supplies.

12GAUGI! STEEL LID
14GAUGE STEEL BOX

RUGGED HEAVY-DUTY CAM LOCK
An attordabfe hidden storage box tor your valuables:

HANDGUNS- MONEY -JEWELRY-CREDIT CARDS-

PACKMULEPRODUCTS
_ 11043-C Oroville Hwy. ~-=-. Marysville.Calif. 95901 ~

Phone: (918) 742-152157

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES
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::E: •
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.ST.
Brochure available for $1.00

.100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

P.O. Box 2038
Dept. AH·9
Atascadero, CA 93423

... W""'''' PAN Me~alr •••" Corporation. Dept. AH-9

"PRECISION MADE CARTRIDGES"

5900 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90036

Nor can you choose better quality or find
higher manUfacturing standards. PMC is
one of the world's finest manufacturers of
quality ammunition, and one of the very
few which uses time proven Swiss, West
German and American manufacturing
techniques. monitored by strict control
standards. We've bui It a reputation on
creating the best ammunition in the busi
ness. And while you can pay more for a
bullet, you just can't buy any better. You
have our initials on that.

Made for:
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I-Frame)
_ RUGER: Security-Six', Police

Service Six'. Speed Six'. '(POS' 1976senalnumbe<s 15' andabov_)

YoucaIitbuy
a betterbullet
atanyprice.

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique.
ONE-PIECE construction· Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

HOGUE®
COMBAT GRIPS

$1895 Checkor
money order

plus $200 pOstage &
handling (California
residents add 6%
sales tax.)

MONOGRlp®
River Bell, offered by Strong Holster Co.,
(Dept. AH, POB 1195, Gloucester, MA
01930). The holster comes with optional
flap-which uses the same snaps as the
safety strap-optional short nap suede
lining, and is available for single-action or
double-actiort revolvers with barrels up to
8f's inches in length. It is also available for
autoloaders, with barrels up to five inches.

The Legend is designed with total pro
tection for your gun as top priority. It
sports a rear sight protecting tab that really
works, and doesn't interfere in the least
with your draw. The belt loop will accom
modate either 131.1 or 211.1 inch belts. Con
sider ordering the matching Deluxe River
Bell, remembering to increase your size re
quirement according to proposed mode of
dress. The set, or individual piece, is avail
able in plain black, tan, or antique cor
dovan.

Regardless of what you may see in the
movies, ankle holsters have never enjoyed
any significant degree of popularity with
true-to-life law enforcement people. Dur
ing most of my career, only one small hol
ster company was making them, yet today
everybody seems to be offering ankle
holsters.

LIGHTWEIGHT ANKLE HOSLTER
Could it be that policemen are being

taken in by the cinema? Why would
anyone want to carry a gun on his ankle
when there are so many better ways? Try it,
and see if you can stand it for more than a
few hours. I'll bet that most are relegated
to the back of the middle d'resser drawer, or
bottom of a police locker. Should you have
your heart set on owning.an ankle holster,
however, let me steer you in the right direc-
tion for one of the best available. •

Walter "Blackie" Collins, best known
for his knife designs, teamed up with the
Cobra Gunskin people to design a super
lightweight ankle holster. It is made of cor
dura, a nylon-like synthetic, and has
enough new design features to warrant
three patents.

The rig features a "floating holster"
effect, due to the holster being double
anchored to the harness, which keeps the
gun from pressing against the ankle. The
hammer safety strap is a Velcro tab and
does a good job of securing the gun during
heavy activity, if applied tightly.

A neat feature is a special pocket for a
folding knife; it has its own Velcro tab, a
pull on which will cause the knife to pop
free. Options include ammo loops on the
center side of the sight track.

Cobra also offers a leather ankle rig
called the Hugger, plus a large line of civil
ian and police leather. Quality is superb
and prices are competitive. To order one of
its catalogs, send a couple of bucks
to Cobra Gunskin, (Dept. AH),
1865 New Highway, ~

Farmingdale, NY 11735. ~

I 1984HANDGUNNERANNUAL
At Your Newsstand Now!!
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Lilee
Action?

P.O. BOX 2659
WHITE CITY, OREGON 97503

503-826-5211

SWAGED ALLOY BULLETS
Economical as cast bullets. but much JastI:! and sail:!
10 make. Far more precise. in designs impossible for a
mOUld. M~hs about swaging are being swept away as hand
loaders discover Ihe facts find oul for yourselfr
Catalog S3 6-Book library: S37.50.

CORBIN 
EVERYTHING FOR

BULLET SWAGING'

Silhouette Shooters Diary
SHOOT BETTER, SCORE BETTER
TAKE AWAY THE GUESSWORK

Want your Reloading Tools
and accessories NOW?

Down in C-H's shipping de
partment, Doug is trained to
ship every order the day we
get it. Just try him! !

Send $2 for new C-H catalog 
get $3 back on first order over $25.
Dealers send copy of FFL for terms
and discount sheet.

Send check or money order ~
(eT reSidents add 7112% sales lax)
with name, address. ZIp code to

ONL y RAMS TEN, INC
PO. BOX 396

$3.25 WALLINGFORD. CT 00492

DONALD K. JUDD, INC.

TARGETICOMBAT PISTDLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST

P.O. BOX 50366 915·694·1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

Continued from page 47

inch out front as an oversized expansion
chamber. This expansion chamber, being
somewhat larger than the outside diameter of
the pistol barrel, allows the gases to partially
expand before the bullet exits the front of the
compensator. By having two gas ports cut in
the top ofthe expansion chamber, some ofthe
gas escapes upward thus helping keep the
muzzle rise down. Where Clark threads the
inside of the slide to accept a special recoil
spring cap, Wilson uses a special two piece,
long recoil spring guide made of 416
stainless, heat-treated steel and an exterior
shroud to hold the spring in. The Accu-Comp
System, according to Bill, also works on the
delayed unlocking procedure by adding
enough weight to eat up some of the recoil
energy on unlocking, thus combining weight
with venting to make his system effective.

A third pistolsmith that uses the barrel- DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS
shroud system of compensator is Ed Clifford
of Rockton, Illinois. While Clifford also does
away with the barrel bushing by fitting his
barrel shroud up against the inside of the
slide, his system is significantly different
from either Clark's or Wilson's. First,
Clifford shortens the slide to approximately
Commander dimensions. Then, two vector
ports are put through the standard 5" barrel
just to the rear of the muzzle. Using a spe
cially designed slot cutter, ports are cut
through his barrel shroud to match the ports
in the barrel. In addition to using 5x56X.05
fiat threads and epoxy to hold his compen
sator in place, Clifford. uses a set screw
through the top of the compensator that bears
on the barrel surface, locking it in position.
This removable set screw serves a double
purpose, it is also used to hold on a remov
able front sight. Clifford has patented a spe
cial recoil spring housing that threads into the
front ofthe slide and sticks out underneath the
compensator. This housing allows the
weapon to utilize a standard length Govern
ment Model recoil spring while maintaining .
the same general appearance of a standard
five inch .45 Auto. By shortening the slide
and not using an expansion chamber, Clifford
claims that his system allows for a shorter
cycle time and increased concealability over
a full length compensated automatic. One
unique feature of Clifford's system is that it
can be field stripped without tools.

The second major category of Compen
sators incorporates the use of the standard
barrel bushing and a weight threaded onto a
long barrel vise utilizing a barrel shroud sans
bushing. ..

Probably the most prolmc specimen-ofthis
type of system is the Plaxco Compensator
System" designed and titled by J. Michael
Plaxco of Roland, Arkansas. Michael forms
his compensator from cold rolled tool steel
and attaches it to a 6" NABCO barrel (short
ened to 5%") threaded 48 tpi. The use of a
special adhesive and a set screw insure that
the compensator will stay in place. The com
pensator is fitted up against the front of the
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A~":",';..~,;,"·· '-,-
- Federal offers law enforcement

agencies .38 Special ammuni
tion with top accuracy and reli
ability. Like our "38E" above
.38 Special with 125·grain
jacketed hollow point bullet. Or
our record-setting "38A" Match
cartridge with 148 grain lead
wadcutter bullet. We've got
seven other .38 Special
cartridges, plus twenty-six
handgun loads in thirteen other
calibers. All are made with
Federal precision to meet your
service, target shooting and
training requirements. Write
today for a copy of our Law
Enforcement Catalog.

Name _

Tille _

Agency _

Address; _

City State__Zip _

SEND FOR FREE
LAW ENFORCEMENT CATALOG

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis, MN 55402, Dept. AH
Gentlemen: Please send me:
o Your current Law Enforcement Catalog
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

FEDERAl:.
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Item SRK
1220

$4.95

METER

Item MAK
1210
$9.95

SYSTEMS
from

$99

Send for 92-pg Adult
Airgun Catalog/Guide
regularly 52. FREE
with mention of code
HG9. Include 51 to re
ceive our new, fulJ
color Firearms Cata~

log also. Allow 4-6
weeks for delivery. or
add an additional $1
for fast, 1st class mail.
Add $3 for overseas
delivery.

SPEED

-WRITE FOR FREE TEST REPORTS
CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.

. Box 1061-A, Brewster, WA 98812

-VELOCITY TEST YOUR
RELOADS AND FIREARMS

-509-689-2004

BULLET

• Holds bolt open
after last round on
MK II

• Factory guaranteed

• A Registered Trademark of Sturm Ruger Co. Inc.

•

. v,'
.~ 'REASSEMBLE your Ruger MK 1/11 pistol m 60 SECONDSI
~~" Send $1.00 for our "secret'· instructions and a Ram-Line· catalog.

If not available at your local dealer, order direct.

Beeman FAS 604: Latest Italian match air pistol
IS a single stroke pneumatic With excellent trigger
action and superb anatomically-shaped walnut grip
Sugg.Retaii from $459.

VItLQClTV•

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.
47-HG9 Paul Drive. San Rafael. California 94903 U.SA(415) 472-7121-24 hours, 7 days

Ask your dealer.

For Ruger MK 1·11* Pistol

Converts factory clip latch to
. extended KwiK release ~

. in seconds! ~'

RAM·LINE~M INC. Dept. 12A9,406 Violet St., Golden, CO 80401

New! Beeman Lets You Choose
Your Own Brand of Air Power

4» Beeman Precision Arms

12 SHOT
MAGAZINE

FITS RUGER*
MK I or" II Pistols

Totally new 1 lb.
spring design allows:
• "Easy-Load", No

thumb Buster
• Hold 2 or 3 extra

rounds without
extending from gun

'SNAP' MAG RELEASE

Beeman FWB Mini-2: New, short barrel
version ot the champion Model 2 C02 PistOl.
The Model 2 was used to win the U.S. Inter
national Championship this year.
SuggRetail from $555. _liiii-iiiii
Beeman FWB 65 MKII: World's only air pistol
that can inslantly switch Irom a recoilless airgun
to a recoiliing I,reann trainer Reliable spring
piston power. Sugg. Retail from $495.

barrel bushing, leaving a gap of approxi
mately 1/1Oth of an inch between it and the
slide of the pistol. Michael silver solders the
front sight blade onto the compensator which
results in approximately 8%" of sight radius!
The distinguishing characteristic of the
Plaxco Compensator System is the use of
relatively cavernous gas vents, measuring
almost V2" long and 1,4" wide. While it
would not seem necessary to have ports of
this magnitude to redirect the comparatively
modest gas produced by the .45 ACP car
tridge, one cannot argue with the obvious
success his system has enjoyed. Many of the
top shooters in the sport of practical shooting
own and have used Plaxco-Comp guns,
Michael himself being the 1982 U. S. Region
IPSC National Champion. Michael is also th~

only major gunsmith. that has sold his com
pensator system as a "drop in" package.

A gunsmith that has really made a name
for himself in the past year is Eddie Brown of
Perry, Missouri. As a veteran tool and die
maker and interminable gun enthusiast,
Eddie experimented, trying to find the right
combination ofweight and gas control to give
him the effect and appearance that he was
after. His effort has resulted in a compensator
that he calls the Maxi-Comp. The Maxi
Comp is completely machined from a solid
block of 4140 tool steel and tapped to fit on
lathe-threaded barrels. Special metal
adhesive is used along with a hidden set
screw placed at a 45 degree angle to avoid
dimpling the inside of the barrel. Eddie nor
mally uses Jimmy Clark stainless 6" barrels
but will also use Bar-Sto and Kart barrels at
the customer's request. The compensator
itself is 11/2" long which allows for I" of
barrel and V2" of open expansion chamber.
The downrange aperture of the expansion
chamber is constricted allowing 8 thou
sandths of an inch bullet clearance per side.
Two oval shaped ports are milled in the top of
the compensator that vent the resultant gas of
a fired round. The compensator covers the
barrel bushing and fits up against the front of
the slide giving the Maxi-Comp a sleek "long
slide" appearance. A gunsmith's credibility is
frequently measured by how well top shoot
ers do with their equipment; in Eddie's case,
he is the best shooter utilizing his equipment.
Eddie placed 13th at the 1983 Bianchi Cup and
9th at the 1983 IPSC U.S. Nationals thus
establishing his credibility in the pistol shoot
ers marketplace.

A compensator that is closely akin to
Brown's Maxi-Comp is produced by Steve
Nastoff of Youngstown, Ohio. Unlike
Brown, Nastoff uses 6" Bar-Sto barrels and
shortens them to 51/2". His compensator is
machined out of bar stock in the configura-
tion of a .45 Auto slide and attached to the
barrel using 40 tpi. Steve explains how his
compensator works as follows:

"When the weapon is discharged, the
bullet exits the barrel and enters the
compo At this point the gases pushing
the projectile attempt to pass it and are
trapped within the comp chamber. The
exit hole is kept very tight, .465, so that
as much gas as possible is trapped.
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Considering we're working with a bul
let diameter of .452, we have to be very
precise. The center line ofthe comp has
to be exact with the center line of the
bore. As the bullet begins to exit the
comp, gases pushing in the forward
corners of the chamber actually push
the gun forward, retarding recoil dra
matically. The gas then bounces
upward and out the two very large ports
in the top of the comp. It is this jetting
upward that retards muzzlerise~'

Esthetically, Steve's finish work is
especially well done. Like Brown's Maxi
Comp, Steve's compensator covers the barrel
bushing and fits up against the slide giving a
somewhat abbreviated "long slide" look.

Richard Watson of Fayetteville, Arkansas,
is perhaps the quintessential practical
pistolsrnith. He understands the requirements
necessary for a competition pistol due to his
long history as a competitive shooter; he
further understands the requirements neces
sary to keep the same piece "practical" due to
his long history as a full time police officer.
Like Ed Clifford, Watson shortens the Gov
ernment length slide to Commander dimen
sions. However, where Clifford shrouds the
barrel to fit inside the slide, Watson cuts a
new recess inside the slide to accept a new
barrel bushing. By using standard 5" Bar-Sto
barrels and bushings there is almost *" of
protruding barrel which can be threaded for
his compensator which is a little over 1V2 "
long. The result, a compensated .45 Auto
that is approximately I" longer than a Gov
ernment Model with almost *"ofexpansion
chamber. Watson's compensator works on the
same principle as Wilson's, Plaxco's, Brown's
and Nastoffs; an expansion chamber collects
and re-directs the gas, venting it upward thus
retarding muzzle rise. Although Watson's
system allows the use of a standard Com
mander spring, Watson uses a special two
piece stainless rod guide similar to Wilson's,
partially to act as a spring guide and partially
to help support the weight of the compen
sator.

All of the compensators mentioned so far
have at least one thing in common: they're
attached to the barrel of the pistol. Due to the
pivoting barrel link locking system of the .45
Auto, adding weight to the barrel can be a
tricky, trial and error process to find just that
right combination of weight and balance to
allow the pistol to function. Behlerts have
devised a compensating system that avoids
the addition of "dead weight" to the barrel by
adding the weight directly to the frame. The
Behlert system is attached to the frame in
front of the trigger guard protruding straight
downrange and then up in front ofthe muzzle
of the pistol. This appendage is tunneled out,
providing a built in expansion chamber and
gas ports (li la Wilson, Plaxco, Brown, Nas
toff and Watson) without being permanently
attached to the barrel. While resulting in a
compensator of considerable corpulence, .
Behlert's system is undoubtedly effective, due
in part to the great mass that it adds to the
pistol.

This listing is a typical cross section of the
genre produced by some of the major
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TRAPP'ER GUN, INC.
BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
18717 E. FOURTEEN MILE RD.
FRASER" MI48026
(313) 792-0133

~\\"SON~
.45

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETIEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967

WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

Send for your free products brochure today.
Dealers inquiries welcome
Visa & MasterCard Accepted
Include $2.00 for postage & handling
Overseas Airmai~ add $10.00
All checks or money'orders in US Funds
Checks over $25.00 will havn 3 week hold

BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
First on Target with Complete Tuning

Accessories

~~
SHOOTING AIDS

@J

Video tune up tape for revolvers: Smith, Colt &
Ruger. Complete in every detail, VHS only. $100.

The proven leader in spring design for firearms. Plus new Rifle Kits, Shotgun Kits,
Rear Sights Blades, Tooling, & Gauges. Everything needed to tune any troublesome
handgun.

Bullseye Spring Kits will lighten the Single and or Double Action trigger pull
up to 45% on your revolver. On Automatics, the trigger pull will be lightened
up to 45% and an increase in your slide power by 15%.

#1 H Fits New Model Ruger #8 Fits all Browning Hi-Power $13.50
Single Action Revolvers $11.50 #9 Fits all Colt Government
#1T Fits New Model Ruger Single Models $14.45
Action Rev. Reduces

#9A Fits Colt Government 170trigger pull up to 60% $11.50
#2 Fits all Colt Mark III

S~ries Hardballer & Crown City

Trooper & Lawman $ 8.60
Arms. Target Kit $14.45

#3C & 3R Fits Smith & Wesson #10 Fits Colt Commanders $14.45

J frame Centerfire or Rimfire #11 Fits Smith & WessQn
Rev. Please specify $ 8.60 39, 59, 69 & 659 $13.50

#4 Fits Ruger Security Six & #12 Fits Dan Wesson 357 Rev. $ 8.60
Speed Six Rev. $ 8.60 #14 Fits Ruger Redhawk Rev. $ 8.60
#5 Fits Smith & Wesson #15 Fits Star Pd or 9 MM.
K, N, & L Frame Rev. $11.50 Please specify model $ 8.60
#6 Fits Thompson Center

#16 Fits Virginia Dragoon $ 8.60Contenders, older &
newer models. $ 8.60 #18 Fits Dan Wesson 44mg $ 8.60

# 7 Fits Colt Python & #19 Fits New Colt Mark V $ 8.60
Older Style Trooper Rev. $ 8.60 #20 Fits All Charter Arms $ 8.60
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ROG ERS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS
.-wi 3 Dot
...... Night Sights

$34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

SAW INc.'<

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Rogers
Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

. KING'S GUN
~WORKS, INC.~

30% OFF
GALCO LEATHER

(formerly Jackass) 5511

For.45 Autos & ~.J 14~~~'?E~~~0~~~KE Z
Most Revolvers .'. O' NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37214 VISA 1 CATALOG

$55.95 SHOP: (615)889-0862 $1.00

INFORMATION (615)889-0862 - ORDERS ONLY(Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

gunsmiths in the arena of practical shooting;
it should by no means be considerd an
exhaustive list.

Whether or not compensators are "prac
tical" is an issue that youll have to decide for
yourself. If concealability is yo~r criteria for
determining whafs practical, then obviously
you should limit yourself to utilizing Com
manders; but if you're serious about it why
not be really practical and use only Star PDs
or Detonics? If, on the other hand, function
dictates practicality for you, then compen
sators are more practical than adjustable
sights, ambidextrous safeties and checkered
mainspring housings. It is important to
remember that no gunsmith, match admin
istrator, gunwriter or anyone else can dictate
what is practical for you.

The old cliche, "try it, youlllike it;' seems
to hold true to compensated .45's. rve never
never known a shooter who had one that
went back to a standard ~
length, .45.

THEGAMMON
Continued from page 44
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@.TAuthorized Distribulors of Colt Parts.

403
404

401 King's Combo Tool Bushing Wrench with two
screwdriver tips. Bottle opener, wire stripper. Heat·
treated stainless, fils on key chain, excellent for field
use! ..... $12.50
King's Arsenal Type Staking Tool./nstall King's.
Micro. Bomar/all Front Sights with Stems.$18.95
Bushing Wrench. . .$ 3.00
King'. Ramp Kit. Does 50/60 iflserts. Includes
mixing bowl, dropper and instructions.
Specify red, orange, yellow or white ..... $13.50
King'. CUltom Ejector Commander type ejector for
Govenment Models· Completely machined from
4130 Steel and heat treated - Prevents ejection
problems. . .... $16.95
King's Buffer Pads Prevents damage to frame from·
slide contact, extends life ot gun. Sold in sets of six
only.. ..$ 5.50

402

406

405

310

303 King's Torgot Buohlng (Blue) Specify for fhe
Government or Commander AND Caliber .45 or
9mm/.38 $ 9.95

304 King's National Match Bushing (416 Stainless Steel
RC30-35) Specify for the Government or Commander
AND Caliber .45 or 9mm/.38. .$16.50

305 King's Recoil Compensator - with National Match
Bushing, machined from one piece 416 Stainless
RC3Q·35 for .45 Autos. Must Be Fitted - Specify
Government or Commander. ' .. $34.00

306 King's Recoil Spring Guide (416 Stainless Steel,
ground, heat treated finish) Specify Government or
Commander. $26.00

307 King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for Coil
.45 Aulo (.416 Siainiess Sleel. RC 30-35) Specify
Government or Commander. . . $26.50
A. Buffer only.. . $22.00
B. Plug only.. . $ 4.5C

308 King's Six Pac (6) Magazine Base Pads with
Adhesive. . .. 7.50

309 K~ng's Custom Narrow Slot Grip Screw (416
S!ainless and 4130 Blue Steel, heat treated). Specify
Blue or Stainless. Sold in sets of four. .. $ 5.40

310 King's Extended Magazine Release Button fits Colt
Autos and variations, releases magazine without
shifting grip. Easy to install by drilling and lapping
one h~e. Hand checkered.. . ..... $12.95

311 King's N.M. Elarrel Link & Pin Sets· in four sizes
to insure precise fit of barrel lock up. (4 t30 Steel,
heal treated & precisiortgroun·d). Sold in sets of tour
only.. ...• .$22.00 Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Minimum order $3.50. Calif. residents add appropriate State Sales Tax. ~)
Shipping & Handling Charge $2.50. MASTERCARD, VISA accepted. COD orders, cash only, UPS COD
fee is $1.65. Cashier's Check or Money Order wili speed up your order. Personal or Company Checks,
allow 3 weeks to clear. All shipping insurance claims to be filed by buyer. All merchandise sold on~
a 10-day money back guarantee if returned in same condition as shipped. ~

KING'S GUN WORKS, INC. 1837 W. Glenoaks BlVd., Glendale, CA 91201
Phone (818) 956-6010

309 •

~.., ~,

r

Kelsey toyed around with several ideas:
first the development of a new pistol that
would handle the higher pressures of a more
powerful cartridge, and the development of a
cartridge that would exceed the IPSC major
power-factor minimums (power factor is
determined by multiplying the weight of the
bullet in grains times the velocity). Realizing
that the cost of designing and producing a
totally new pistol that didn't use the old
Browning locking system would not be prac
tical, Kelsey decided to use the Gammon n
system, and the .38 Super automatic car
tridge. The average power factor for this
cartridge is only 158,000, falling far short of
the minimum major power factor; however,
Kelsey's plan was to use a load that would not
only bring the cartridge up to the minimum,
but exceed the power factor.

Using his new Gammon n system, Kelsey
was confronted with several major problems.
By nature of design of the Colt Automatic
pistol, there is an area at the rear of the
chamber where the cartridge case is not fully
supported. It is in this area that cartridges
loaded beyond their safe limits will either
swell or rupture. To convert t:qe Gammon n,
a new barrel was built to Kelsey's specifica
tions by lrv Stone of Bar-Sto Precision
Machine Company. The new barrel was
designed to completely support that area of
the case where it was most likely to rupture.
Due to the angle of the feed ramp on the Colt
Mk.N pistol and the design of the new barrel
chamber, the breech face had to be moved
forward. This was an expensive modification
to an already costly gun.

The new .38 Super Gammon n pistol
design was successful, with loads that devel
oped average power factors in excess of
190,000 with a 130 grain bullets. Although
the new design was successful, in that it
would handle "hot" loads, it still presented
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additional problems: The cost to produce the
elaborate Super Gammon II for the over
loaded .38 Super automatic cartridge, and the
product liability. The latter was his greatest
concern. It was these two influencing factors
that convinced Kelsey to approach the prob
lems from a different direction.

Producing the pistol isn't the problem. The
liability comes when "hot" load data is pub
lished, and some fool tries to shoot these
cartridges in an un-modified gun. As I said,
Kelsey reversed his approach and went back
to the drawing table.

With the idea of trying to make an afford
able competition pistol based on the perfor
mance of the "hot" .38 Super cartridge,
Kelsey redesigned the barrel. Using the same
design that he had perfected for the Super
Gammon II, Kelsey moved the chamber area
back instead of moving the breech face for
ward. To compensate for the original feed
ramp angle, Kelsey made a modification that
moves the feed-ramp back where it is in-line
with the new barrel throat. The modifications
are simple and should be inexpensive.

The preliminary tests of the new concept
have been very successful. Kelsey has
decided to produce his own cartridge for this
new gun. Called the Devel 9mm, the car
tridge will be slightly larger than the .38
Super Automatic cartridge. This will prevent
the cartridge from accidentally being loaded
in a gun that wasn't designed to handle the
higher pressures. The conversion will consist
of a new Bar-Sto barrel and original feed
ramp being machined off at Devel's plant. A
new two-stage feed ramp block will be
installed by cross-pinning it to the frame.
Modifications will be done on both the Gov
ernment Model and Commander with a vari
ety of options being offered. The basic con
version will consist ofa new barrel and frame
alteration. For those who want that additional
accuracy, Devel Corporation will also add
their tapered barrel bushing and fit it to the
slide. The ultimate conversion will include a
barrel with the "Abater" and tapered barrel
bushing. With the addition of the Varicoil
package, Magazine Speed Release and
Devel's Competition 8-round magazine, one
isn't too far away from owning their own
Gammon II.

I have only touched lightly on the subject
of the .38 Super cartridge and the Devel
conversion that will safely handle a cartridge
loaded to exceed the IPSC major power fac
tor. The pros and cons of this cartridge for
competition, defensive or combat shooting is
a story in itself. For the past year, Ken
Hackathorn and myself have been involved
with Charles Kelsey, Jr. in various stages of
the Devel Gammon development programs.
The opportunity to shoot all of the Gammon
developments has given me an appreciation
for the technical advancements of each suc
cessive model.

Devel Corporation has moved into a larger
production facility. Although still within the
greater Cleveland area, their new address is:
Devel Corporation, 7100 Wilson Mills Road,
Chesterland, Ohio ~

44026 USA. ~

$263.40

1927 A1 DELUXE .45 CAL.

1927 A·3 22 CAL. DELUXE

1927 A·1 C LIGHTWEIGHT .45 CAL.

Total price.

Throat. .. . .2500
Restyle magazine
for positive feeding. . ... ea. 1000
Fixed Combat sights
(fixed sight slide only) . . .85.00
Wide trigger. 32.95
Trigger job 55.00
Extended safety 32.95
Test ammo. . 15.00
UPS Return. 7.50

Over 2'h million Thompsons sold since 1921

I~ _ CYLINDER&SLIDESHOP,INC.tic 240W.6thSt.- BOX937
FREMONT, NE. 68025

;~'::':", Ph:(402)721·4277

~W®®1k<

®1liJ@1PJ ~DIliJj)®

CERTIFIED CHECK
OR

MONEY ORDER

$252.95

PRICE:
$28.50 per set

add 1.50 postage & hdlg.

9mm Browniog_

COMBAT COMPETITION
FIXED SIGHT Pi,] PHDI·,t.

DESIGNED BY RICHARD HEINIE
MACHINED FROM

4140 STEEL
ALL SHARP CORNERS

ROUNDED
FRONT SIGHT IS
MODIFIED RAMP

RICHARD HEINIE
821 E. ADAMS, DEPT. AH9/84
HAVANA, ILL. 62644

CYLINDER &SLIDE
Basic Combat S~ecials

Total price

TO ORDER:
Send gun and M.O. for lull amount. f:or credll card
orders. please supply all information In raised letters on
card and speCify type of card (M/C or Visa). Orders must
speCify "Combat Special." Please no C.O.D. orders.
Allow 7-8 days lranslt time.

More extensive custom modifications are available l

Please send $2 for our complete catalog

45Auto
Throat. . . 25.00
Port............ .. .. 25.00
Micro bushing 31.00
Deluxe Combat sights 65.00
Recrown bbl. 7.50
Spring kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.95
Trigger job (4 lb.).. . . .45.00
Long combat trigger. . . . 25.00
Test ammo. . . 15.00
UPS Return. . . . .. 7.50

Our..business is built on our reputation ... 10 years of, service to the serious handgunner.

Semi-Automatic Versions of the famous
THE 1911-A1 "Tommy Gun" 1927A5PISTOL

GOVERNMENT MODEL SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL

45 ACP AUTOMATIC PISTOL by Auto Ordnance Corp. DRUM.
NOW AVAILABLE IN 9mm. ....

As the manufacturerof America's most recognized guns, we know the
importance of maintaining a reputation. Quality parts and expert crafts
manshipgo into each gun and it shows! Send $1.00 for illustrated

catalog describing each model and our full line of accessories.

l Auto..Ordnance Corporation (.lIi~,~ Iii
I; Box AH-9. West Hurley, N.Y. 12491 (914) 679-7225 II

(!) -= , ~- (!)---= ---

$55.00 Installed
add $6.00 per gun ship. & hdlg.
III. Residents add 5% sales tax
send $1.00 for complete
brochure of services

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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"This system is a must for anyone
serious about improving their 'defen

sive' or 'competition' pis tot skills"
_ Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton

'lSI' International Shootists Inc.

~~.-....+ Marketing Corp.
12521 Oxnard Street Dept. B
North Hollywood, CA91606
(818) 985-6039

ACTUAL SIZE

Features include .
• Fully machined
• 6 groove rifling
• Pushbutton safety
• Superb balance & pointing
• 100z loaded
• 9 shots (8 in magazine.

1 in chamber)
• Internal hammer (NEW DESIGN)

22 AUTO
NINE .22 LR High Velocity

The perfect Back-Up
for Law Enforcement
and Sportsmen

• INEXPENSIVE, 80 SHOTS 1 CENT

• OVERCOME FLINCH, TRIGGER JERK

• 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

• PRACTICE TRIGGER CONTROL & FOLLOW THROUGH

• LETS YOU PRACTICE DAILY

• CYCLES SLIDE AND RECOILS

• CO, or COMPRESSED AIR

• DRY FIRE REALISTICAllY

• HAVE A RANGE AT HOME

• COMPLETELY SAFE

• RAPID FIRE TIMING

• INSTAllS EASILY

• DRAW FROM HOLSTER

• NO MOOIFICATION

Detailed brochure sent on request
",1>~ANC~l> ORDER FROM:

~
SIMULATOR for std. .45 $120.00 ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY

• SIMULATOR W/C02 regulator, 150 PSI $156.00 Dept. AH

.45 . SIMULATOR wlreg. & full C02 bottle $236.00 1031 Elder 5t.
Oxnard. CA 93030:»h .u~ I S I "home practice dry fire kit" (805) 485-0113

"CHNOLO INC. included with each order (805) 485-4435
AU prices include shipping, surface UPS. Full CO? cylinders cannot be shipped air. Payment either C.O.D.. Visa. Master
Card. money order. or cashier's check. All personal checks held until clear. California residents add 6% sales tax.

W'ftRNINC' The FIRING SIMULATOR for your .45 Auto
II • Won't show on the line ...

... But will show in your score

By Michael Bane

Even on its best days, the trigger in Colt's
1911 Government Model could use some

improvement. The straight-back pull of the
1911 has been the bane of competition shoot
ers since the 1911 was introduced almost 75
years ago.

A competent - with emphasis on the word
competent-gunsmith can lower the trigger
pull to a couple of pounds, but most combat
gunsmiths balk when the customer asks for
anything less than four. A superlight trigger
pull, with its minimal hammer/sear engage
ment, is potentially dangerous in the hands of
anyone but an expert shooter.

So when combat pistolsmith Ben Jones of
Ruskin, Florida, announced that he was
going to build a .45 Colt with a one-pound
safe trigger pull, veteran shooters didn't
exactly line up to wait for it.

PNOTING
TRIGGER FOR THE .45

"I don't believe in changing a gun around if
there's no reason for it," he says, "but that one
pound trigger intrigued me. It's intrigued me
since I first began working on .45s for the
military in 1954."

The results, however, surpassed even his
own expectations.

Working with veteran police firearms
instructor and PPC champion Ray Haas, his
partner in Gun Craft, Inc., Jones developed
the Matchmaster, a Colt Combat Com
mander with a unique compensating system
and a flawless, ultra-smooth pivoting trigger.

Although the idea of a pivoting trigger is
hardly new-the Browning Hi-Power and
several of the Star autos use them-Jones'
execution brings the idea to a new level. The
stock trigger is replaced with a custom ser
rated trigger modeled after the familiar S&W
revolver triggers. A special insert is
machined and fitted behind the new trigger.

When the pivoting trigger is pulled, it
pushes against a machined pin fitted into the
insert. The pin pushes against the stock trig
ger stirrup, similar to the system used in a
Seecamp double action conversion.

The closest comparison to the Match mas
ter's trigger pull is a tuned S&W single action
pull! And that's with no work at all on the
Commander's hammer and sear.

"Originally, the trigger pull out of the box
was six, six and a half pounds," Haas says.
"With no hammer/sear alteration, it came
down to three (ffid a half. Itfeels like two and a
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half, because of the added leverage of the
pivoting trigger."

With the design of the pivoting trigger in
place, Jones and Haas turned their expertise
to the rest of the Commander. Jones began
designing a compensating system for a seven
inch barrel. For those of you who think .45
compensators are the newest things under the
sun, Jones' compensator was based on
research he did in the military in the
mid-1950s. Instead of the usual heavy weight
hung on the barrel, the Gun Craft compen
sator is basically a heavy barrel bushing, with
ports milled on each side to match ports in
the seven-inch Nap-Co barrel.

$7.95

BUCKHORN COMBAT SIGHT FOR

• QUICKER SIGHT PICTURE SHOT TO SHOT
• CLEARER SIGHT PICTURE
• LOW PROFILE
• WILL REPLACE IN BO-MAR OR WITCHITA MILLED

SLIDE WITH EASY GUNSMITHING PROCEDURE

JARVIS GUNSMITHING
4418 LARKSTONE CR., ORANGE, CA 92669

714-538-2603

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwise Information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punchesl" (GUNS
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did In law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a criminal justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

hooh

I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat· Pin shooting· Target· Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd" East Hartland, Conn.

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027

lb. ~'Ij,· ,If lhf>
I :"·.H'~ 1'1 1"<fVHH,1

t'rr,lI·thou

PISTOLSMITH

SHOOTING A REVOL VER AT:

BIANCHI CUP?
FALLING PLATES?
BOWLING PINS?

USING AN AIMPOINT?

• QUICK INTERCHANGEABILITY WITH
PPC RIBS

• NO GUNSMITHING NEEDED
• US'ED BY JOHN PRIDE AND WINNING

LAPD TEAM '83 BIANCHI CUP
• WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DAVIS

STYLE RIB OR ARISTOCRATE RIB

SEND 51 FOR PICTURE CATALOGUE OF CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS.

MASSAD F. AYOO.'S··.N THE GRAVEST EXTREME"

"You get the advantage of the extra weight,
extra sight radius and extra barrel length for
velocity and still have lock up at the end ofthe
barrel," Jones says. "Plus the gun disassem
bles exactly like a stock Commander."

"It is," Haas adds, "a way ofgetting around
some of the reliability and wear problems
that crop up with compensated guns."

The Matchmaster also features a full
length rib with an Eliason rear sight and a
S&W partridge front sight, a Detonics recoil
spring system, and a custom designed and
machined solid backstrap replacing the main
spring housing and grip safety.

The two and a half year-old Gun Craft
shop itself is almost a throwback to older
days. The work, mostly on .45s for police
carry and practical competition, although
some revolvers sneak in, is meticulously
done by hand. Neither Haas nor Jones will
allow shortcuts, and that precision shows in
their work. Although Jones' primary job
remains the production of fine farm
machinery, his conversation is spiced with
stories of wars most people haven't even
heard of, fighting with three armies. His
favorite place for a vacation is still EI Sal
vador. "Youtllove it," he says.

What about the one pound trigger pull?
"Well," he says with his Florida drawl, "I

got it. Even with a tough return spring,
though, you've got to have mighty quick fin-

plus $1.50 postage and handling gers to keep from firing that second shot!"
----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122. Concord, N.H. 03301---- In addition to .45 combat and revolver

I I- gunsmithing, Gun Craft offers complete
IPlease check one: I range facilities and firearms instruction,
10 Check or Money Order - $9.45 including special IPSC classes.

1
0 Char.ge my MC No. I Cost of pivoting trigger, installed, is

Exp. date Name I $300-325. The compensator bushing is $150,10 Charge my VISA No. Street 1 less barrel.

I
Exp. date City I Write or call for a complete price list. Gun

I
Bank on which account is drawn: 1 Craft Shop and Range, 2403 21st Ave. S.E.,

____________ State Zip I Ruskin, FL 33570. ~L J (813) 645.-3838. ~
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'HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads $.40 per word per insertion. ($.25 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) in
cluding name and address. Minimum charge $5.60. Copy and rerun orders must be ac
companied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be
received with advance payment no later than the 12th of each month. Example: Closing
for November/December 1984 issue (on sale September 1) is July 12th. Ads received
after closing will appear in the following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS
WILL BE FURNISHED. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city and state as
counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER MAGAZINE, 591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks. dressers. bed boards. on metal. etc. Hard
ware included. ·$10. Check or Money Order. Specify Cal.:
B.G. & R.1nc.• P.O. Box 141021. Coral Gables. FL 33114.

JADE GRIPS FOR .45 Govt. Auto. $225.00 per set. MAZE.
2124 Kittredge St. "I". Berkeley. CA 94704. Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest. $19.95. postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS. P.O.
Box 801-H. Payson. AZ 85541.

TREADLOK SECURITY CHESTS: Fire-Resistant Safes.
Check our prices. G & 'J Security Chests Corp.. Box
13711-AH. Roanoke. VA 24036. (703)345-9119.

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID for Mark I &
Mark II. Like it or money hack on return. $1.79 ea. post
paid. Reedshop. Box 62. Wonewoc. Wis. 53968.

. GENUINE GI M16/AR15 30 Round Magazines, Excellent
Condition. $5 each. 10 for $40. $2.00 shipping per order.
BIRDWORKS. Box 449. Oracle. AZ 85623.

CHRONOGRAPH CIRCUITS measure hullet velocities
easily. Kits or assemhled. SASE brings information: ICD.
PO Box 10261 C.C.• Fairbanks, AK 99701.

SEND FOR ONE TODAY! T.L.C. Cloth will remove
powder stains, leading and burnt residue from the barrel.
chambers and front of the cylinder. Send MO for $3.75 to:
MARK MYERS, 2412 Bayshore Parkway. Bradenton. Flor
ida 33507 without delay. You'll like the way it works on
your stainless, chromed ·or nickeled handguns...Prompt
service and satisfaction guaranteed.

FULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22900 rpm. Guaranteed to work.
Mtrls. Inc. Complete in I-hour. Simple and Reliable $10. E.
Sweat. 612 E. LaPlata Street. Farmington. NM 8740f.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES with 'freadlok Security
Chests, Fire-resistant safes at Discount Prices. 3-year re
placement guarantee. CAVALIER SECURITY. Box
12507-HG. Roanoke. VA 24026. (7031992-3355.

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY...peruse our Procure-

~:~~I;n~~~I~e.:fd:.i~o~~:~i~~:6~\~:~~.t~~~~r~~i~:,o~~:~
guised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 to
over $2.000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P.• Box
18595/AH. Atlanta. GA 30326.

IVORY GRIPS·ALL MAKES-HAND CARVINGS. Free
Colt Medallions Stamped addressed envelope for list: GUN
ART, Box 22, Lakewood. NJ 08701.

Exotic Hardwoods-Over 50 species for the knifemaker &
stockmaker. Briar, Blackwood, Bocote, Burls, Cocobolo,
Ebonies, Ironwood, Rosewoods, Snakewood, Tulipwood,
Ziricote. Gilmer Wood Co.• 10426 N.W. Laidlaw. Portland.
OR 97229. (503)297-4182.

HIDE A GUN invisibly under counter top. desk or table.
Push hidden button. pistol leaps to your fmgertips. Cheap
and easy to build. Detailed plans-$3. SCRAMCO. 832H
West First. Birdsboro. PA 19508.

NEW LOCKING STEEL GUN BOX! Protect children!
Avoid detection and theft of home protection'guns. Strong
welded construction. Several sizes & locks, even fireproof
models. Easily bolted down. From only $19.95. Send
S.A.S.E. now for brochure! MASON-AH. P.O. Box 7478.
Klamath Falls. OR 97602.

MIRACLE POLISHING CLOTH-Cleans. folishes and
leaves an invisible protective coating on al metals. Re
moves scratches and stains, leaves all woods glossy and re
sistant to dust and marks. Guaranteed to do all plus more!
One cloth lasts months. Send $3.00 to: SHARIC DIST.•
Dept. 7AH. 3932 Highgate Way. Pittsburg. CA 94565.

AMMUNITION

Stainless steel .45 magazines. top quality $8 each. AMT
backup .380. $gea. Ruger Mk II. $7ea. Postage Paid. Satis
faction Guaranteed. C. Saxon. Box 5155. Whittier. CA
90607.

BOOKS

STATE PISTOL LAWS. latest pistol carrying. purchasing.
etc.• regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger. Department.E.. P.O. Box 882. New York.
NY 10150.

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritatively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (encloses post
age) to: GUNS BOOKSlDept.-CA. 591 Camino de la Reina.
Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92108.

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. GUNS BOOKS/Dept.-CA.
591 Camino de la Reina. Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92108.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use
your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn
how and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what am
munition to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defen
sive pistol shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept.HS. 591 Camino de la
Reina. Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92108.

1984 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes
reports on New Handguns for 1984. Airgun Revien. Self·
Defense Handgunning. 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the
U.S. plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUN
NER ANNUAL. Dept. GH-3, 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite
200. San Diego. CA 92108.

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book
eve.r published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles,
handguns and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings.
Only $4.95 postpaid. REDBOOK,Dept. GN. 591 Camino de
la Reina. Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92108.

OUT·OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook. 51
Maple Avenue. Warwick. N.Y. 10990.

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS!! Updated cat
alog listing fascinating books on survival, weaponry, knife
fighting, creative revenge, exotic weapons systems, self
defense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press. Box
1307-KPI. Boulder. Colorado 80306.

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
here are the plans for a super-compact, selective-fire ma~

chine pistol! Transform your Ruger Mark I or II into a fist
ful of power! 9x12, soft cover, 96 pages, complete with ma
chinist's drawinl.s and full-scale templates, plus detailed.
g~~~d~~~C~~r~ld~O~o~olaladinPress. P.O. Box 1307-KLJ,

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY OWNED

~WiM~~gtJs$~~DRl~~\vE~s ~ER~~fNI~a aTlfFEl3:
ERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS $1.75.

L~~Ses;:ND aREGUL~~)lNger$UixPArL F8~E~~~
ABOVE $4.95. Interstate Enterprises. Dept. AHP. Box
19466. Houston. Texas 77224.

HOW TO COLLECT UP TO $83.501.00 WORTH OF GOV
ERNMENT BENEFITS before retirement. $5.95. Inter
state Enterprises. Box 19466-AHB. Houston. Texas 77224.

THE SECRETS OF CASINO WINNING-Blackjack. poker.
crap.s, baccarat, keno,. roulette, sport betting. $6.00. Inter
state Enterprises. Box 19466-AHB. Houston. Texas 77224.

FULL AUTO manuals for selective fire conversions. Pic
tures, instructions, mac6inist drawings, templates. Mini-14,
Ruger 10/22. AR·15. UZI. HL&LK ~1/93. AK-22, Reming·
ton 1100. 30 cal. Carbine•.45 cal. Thomeon. Mac-10. $10.00

m~ E~~1A~d~.~Mnu~f,.'~;:60~~~TNWf3oA UTO. Dept. AM.

"DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL" I!lustrated Textbook for
professional killers - or bodyguards who protect against
them! Actual Methods taught government operatives! 112
pages. $10 plus $2 postage. REALWORLD PRESS. Dept.
AH. 901 North 71st. Seattle. Washington 98103.

Unusual Book Titles, Learn to be self-employed, survive re
cession and improve your love life. Send SASE to: T.G.B.
Enterprises. P.O. Box 983. Madisonville. TX 77864.

EXOTIC WEAPONS BOOKS-158 pages filled with over
200 weapons and where and how to buy them. Advertised
elsewhere for $9.95. Limited supply left at $4.95 postage
paid. Money orders only to: Tom Brazier. 14221 Lake Road.
Lynnwood. WA 98036.

WILL THE JURY SAY IT WAS SELF-DEFENSE? At
torney clearly explains all about use of guns in protection
of self, others or property. Many examples from actual
cases. Only $6.00. A.B. Hunter. 1074 Fairmount Rd .• Bur
bank. CA 91501.

I!lustrated catalogues FREE for 12 months! Throwing
knives. ·hawks. Survival. Send $1.00 postage to: V.S.I.P.C.•
1422 Del Norte Drive, Corona. CA 91720.

HIT FROM the hip by instinct-fast. easy. Book. Capt. Ray
Robinson. Postpaid $4.95. Cypress. Rt. 2 Box 724. Gray. LA
70359.

COLT .45 ACCURITIZED. at home without special tools.
SAVE THOUSANDS $. complete instructions. pictures.

~ia~5a:::~'Gs~:;{'Dfh~W1~';;;s~uI~:8a~~rrdrat~ X~~~ ~~~
95-G. San Jose. CA 95118.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. How to start your own firearms business. You take
gun orders, then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail.
Sent same day your order received: Latest Official Federal
Application Forms, Complete instructions, Wholesale Di
rectory, Federal addresses and phone numbers, pra.ctical
dealer tips (written by a gun dealer), discounts on business
cards, rubber stamps, forms, etc. Most complete kit avail- '
able. Send $5.00. Interstate Enterprises. Dept. AH. Box
19466. Houston. TX 77224.

BECOME A GUN DEALER-Professionally prepared kit in
cludes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records,
everything! Lists hundreds of top wholesalers. GUARAN
TEED! $4.00: BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, Dept. H. P.O.
Box 1232. Uniontown. PA 15401.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER - Finally a "no rip·off· FFL
KIT (new 3-year application) and GUN DEALERS GUIDE.
Not misleading. Others still have discontinued 800's and
"laws" that are in the library and come free with FFL. We
have the complete illustrated requirements. All ATF
"help" numbers. Other licenses needed. Useful tips. Part
time from home OK. Apply right! $7.95. CLASS 3 KIT (Ma
chinegun Dealer) (FFL Neededl. ATF/IRS licensing forms
in kit. Explains the 14 NFA forms used. The only complete
and current Gov't procedures. $5.95. BOTH KITS FOR
$12.50. Sent (lst ClassI same day. RK Enterprises. Dept.
AH. 2616 Las Postas. Santa Barbara. CA 93105.

WHOLESALE ONLY! Dealers needed. leather gun belts.
rifle scabbards. Mexico handcrafted. Indian rugs. sheep
skins. cowhides. Mexican saddles. FREE Wholesale Cata
log (Business letterhead needed): EI Paso Saddleblanket
Company. 2449 East Indian School Road. Phoenix. AZ
85016.5000 rugs in stock.

Earn $1000.00 Weekly. No Selling. No Gimmicks·. For infor
mation Send $2.00. SASE to: REEDER ENTERPRISES.
Dept. DAH. Box 3363. Pasadena. TX 77501.

JOB FOR $9.95 PER HOUR. Interested in finding a job for
$9.95 per hour? We will help you to find it. if you don't find
one you pay nothing. Write for details to: Employers
Market Enterprise. P.O.B. 704. Iowa City. IA 52244.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price ~uotes. Highest quality guaranteed-Lowest
prices, NO Mmimum. Money Back Guarantee. Send Sketches
to: Stadriah. 61 Jane Street. New York. NY 10014.
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TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50.
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50. 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch. $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches. Dept. GP. 591 Camino de
la Reina. Suite 200. San Die!:o. CA 92108.

HANDGUNNER KEYCHAINS- Authentic detailing. Die
cast metal. Short or long nose revolver, Luger or Colt
styles available. $2.95 + $.50 Shipping. B&F. 7131 Owens
mouth #926. Camoga Park. CA 91303.

CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES- Your emblem or insignia
hand-engraved on solid' brass. $12.95 per buckle. Quantity
discounts available. No minimum order. Free brochure. Vic
tory Sales. Dept. B. 1621 August Road. North Babylon. NY
11703. (516)667-7234.

FIREWORKS

ROCKETS. COLORED SMOKE DYES for signalling. sur
vival applications. MBO Salutes, Fireworks-you construct,
More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr. Box 5585. Pocatello. fdaho
83202.

Fuse! 3/32" diameter waterproof safety fuse. 100'-$10.00.
300'-$25.00. Postpaid. Guaranteed. GREENMAN. Box
9026C. Peoria. IL 61606.

Fireworks to your door!! top quality low prices. Illustrated
catalogue $1.00 refundable. Great Lakes Fireworks. P.O.
Box 5324. Cleveland. OH 44101.

BE A FEDERALLY LICENSED EXPLOSIVE DEALER.
A financially rewarding. exciting & challenging business
with very limited competition. Explosives are used in min
in~1 construction. agriculture, industry, underwater demo
litIOn, oil rigs. aerospace, Defense Dept., and a huge Fire
works industry to service. EXPLOSIVE DEALERS KIT
includes: Federal Explosive Application Forms (for Explo
sive License and Explosive Permit),Instructions, Federal
Explosive Laws, Explosive Security, Directory of Explo
sive Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors; Explo
sive License/Permit Numbering System; Explosive
Dealer's and User's Guide to Federal Explosive Regula
tions....$5.95. COMMERCE IN EXPLOSIVES..The com
plete book on dealing in EXPLOSIVES and FIREWORKS
covers: License and Permits, Conduct of Business & Opera
tions, Administrative Procedures, Records & Reports. Un-

~oJ~ E~c~tO§Ie~EI~e~A&i[SgKIT~el~~cOn~MJ~~~
IN EXPLOSIVES ....$10.95. S.G.S.E.. P.O. Box 780-AH.
Mocksville. NC 27028.

DISCOUNT FIREWORKS: Firecrackers. bottle rockets.
roman candles. and much more. For catalog send $1.00 to:
Spartan Fireworks. P.O. Box 792(AHl. Tiffin. Ohio 44883. or
after May 5 call toll-free in Ohio 1-800-821-7901. outside
Ohio 1-800-821-2483.

Salutes and Cannon crackers horne made. The Best! Simple
easy method. my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diversi
fied. Box 53. Fishers. Indiana 46038.

FIREWORKS-FIRECRACKERS. ROCKETS. ROMAN
CANDLES. BOTTLE ROCKETS. MUCH. MUCH MORE!
LOW PRICES. QUICK DELIVERY. HIGH QUALITY. DE
LIVERED TO YOUR DOOR THROUGHOUT THE UNITED
STATES YEAR-ROUND. ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
$1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS. DEPT. 10-F. BOX 800.
CLACKAMAS. OR 97015.

FOR SALE

RED WINDOW DECAL: "Warning! This property pro
tected by an armed American citizen," $1, 6/$5; Profes
sional FFL Application Kit, $3; Personal Firearms Record
Book (56 gunsl $2.50. 3/$6: Business Card Kit,'$1. PFRB/8.
Box 2800. Santa Fe. NM 87501.

ESTATE SELLING signed. numbered Remington Bronze
$450. Rene Briegel. 1129 Brady. Devenport. Iowa 52803.

NAZI REGALIA. Send SASE for Free List: NSDAPAO.
Box 6414-AH. Lincoln. NE 68506.

GUN PARTS

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington. Ruger 77.
Winchester, Mauser send $1.00 for list. Bozeman Gunsmith,
2010 N. 7th. Bozeman. MT 59715.

GUNSMITHING

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-Unimat3". Cornyact 5". Compact

I ~~ih~~~~dc~i~r~:'E~:~I~t;i~ru~IU;~daS~erit;~' J~tteb~~~~
top milling machines. Measuring instruments, cutting
tools. chucks and collets. Catalog $1.00. Blue Ridge Machin
ery and tools. Inc.• P.O. Box 536-H. Hurricane. WV 25526.
304-562-3538.

CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat competi
tion modifications a specialty. For free price list send
SASE. JIM HOAG. 8523 Suite "C". Canoga Park. CA
91304.

MACHINE TOOLS. Specialize in Gunsmith's require
ments. Lathes, Mills, Drill, accessories & More. Catalog one
dnllar. Watkins Enterprises. 1915 Middle Glen. Carrollton.
TX 75007.

"SHORT-ACTION" S & W CONVERSIONS. P.P.C. GUNS
BUILT..45 AUTO CUSTOMIZING. TRIGGER JOBS. AC
TION JOBS. SCOPES AND AIMPOINTS INSTALLED.
HANDGUN PROBLEMS FIXED. COMPLETION DATE
90 DAYS OR LESS. WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURE.
BOB MACKOVICK-PISTOLSMITH. 64 SPRING GAR
DEN. BOARDMAN. OH 44512. (216)758-8031.

INSTRUCTiON

LIFESAVING VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS - World
champion John Shaw's "Handgun Training". $59.95 and
"Shotgun Training". $49.95: his book. "You Can't Miss".
$9.95 postpaid; Police Lt. Jim Bullard's "The Ultimate Self
Defense Course For Women". $69.95: Bullard's book "Look
ing Forward to Being Attacked". $9.95 postpaid; Other
tapes priced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Sur
vival Weapons". "The Remington 1100 Shotgun". "The
Remington 870 Shotgun". "The Colt .45 Automatic". "The
M-16". and "Rappelling": VHS or Beta: include $3.00 ship
ping; Master Video Productions. Dept. AH. 7947 Carol
Elaine Circle. Memphis, Tennessee 38134.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of quali
fied students in the basic practical skills of modern defen
sive pistol craft. For information and applications, send
$1.00 to: Northeast Pistol Institute. Dept. 714C. PO Box
453. Union. NJ 07083.

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM. Learn what you do
when you can't reach your gun in time. When survival is
reduced to man against man, What? Send $10.95 to: Green
Dragon Society. 6810 N. Sheridan. Chicago. IL 60626. Dept.
A8. Catalog $1.00.

SMOKE and Cure Venison. Send $1.00 S.A.S.E.. Ole's
Secret Recipe. Box 296. Torguay. Saskatchewan SOC 2LO.

FFL APPLICATION Kit! Official forms. wholesale
sources. BATF Phone N umbers, complete instructions,
15% discount on bound books. $4. Metro. Box 2161-BA.
Boulder. CO 80306.

KNIVES & SWORDS

Custom Handmade Knives. reasonably priced. Also all type
Knives and Historic weapons. Unbeatable prices. Color cat
alogs $2.00. Delntinis. 107 Summit Ave.• Staten Island. NY
10306.

KNIFE Tiger lock blade opens to a big 8" stainless steel
blade. beautiful hardwood handle. $11.95. GB Trading Co..
P.O. Box 1088B. Bullhead City. AZ 86430.

30-40% OFF ALL GERBER KNIVES. Redfield. Leopold.
Bushnell scopes; Muzzleloaders! Send $1.00 for Complete
Pricelist! KNIVES. Dept. AH. 52 Edmund. Uniontown. PA
15401.

QUALITY KNIVES-Reasonable prices. Full color 14 page
catalog. $2.00 refundable with first order. Satisfaction
~3gn:nteed. Recondo. 930 Hialeah Dr.• Suite 2. Hialeah. FL

OPEN ONE-HANDED! Butterfly knives! Superb quality.
Surgical steel blades $27.99 plus $2.50 shipping. Black hol
ster add $3.99. Send M.O. to: TRUCKSESS. Dept. AH. P.O.
Box 399. Ridley Park. PA 19078.

LEATHERCRAFT

LEATHER AND SUPPLY. Skins. furs. hides. Black
Powder supplies, leather conditioners, kits tools. buckles
and more. The lowest prices, fastest delivery. Send $2.00
for complete catalog. The Leather Factory. Dept. AH. Box
50429. Fort Worth. TX 76015.

MILITARIA

Military Medals, Shoulder Patches, Bad~es. Ins~nia, I.D.

~~~:t-Ht~);~~~I~. ~~tae·7It[l~. catalog $1. O. QUI CY. Box

MILITARY SURPLUS

MILLIONS OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS!
Many 1% original cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Gov
ernment Buyer's Guide/Directory" - $2.00 IGuaranteed).
Disposal. Box 19107-MY. Washington. DC 20036.

Military Surplus, ·Chemical/biological.warfare equipment,
military clothing ana equipment SASE for. catalog. JR
Sales. Box 4253H. Lancaster. GA 9a5394253.

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY!
(312)742-1142. EXT. 6279.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE.
1225 MANZANITA. DEPT. AH. LOS ANGELES. CA
90029.

Chewing-Smokinf. Tobacco!! do you chew-smoke? Free sam-

FslfaSct~~S~;REItCO}s7D~eds~~~~~:~-~;~~~~' ~225~nte'ed sat-

BID ON CARS. TRUCKS. VANS. Confiscated from crim
inals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for profit. We
send same day: Instructions, application, tips, etc. $4.95. In
terstate Enterprises. Dept. AHA. Box 19466. Houston. TX
77224.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality. 4 Decals $2.00.
10 for $3.50. Interstate Enterprises. Dept. AHD. Box 19466.
Houston. TX 77224.

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS. more...Survival writer discovers secret sources
for laser pistols, listening devices, ultrasonic pain field gen
erators, paralyzing self-defense protectors, true I.R. see-in
the-dark viewers. absolute security systems, bug detec
tors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, electronic
tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection and surveil
lance equipment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant catalogues:
AMERICAN. 15015 Ventura Blvd" Dept. AGA-9/10. Sher
man Oaks. CA 91403.

PASSPORTS. DUAL CITIZENSHlPS available form Cas
tellania. Information package. $5.00. Box 40201. Pasadena.
CA 91104.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You
Never Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks,
~~~':::~~~. ~~~t~80~rbies. Johnson-Smith. C-6522. Mt.

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alum
inum, same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police Sup
ply. PO Box 1754. Matthews. NC 28105.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10.
bill (refundablel. Disco. Box 331-H. Cedarburg. WI
53012.0331.

NINJA CATALOG Nightsuits. handclaws. footspikes. cal
throps. blowpens, shuriken and reference materials for the
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems. Box
28222/AH. Atlanta. GA 30358.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne. Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Borchure $1.
Kenwood. Box 66. Dept. H. Long Green. MD 21092.

T:Shirts Camouflage & Olive drab green GI style sizes
S-XL $6.95 each ppd. Camouflage Caps $5.95 each ppd.
T-Shirt Shop. 48 Kernwood Dr.• Rochester. NY 14624.

ELK ANTLER BELT buckle with carved elk. $20. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Send check to: ANTLER CREATIONS.
782 Dickson. Idaho Falls. lD 83402. Please specify large. or
small.

INDOOR. UNDERGROUND RIFLE RANGE. Do it your
self underground Rifle Range. Designed for basement pri
vacy. For Blueprints and instructions send Money Order or
Cashiers check for $20.00 to: L.D. Services. P.O. Box 393.
Erie. CO 80516.

Hornady Caps and T-Shirts.T-Shirts sizes small. medium,
large and extra large. $8.95 each. Caps in hunter red with
Hornady embroidered logo. $6.50 each. Hornady Manufac
~fi~~8~~'rU;Y' Box 1848. Dept. AH2094C. Grand Island.

Make a camp stove with s~are ~arts for tennies. Comtlete

~~H. J~~~36~~t~a~~n~T~D77~fNT RPRISES. ept.

SAVE THOUSANDS. Secrets of a car salesman you should
know before you buy. Send $3.00. SASE to: REEDER EN
TERPRISES. Dept. AAH. Box 3363. Pasadena. TX 77501.

BULLETIN-Winter Weather Coming! Get Ready! Tar
paulins, Cover, Protect from Rain·Snow! Canvas-Polythene
Details: The Phillips Co.• Dept. H-984. 509 West Spring St.
Lebanon. TN 37087.

REAL ESTATE

LAND-FOR-TAXES! For Almost Nothing. Complete In
structions. $2.00: Grandcees. AHT. Hamilton. GA 31811.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA-FREE CATALOG! Blue Ridge
Mountain land, farms, homes. Wetherbee Realty, Box 84-H,
Woolwine. VA 24185. (7031930-2155.

SURVIVAL

EXPLOSIVES. INCENDIARIES. TWENTY USEFUL
FORMULAS ONLY $3.00. DOC ROSCOE'S GUNCOTTON
RECIPE $1.50. BOTH FOR $4.00! SEND TO :D&R EN
TERPRISES. BOX 14741. CLEVELAND. OH 44114.

WANTED TO PURCHASE
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JERRY RAKUSAN

INDUSTRY INSIDER

A NEW POWDER - SOME NEWS FROM
RUGER, COLT AND MATCH INFO

PRl(fa~!oB/{!) :
1285 Mark Street, Bensenville, IL 60106

o SEND FREE CATALOG I
I
I
I
I

The new Parellex
Fall color catalog
features the very ,
finest outdoor ~

and action ~

equipment. tJ
Military surplus
clothing and
gear. U.S. made
outdoor
clothing and
footwear.
Knives, bags, packs,
manuals, police and self-defense
products. Plus a very complete selection
of gun accessories. Many unique and
hard-to-find items. Satisfaction guaranteed.

I
I
I
I Name _

I Address _

I City _

I State Zip Code. _

I 028 •.J1..;;--------

FREE
FALL CATALOG

.380 will soon grow up into a full blown
9mm. That will make quite a pocket pistol.

The NRA Show (which is still a month
away as this is written) is remored to be the
stage for the premier showing ofRuger's little
single six revolver all grown up into a center
fire-the .32 H&R Magnum? Also the return
of the .357 Maximum?

The big time money shoots are not all on
the west coast. Smith & Wesson will run a
major match in October- by invitation
with a $10,000 check for the winner and
prizes going back to 15th place. This will be a
three-gun match; rifle, shotgun and handgun.

United Sporting Arms, Inc., makers of the
Seville single action revolvers, is under new
management. Jeff Munnell, Secretary and
General Consul, tells us that a new company
has been formed and all assets of the fanner
United Sporting Anns of Arizona have been

The August issue of our other firearms
publication, GUNS Magazine, broke the

story of the Golden Powder Company ofLas
Vegas, Nevada. At the moment they are pre
paring to offer a black powder substitute.
Nothing startling about that, you say? Right,
but, watch out for this outfit. The propellent
has great possibilities for use in a caseIess
cartridge (it has been fired successfully in a
Luger) and it is many times safer to produce
than either black or smokeless powders. We
will report on this as soon as an application
for cartridge handguns is ready.

What's New
Colt's shorter-than-Commander auto'

should be formally announced before you
read this, and dealers should have the little
jewel in stock shortly.

There is a rumble that the Iver Johnson
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You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your sco'res will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting.

PO BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA
CA 93103-1529

USA

'-
Idd::1

JOHN
SP1LBORGHS

"'Pam Comp .45"

S I. 00 Fon PICTURE AND INFO

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER

Join the Club
First there was IPSC, now, we have

USPSA. For those who don't know, USPSA
is the United States Practical Shooting Asso
ciation. If you are an IPSC shooter you
already belong to a local club. However, this
is a national organization which is attempting
to get all IPSe shooters together. Dues are
$20 a year. For more information contact
Dave Arnold, USPSA, PO. Box 1990,
Dept. AH, Grafton, -M-
VA 23692. ~

Lets You and Him Fight
The swords have been drawn, and the

great Walther PPK/S war has begun. On one
hand we have Manurhin of France saying
that they have been building the Walther PP
line of pistols since 1952, selling them on
their own and to Carl Walther.

On the other hand, we have Interarms pro
claiming, ': .. this is THE Walther PPK/S!
It's the genuine article, not a look-alike copy
made by others:'

Both claim that their Walther is the best,
with Manurhin stating, "One might logically
question whether the PP series pistols manu
factured in Alabama only since 1979 incorpo
rate the same quality standards and
craftsmanship expertise which Manurhin has
attained by over 33 years of production .. :'
In their advertisement, Interarms states, "If it
doesn't carry the (Walther Banner) it's just not
a Walther and it's not the best:'

So ended Round One in this fight for the
Walther Championship of the World. No real
punches have been landed as yet. Round One
was a war of words. We'll report on Round
Two in the next issue.

purchased. Mmmell said that the new com
pany is going to make available all of the
popular center fire chamberings, including
the .357 Maximum, the new .375 U.S.A.
Super Mag and the .454 Magnum. The
address is 2021 East 14th St., Thcson, AZ
85719.

Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red. yellow. orange,
blue. green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on 'rontlnd rllr sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.

20 INSERT 1 COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR). . . $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT6COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7 COLOR KIT. $59.00 Ppd.
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) $15.00

RUORESCENT COLORS!

NEW! BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Colt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian DIagoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit.
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices.

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS: ..
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
HandgunnerAnnual

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Rugerd/a Revolvers (.357 & .44) "" $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers ~ $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59.,' $13.50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & L Frame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50 '

[MaH~~] BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ==
I

,(MasterCa...rei 1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA
, . Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corp. .
Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP.

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L & KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

Colt
Walnut............................... $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics. '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure. Deaier inquiries welcome.

~ ----

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Quality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control.' Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W39 &59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
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Metal shield protects
deadboIt.

P.O. Box 856, Lewiston, ID 83501
·"1984 Omark Industries

A Stow1lne vault bolts to
wall studs at 4 sep;nte

points, so It doesn't need
deadw~t.

Crttlca1latch area Is~

1leInforced "box" deslgn
streogthens door frame to

withstand prying.

~
notherStowline

ad 'antage thm comes
with ry s'afe: $1 of
free ntents insu1ce.

Door~e Is Jrobled aver,
with fetnfor~steel frame
Insid~ for exte. strength.

PRICE ISN'T ITS ONLY
STRONG POINT.

Front
view

OUTERS
OMARKINDUSrRlESO

GET THE WHOLE SHOOTIN' MATCH
FROM THE GOOD OL' BOYS,

CCI, Speet RCBS, Outers & V\€aver

Now y can get a whole lot of security without
spending whole lot of money-thanks to the.
Good 01' JYS.

Because their Stowline safes pack a ton of prot~c
tion in a lighter, more technical design'. So you don't
pay for dead weight.

For instance, Stowline vaults bolt to the wall,
instead of relying on excess weight. 12-gauge steel
and 100% welded seams add strength, but not extra
mass. And critical points are reinforced through
advanced design, not with unnecessary bulk. .

In fact. the Good 01' Boys are so sold on Stowline's

ingenious design, they'H throw in $1000 of free
insurance on the valuables or &rearms you keep
inside: And to lock up the deal. they'll give you all
this protection for hundreds of dollars less than the
heavyweight competition.

Check out all the Stowline safes for your home or
truck today.

They may not outweigh
the competition in dead
weight. But we think
they'll come out the
strong favorite.



It about time
discovered
quality? You

c n learn more
out why
scrlmlnatlng

portsmen choose
HK by sending
$3.00 for our full
color 24 page
catalog.
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